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FOREWARD 
, 

Although the Vedantic philosophy which Shri Sailkara-
cbirya bas expounded in his Prasthanatraya Bhasbyas 
depicting the Absolute Reality of the Upanishads and the 
Vedas, which can never be refuted, in such a clear 
manner akin to perceiving and comprehending a fruit held 
in our palm, it is the irony of our times and our misfortune , 
that the post-Salikara commentators as well as the other 
commentators belonging to alien ·schools· of philosophy 
have not been able to fathom the depths and subtleties of 
his profound teachings. To add insult to this injury, so 
to speak, these worthies have been unwittingly pointing , 
out all sorts of imaginary, fanciful defects in Shri Sailkara's 
philosophy. Because of the reason that for the illogical 
arguments of the commentators belonging to the rival , 
schools, the VyachyTllakiias (post-Sailkara commentators) - , 
who profess to be the ardent followers of Adi Salikara 
~ solely responsible, it becomes expedient and essential 
at the outset to refute and discard their errant and erroneous 
commentaries (which are very much in vogue today in 
Vedantic literature and parlance). 

By this, the readers need not think that it is my , 
opinion that in the post-Salikara commentaries there is 
nothing whatsoever worthy of knowing or comprehending. 
There is not an iota of doubt that they have elucidated 
many a topic taken up for discussion in the original 
commentaries in an excellent manner, and have strengthened 
them by means of their own logical devices. In fact, with 
the help of the Vyakhyanakaras alone I have been able 
to divine the profound meanings of several terse portions 
of the original Bhasbyas. l-1ence my sense of gratitude 
and reverence towards them is not less than that of 



anyone else. Even so, with great regret it is to be said 
that just as the Indian proverb says : 'The ink devoured 
the thousand-figured painting', the modem theory of 
'Mulavidya', which is very much in vogue everywhere, 
has literally tainted black, as it were, the excellent and 
efficient Vedantic methodology, found in and through the , 
Bhashyas of Shri Sailkara and which is like a highly 
beautiful picture. 

In order to cleanse Vedanta of this dross and dirt, 
I wrote in Sanskrit a treatise entitled - 'Miilividyinirisat,' 
or 'Sailkara Hrid.yam' about ten years ago itself. Those 
ardent students of Sanskrit language who wish to discern 
the shallowness of this (doctrinaire) theory of Mulividyi 
as well as the profundity of the Intuitive deliberation on 
the method of A vasthatraya, wliich is like a pillar of 
strength for the basic methodology of Vedanta itself, will 
have to meticulously study that Sanskrit treatise alone. 
Here I have presented only the most important points 
with authoritative sources from the original Bhashyas in 
a lucid manner in Kannada. I have every hope that the 
readers will unfailingly be convinced of the fact that Adi 
SaJikara had not even an iota of acceptance or approval 
of this theory of 'Mulividya' by virtue of the numerous 
Bhasbya statements mentioned here. Here there are many 
a hint and suggestion as to how one can cognize Advaita 
(non-dualism) directly (Iiltuitively), without entertaining 
even a taint of this Mulayidya theory. By reading this 
small treatise even if a few students are induced by a 
desire to read the original work and to pursue further this 
deliberation my purpose is served. 

Holenarsipur 
1940 

Yallambalase Subramagya Sharma 
Author 



PREFACE 

This valuable booklet is a free and fair translation of 
a Kannada booklet printed recently by the newly-founded , , 
'Sruti Sailkara Samskrita Samshodhana Pratishthana' which 
has the prime purport of dissemination of the Knowledge 
contained in the Vedas and Vedanta as also teaching 
Sanskrit through their study, research, propagation etc. 
For this purpose this Institution has undertaken the colossal 
task of conducting daily classes, Vedanta SaptiiJas (seven 
days, programmes of discourses on Vedantic topics by 
scholars), tuition in the advanced or higher literature of 
Sanskrit, practical training in the scriptural rituals and, 
last but not tI;le least, research in ancient Vedic texts etc. 
The predominant objectives of the Institution - it need not 
be gainsaid - are : ShiistrarakshalJa (protection or preser 
vation of our ancient scriptures) and ShT8troKtajiianiirjana 
(gathering together or collection of the knowledge taught, 
expounded in our scriptures). 

Witp. regard to this treatise, Paramabamsa Shri 8hri 
Satchidanandendra Sarilswati Swatnlji had in his Piirvli
shrama (i.e. as a householder before initiation into , 
Sannyasa) had published in 1940 a booklet - '8aftkara 
Siddhanta', which was a product of research, under the 
a~pices of Adhyatma Prakasha Katyalaya, which was 
founded by him alone. In the early 60's all the copies of 
this booklet were sold out and for reasons beyond the 
control of the Karyalaya the treatise had not been reprinted 
till now. 

Although this treatise is small in size - as the author 
himself has concluded - it was not written with any 
intentions of acquiring money or fame, nor of providing 



a vocation for those who undertake the study and practice 
of Vedanta and of getting any kudos from scholars. 

Those ardent students and practitioners pursuing • 
Vedantic way of life - and who are especially interested 
in knowing the futility and falsity of this present-day 
erroneous theory of Miilividya as also who are, at the 
tame time, devoted to leain the genuine traditional 
methodology - as expounded by 8hri Sankara in and 
through his extant Prasthanatraya Bhasbyas, which is like 
an unshakeable pillar of strength - should necessarily 
study this text with all meticulous care to their own 
jmmense benefit. Here in this small treatise, only the 
most important points with authoritative sources from the 
original Bhashyas are presented in a lucid manner. 

It is hoped that the readers will unfailingly be 
convinced that - "Adi SaIikara had not even an iota of 
intention - let alone purport - of propagating this bizarre 
theory of 'Miilavidyi' " by the elucidation found in 
numerous Bhashya statements. It is to be stressed Ifere 
that there are many a hint and suggestion as to how to 

discern the non-dual Reality of Brahman or Alman of 
Vedanta - not intellectually but Intuitionally so as to 
culminate in one's own plenary experience here and now 
in this very life - without taking any recourse whatsoever 
to this ubiquitous but untrustworthy theory of Miilavidyi. 
By reading this small treatise even if a few students are 
induced to read 8hri SaDkara's original Bhasbyas for 
proper guidance, the purpose of publishing this booklet 
would be served. 

D. B. Gangolli. 
Translator 
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- Adhyisa Bhashya (Shri Sankara's Introduction to 
Brahma Siitras). 

- Isivisya Upanishad Bhishya. (Mantra Number) 

- Kalpataru - A commentary by Amalananda on 
Bhimati (1917). In this, Bhamati and Parimalat are 
also to be found (Chapter, text, Sutra) 

- Kathopanishad Bhisbya ( Chapter, Valli, Mantra) 

- Giti Bhisbya (Chapter, Verse) 

- Chhindogyopanishad Bhishya (Chap. Kh844a or 
Section, Mantra) 

- Taittirlyopanishad Bhashya (Valli, Mantra) 

- Naishkarmya Siddhi (Chap. KhaJ;l4a) 

- Paiichapidiki (A sub-commentary believed to be 
written by Padmapadachirya, a direct disciple of 
8hri Salikara) - published by Vijayanagaram 
Samslqita Granthivali, 1891). 

- Bhishya Portion (the English numbers indicate the 
portions or sections), 

- Paiichapidiki VivaraJ)a (the sub-commentary written 
'by Prakishitmayati on Paiichapadilci) - published 
by Vijayanagaram Sanslqita Granthavali, 1892) 

- Prasbnopanishad Bhisbya (prasbna or question, 
Mantra) 

-Briha~yakopanishad Bhishya (Chap. Brihmat)8, 
Mantra) 

- Bhimatl (A sub-commentary written by Vichaspati 
MiSra on Shri Salikara' s Brahma Sutras) - published 
by Nin)ayasigara Press, 1917) 

- Mil)4Ukya Kariki Bhishya (Prakar~ Kirika) 
- M~diikyopanishad Bhijshya (Mantra) 

- MlD;lc;lakopanishad Bhishya (M~(laka, Kh8\l9a, 
Mantra) 

[The Dhi. Pore numbers mentioned pertain to the portions of the 
Bhishyas in Kannada published by Adhyitma Prakasha Kiryalaya] 
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THE PRISTINE PURE 
ADVAITA PHILOSOPHY OF ADI SHANKARA 

'l16~Cfit 'l16~q;(1'q14 Ct;~lci ; .. «(1401,( I 

~"iilbq,,~ cR ii·lq~ y.i: y.i: II 

I. Introduction 

The ImpedimeDts, Snags that are Encountered While , 
Determining the PhUosophy of Shri SaDkarL 

That the revered Shri Swara Bhagavatpada wrote 
his commentaries on Prasthanatraya (the triad of canon
ical texts) and had bestowed his benign grace upon hu
manity itself is a fact known to all readers of this small 
booklet. The fact as to which are the fundamental teach-, 
ings of 8hri SaDkara's philosophy is also, to a great 
extent, universally popular by now. "By virtue of begin
ningless Avidyii (ignorance), Jiva (soul) is experiencing 
the trials and tribulations of Samsara (transmigratory 
existence, life). If this A vidya is got rid of by means of 
Advitiya (non-dual) Brahmavidyii (Self-Knowledge), he 
attc1jns directly the BrahmaswarUpa ( essen~al nature of 
Brahman or the Absolute Reality) and becomes blissful." 
Thus that great teacher's spiritual instruction is that -
"By means of Brahmavidya, to attain Brahmaswariipa is 
the prime purport of human beings (parama Purushiirtha).' , 

What is the Swariipa ( essential nature) of the Vidya 
taught by that Acharya (preceptor) ? Which is that Avidya 
that is destroyed by it ? What is the method of destroying 
A vidya by means of Vidya ? How come by that method 
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we attain Moksha (Liberation, Beatitude) which is the 
Parama Purushartha ? .. it i. but natural that all these 
questions arise in the minds of A stiw (believers in the , 
authority of the Sastra as a sacred source for knowing all 
religious and metaphysical truths) who arc rational or 
discriminative in their outlook. It is not possible for the 
common run of people to find out easily the answers to 
these questions. For, many of us are not familiar with 
Sanskrit language ; even if we know a little of Sanskrit, 
when we examine the small texts believed to be published 
as 'Works written by Soo Sailkara~, it is found that in 
each one of them the methodology described therein 
varies ; if we ask the scholars, each one of them de
scribes or explains Advaita in a different way altogether. 
It being so, it has become almost an impossible task for 
Mumukshus (seekers of Liberation) to discern the genuine 
Siddhiinta (non-dual philosophy). 

Differences of OpiniOD Among Scbolan Too 

Doubts with regard to Sailkara's Siddhinta do not 
arise only among those who are not knowing Sanskrit, 
but also among the scholars as they entertain variant 
opinions in this matter ; for the Brahma Siitta Bhisbya 
of 8hri Saitkara there are two sub-commentaries, viz, 
PanchapaJikO and BhCmatl~ Further there are commentar
ies on these sub-commentaries. Although these two prin
cipal sub-commentaries (i.e. Paiicbapadiki and Bhamati) 
are written with a view to explaining the opinion (teach
ings) of Shri Sailkara alone, not only that these sub
commentatorS have interpreted one and the same sentence 
differently in thier own method but also have described 
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the entire methodology of the Siddhanta (final spiritual 
tenets) in totally different ways. Further the followers of 
one sub-commentary of one Vyachyana (sub-commentary) 
have objected to the interpretation of the followers of the 
rival sub-commentary. This melee of criss-cross argumen
tations between them has given rise to hundreds of inner 
factions among the Advaitins. Among them only a few 
have been exemplified by Appayya Dikshitar, a re
nowned scholar, in his popular work called 'Siddhinta 
Lesha SaJigraha'. No one has attempted till now to 
explain to the general public so as to reconcile all the 
various theories of these groups in a satisfactory manner~ 
Those who endeavour to examine in depth the whole 
gamut of these texts get perplexed and feel as' if they 
have entered a vast forest unable to find a way-out. 
Erudite scholars study some of them and somehow get 
satisfied, saying : ' 'All texts undertake the task of teach
ing Advaita alone ; only the approaches or paths of 
depicting the Siddhanta are different, that is all" - and 
have written some texts with that belief. But because of 
the reason that the profound (terse) texts that they have 
written are bristling with subtle logical arguments, it. is 
not possible for all the present-day scholars to digest 
them. Therefore, many people opine that - "All are great 
personalities ; all of them have propounded one and the 
same topic in various ways" and while reading or ex ... 
plaining a particular text they are trying to do so by 
elucidating the methodology contained in the· text to oth-. 
ers according to their own understanding. In fact, '8 sin
cere effort to discern or cognize Advaita (non-dual Re
ality) in any particular manner (methodology), is not 
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undertaken whole-heartedly by them. "In the ultimate 
analysis, Advaita alone stands out unassailed" - thus they 
entertain a strong, steadfast faith and read various texts. 
Under the circumstances, with regard to their behaviour 
or style of living, between them and the rest of the 
Dvaitins (dualists) there exists no difference whatsoever; 
there is no possibility of any change occurring in this 
regard. For, they believe that in this Kali era it is Dot 
possible to practise Advaita philosophy, and just like the 
rest of the people they too are engrossed in mundane, 
workaday transactions. 

The T "0 Methodologies iD V OIue Today 

The teaching method of Advaita Vedanta in vogue 
today is, in the main, following or adopting two Prasthau. 
(approaches) called 'VivaralJa Prasthina', 'Bhimad 
Prasthina' ; to wit, two schools of pedagogics which 
propound and explain Shri Satlkara's teachings (philoso-· 
phy) in two different ways : 

(a) That school or methodology which follows the 
text called ' VivaralJil' which is a sub-commentary on 
'Paiichapiidjki' as the authoritative text is called 'Vivar89a 
Prasthina' ; 

(b) that school or methodology which follows 'Bha 
ma~', which is a sub-oommentary on Brahma Siitta Bhashya 
of 8hri ·Sankara as its main source is called 'Bhimad 
Prasthina'. Although both these disputants profess to be , 
followers of 8hri SaiJkara and his ,original Bhishyu, their 
-methodologies or theories are parting away from each 
other in different directions like the Ganges and the 
Sindhu rivers. But these worthies are under the delusion 
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that ultimately these rivers are reaching the ocean and 
merging in it. 

The Present-day State of Vedinta PhUosophy 

Because of the reason that as generations pass by, the 
erudition in Vedantic philosophy has been steadily dimin
ishing, those who have thoroughly studied or closely 
scrutinized either Vivara"a or Bhiimati are very few in 
number. To add to our misfortune, nowadays the thor
ough and complete study of the original Bhashyas of 8hri 
Sankara is on the wane, which is a highly regrettable 
event, nay a great bane, of our times. The majority of 
students feel fully satisfied merely reading and learning 
some lessons from brief commentaries on Isa and other 
Upanishads, Gita Bhashya, some portions in Chhandogya 
and Brihadar~yaka - which are the two voluminous 
Upanishads - and Sutra Bhashya. There are also some 
students who study texts like Nyliyanir'lfJ)'a, Ratnaprabha 
- which are the modem commentaries. Really speaking, 
it will not be wrong or an exaggeration if it is said that 
the present-day Vedanta (i.e. Adviata Vedanta) as pro
pounded by the present-day scholars has merged in 
Tarlcashastra (dialectics or logic). For, many scholars read 
the original Bhashyas merely as a pretext or for name's 
sake - or without even reading them - and get fully 
satisfied by studying some Prakara1Jll Granthas (texts 
written by several individuals) popularly believed to be 

, 
the original works of 8hri SaDkara. It has become a 
convention among such scholars or professors to study 
secondary treatises based on Nyaya and Vaisheshika schools 
of philosophy like - "Tarkasangraha", "Dipikii', 
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, , MuktavaIi' , , ' , ROmarudri' , , ' , Dina/cari' , and thereafter 

to spend greater time and effort in mind-boggling logical 
texts like "Vedaata-paribhmhu' "ShikhOmani" "Advaita , . , 
siddhi' , t ." BrahmCllandi' '. Since in those texts the meth
odologies based on dialectics, which are needed to answer 
or solve, in the main, those objections which are raised 
against Advaita philosophy by followers of Shri Ramiinuji 
·charya and Shri Madhwicharya, are profusely mentioned, 
it amounts to saying that the present-day Advaita Vedanta 
study means to learn a method of clashing swords with 
alien Vedintins following the teachings of Shri Ramanuja 
(called 'Vishishtidvaita' philosophy) and of Shri Madhwa 
(called 'Dvaita' philosophy). Thus as long as we are 
engaged -and engrossed in the task of pounding a heap of 
seedless husk,. how at all can we get either the forbear
ance or the leisure needed to find out the truth or ground 
reality by comparing the principal, original Bhashyas and 
the various Vyikhyinas on them ? 

Need for Studying the Original T estl 

If at all we wish to mitigate this chaotic state of 
affairs, we should, first of all, acquire the unstinted faith 
and assurance that Vedinta will surely and unfailingly 
help us attain here and now bliss and peace. The system 
of studying and practising thoroughly, completely the 
original works of Bhashyas, which rid one of the addic
tion or craze for dry, vain logic and enable one to aspire 
for Purusha-tha (goal of human existence), is to be found 
to have been adopted by some highly qualified, evolved 
people. The JijiiTlfus (seekers of Self-Knowledge) should 
realize the truth that at. best the VyachyOnQS (sub-com-
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mentaries, in general) are instruments or means to help 
us reckon the true meaning or import of the original 
Bhashyas and not that they are in themselves, indepen
dently, authoritative texts or sources. With the strong 
belief that earlier this task is achieved the better it would 
be for everyone's well-being, we had written and pub
lished a Sanskrit treatise entitled - "Shri Saitkarahpdayam 
or MiilividyinirisaJ.t" - in the 30's. Some scholars who 
had read that book agreed that the conclusion drawn in 
that text was quite proper, rational. We further published 
the Kannada translations of some texts of the PrasthRnatraya 
Bhashyas with a view to spreading this teaching (me~
odology) among those who do not know Sanskrit lan
guage. Many people knowing Kannada who read those 
translations understood that Vedanta is full of several 
excellent and profound deliberations and sagacious thoughts 
intimately related to human life and lent their patronage, 
moral support to this task. But some scholars of our 
country especially are engaged in spreading the canard 
that - "The teachings and deliberations that we have 
published in 'Shri Sailkarahridayam' are opposed to the 
Sampradiiya (traditional methodology)" - at various plac
es and are vitiating the minds of Astikas ; thus we have 
come to know of late. Therefore, in order to solve the 
doubts of Jijiiasus who are not able to read Sanskrit and 
understand it, we have written this small book. We hum
bly plead with the discriminative readers to discern that 
this is the sacred Brahmavichiira ( deliberation on the 
Ultimate, Absolute Reality of the Vedic lore) which gives 
rise to P~ramashreyas (the profound, final Beatitude), and 
without giving any scope whatsoever for attachment and 
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hatred, they should dedicate all their time and efforts in 
cognizing the Reality of the Self. 

The Essential Nature of the Differences In Approacb 

It has been mentioned above that the methodologies 
which signify the Vedinta philosophy are, for the time 
being, mainly two. It is necessary for the true seekers to 
get acquainted a little more with those variant approaches. 
For, among the scholars too nowadays there are very few 
who have meticulously studied the original works of these 
Prasthinas completely. 

For the Vivara.,. Prastbina the sub-commentary 
called PaiichaplZiika is the authoritative source. If we 
observe the name, it becomes quite but natural to get 
misguided, deluded to believe that in this sub-commentary 
there is an elaboration of the first five P«Ias (sections, 
chapters) of Brabma Sutra. But, in truth, in it there is no 
commentary on even one -Pada completely. There is an 
explanation of the Bhashya on the first four Swas (aph
orisms) only. It is written in texts like 'Midbaviya 
Sailkaravijaya' etc. that 'Paiichapidiki' was written by 
Padmapida, a direct disciple of 8hri SaDkara, and that 
in it due to certain unspecified causes only five Pidas 
remained and further among them only four Sutra por
tions are now in vogue. If we examine the original text 
we do not come across any valid evidence to say that this 
sub-commentary was written by Shri Padmapada or that 
he wrote the commentary only on five Padas. Even the 
ViV8l"89akiras have not opined that this is authored by 
Padmapada ; nor have they mentioned that its size or 
contents are only so much. At certain places there do 
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exist indications or pointers to conclude that the Paiicha 
padikakara had the intention of writing a sub-commentary , 
on the entire Brahma Sutra Bhashya (of Shri Sailkara). 
Whatever it may be, among the explanatory s~b-com
mentaries on Siitra BRisbya that we have come across, 
Paiichapidiki is itself the most ancient. The numerous 
new logical devices that exist in VivaralJfl (explanatory 
commentary) strengthen one's conviction and have there
by become means of immense value to elucidate the 
methodology of Paiichapidiki Prastbina to the seekers 
of Vedanta philosophy. The author of 'Vivar~a' is one 
Prakishitmayati. This Vivar8J)akara has exhibited exem
plary zeal, zest while refuting the theories of Bhaskaracharya 
who has raised many an objection at various places. , 
against 8hri Sailkara's Bhashya. The most important fea-
ture is that not only has this Vivar~akara elaborated 
upon and elucidated the essential nature of A vidya which 
Bhaskaracharya has taken up for refutation but also has, 
in the process, explained in full detail 'the theory of 
Miilividyi' (called in Vedantic circles - 'Miilividyivida') 
which is indicated or suggested briefly in Paiichapadika. 
Although in this sub-commentary, for certain sentences 
found in its original source (i.e. Pafichapadika) there are 
to be found some contradictions, on the whole both these 
treatises, viz. Panchapadika and Vivar~a, are propound
ing one and the same opinion; this much'is enough to 
serve the purport of this small book and hence assuming 
thus we carry on further discussion on this topic. 

For the Bhimatl Prasthina the original authoritative 
source is Vichaspati Mishra's Siitra-Bhiishya l'lka (sub-, 
commentary on Brahma Siitra Bhashya of 8hri 8ailkara). 
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In this treatise although there do appear certain logical 
devices found in Paiichapadiki, the manner in which the 
Vedintic methodology is propounded cmd presented is 
extremely different from it. BeCause of the reason that in 
Bhimati also satisfactory· answers to Bhiiskarichirya's 
objections are provided, it becomes quite clear that, just 
like the Viv~akira, Vichaspati Mishra too belonged to 
a post-Bhaskara period alone. There is enough reason 
even to believe or surmise that this commentator had 
written his sub-commentary earlier than the Viv~ 
For, like the latter this Vichaspati Mishra has Dot ac
knowledged Miilavidyi. Nor has this commentator even 
touched upon anyone of the Yu/ctis (logical devices) 
which the. Vivar8Qachirya has utilized in support of (or 
to establish) Miilividyi. Even so, AmalinaDda, who has· 
written a sub-cOmmentary on Bh8mati, has believed ar
dently that even to Viichaspati. Mishra this Miilavidyi 
theory was acceptable. Following in the footsteps of this 
writer (i.e. Amalananda), many modern scholars are eD
tertaining this opinion alone. 

The manner in which Shri SureSwarichirya, who , 
.is famous as the direct disciple of Shri SaDkaricbirya, 
bas explained the latter's Siddhanta is totally different 
from both these Prasthanas (i.e. Panchapadika or presently 
in vouge as VivaraJ)8 Prasthana and Bhimah Prasthb). 
He has not written a Vyalchyiina (sub-commentary) on 
Brahma Sutra. However; there is a legend mentioned i.p 
Sailkaravijaya that Shri Sailkara had attempted to get a 
Vyakhyana written on Brahma. Sutra by Shri Sureswara, 
but the other disciples did not agree to that proposal and 
eventually prevailed upon the teacher to get it written by 
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Shri Padmapada alone. Further on, it is written in that , 
legend that then 8hri SaDkara foretold in the manner : 
"You (i.e. Shri Sureswara) will in future become Vachas 
pati and will write a complete sub-commentary on Brah
ma Siltra Bhashya". But, actually speaking, because of 
the reason that there exists a contradiction in the matter 
of some very important points themselves between Shri 
SureSwarBchatya's Vedanta methodology and that propunded 
by 8hri Vachaspati Misra, we cannot give any value or 
importance to this story. Among all the texts supposed to 
have been authored by Shri Sureswara only three viz. 
Naishkarmya-Siddhi, Taittiriyopanishad Bhmhya Vartika 
and BrhadiiralJYakOpanishad Bhmhya Vartika - are impor
tant. The question whether the other so-called treatises 
had been written by him or not will have to be deter
mined by comparing their methodology with that which 
is found in these three texts. All Vedantins revere the 
V8rtikakara ; but though those who study his treatises in 
depth are reckoned to be almost nil, they are very few 
in DUinber. Therefore, Virtika Prasthina is a name 
which cannot possibly be heard in a seminar of learned 
scholars. 

Vedintic Methodology According to Vivara\la School 

Now it is necessary to indicate as to how the opin-, 
ions (teachings) of the Bhashyakara (i.e. 8hri Satikara) 
have undergone mutations, nay mutilations, in recent times 
as presented by the above-mentioned Prasthanas (i.e. 
Vivarat;la and Bhamati). Especially, because of the reason 
that those who have not understood at least briefly (t~e 
gist of) this topic of MfiUividya as propounded by the 
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Vivarana Prasthina will not be able to discern at all what . 
we intend explaining in this treatise, that topic has per 
force to be mentioned here. 

<a> What is the Swariipa (Essential Nature) of 
A vidyi ? What is its Function ? 

In A tma Chaitanya (Pure Conciousness of the Self) 
there exists an Aniiii (beginningless) Anirv«hya (indefin
able, indescribable) Avidyo (ignorance) - (Paiicbapidiki 
4). Because of the reason that it is dependent upon 
beginningless Chaitanyasatta (Pure Existence or Reality 
of Consciousness) it is Anidi - (Panch. 4) ; because of 
the reason that it is neither Sat (Reality) nor bat (un
reality) it is Anirvachaniya (indefinable or indescribable) 
- (Viva:raQ8 207). It has many names like: NTlnariipa 
(names and forms), AvyiJc(ita (unmanifest), Avidya (igno
rance), Maya (illusion), Prak{iti (primordial matter), 
AgrahalJll (non-comprehension), Avya/cta (unmanifest), 
Tamll3 (darkness) ; KOrona (cause), Laya (dissolution) 

• I 

Shakti (power, potency), Mahiisupti (the great sleep), Nidra 
(sleep), Akshara (imperishable), AJcasha (empty space) 
etc., (Panch. 20). Due to its covering alone the 
AtmaswarUpa (essential nature of the Self) is not illu
mined or cognized ; for the appearance of the world too 
it alone is the cause (panch. 14) ; for, the entire world 
is verily its Pari"Tlna (transformation) - (Panch. 13). 
Avidya does not mean an Abhava (non-entity) of the 
nature of not knowing (Agrah~ or non-comprehension); 
nor is it of the nature of wrong knowledge (Mithyajiiina 
or misconception), nor is it its Samslc?ra (latent or p0-

tential impression, proclivity) - (Viva:raQ8 16). It is AjRiiuJ 
(lack of kIiowledge) which is JRiinavirOdhi (opposite Qf 
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knowledge) and Bhiivariipa (of a substantive nature). This 
is the cause for all Sams~a (transmigratory life) ; it 
exists uninterruptedly even in all the three Avasthiir (states 
of Consciousness) till one attains Mo1csha (liberation) -
(Viv~a 16). In Sushupti (deep sleep) this exists asso
ciated with Vikshepa SamskOra (latent tendency of projec
tion or dispersal) covering up the Self (Panch. 5, 20 ; 
Vivar8Q& 16) ; whereas in waking it gets transformed into 
the form of Ahalikiira (ego, I-notion) - (paiich. 20). This 
alone is the UpaJOna/caruJa (material cause) for AdhyT8a 
(misconception) which is of the nature of knowing by 
mixing Alman (Self) and An«man (not-self) one in the 
other mutually ~ (Viv~a 12). 

(b) What are the Valid Means or Evidences to 
Establish Avidyi which is Bhivaripa (of Substantive, 
Material Nature) ? 

The Pratyakshinubhava (perceptual experience) of 
the type of - "I am an ignorant person" ; the Anumana 
(inference) which determines or decides, by means of the 
illustration of a lamp so as to be able to remove a 
particular kind of substantive cover, which is opposed to 
non-existence, by PramOrJaiii'ma (knowledge born out of 
valid means) ; the Artbipatti (presumption or inference 
used to account for an apparent inconsistency) of the type 
- "In the Pure or Absolute Brahman the possibility of 
Ahmikira to appear cannot arise without the existence of 
UpaJiina KCIruJa (material cause) of Mithyiirilpa (an un
real form) ; the Srnti (scriptural statement) which says 
that - "Because of the reason that in deep sleep there 
exists a false or unreal cover therein the Brahma Swarilpa 
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(the essential nature of the Reality) is not shining or 
illumined" ; the Srutyirtbipattl (the presumption indi
cated in the scriptures itself) of the type .. "Because of 
the. reason that there is a statement in the scriptures that 
by means of Vidyo. (Self-Knowledge) alone Mii1csha (Lib
eration) accrues, the cover of Avidyii (ignorance) which is 
the cause for Bandha (bondage) should necessarily exist 
therein" - these five reasons are the Prami.,u (valid 
means of evidence) for Avidyi. One should not doubt in 
the manner - "If it is established by' so many Pramil}as 
it amounts to saying that it (i.e. Avidya) is Satya (real 
entity) alone 1" ; for, by means of these PramiJ}as it is 
known to be not an Ahhava (non-entity or non .. existent 
thing), that is all. Really speaking, Bhavariipavidya (igno
rance which is of the nature of a substantive, existent 
entity) is verily SiJcshivedya (cognized by the Witnessing 
Consciousness) - (Vivar81J8 12, 13, 42, 43). 

(e) To Whom has Avidyi EntaHed ? In Which 
Aspect or Subject-matter ? 

To wit: For Atman, with regard to Atman Himself, 
there need not be various stip~ations of the type - 'The 
'substratum or support has to be separate; the object bas 
to be separate; for, it is an entity or substance (PadTnha) 
like darkness and is Anirvachaniya (indescribable). One 
may reasonably ask the questions like - "To whom is 
-.Jiiiina (knowledge) ? In which matter or topic 1" This 
Bhiivariipa (nature of being a substantive entity) Ajiiiina 
(ignorance or lack of knowledge) is opposed to Jiiina and 
hence, just like Jiiina, for Ajiiina too there should nec
essarily be separate Ashraya (substratum) and separate 
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Vishaya (object) - thus there exists BhrOnti (delusion) -
(Viv~a 43). This delusion is not at all Anta"kar~ 
Ashraya (dependent upon, or lurking in, the Mind) ; it 
rests in or depends upon Atmaswariipa alone- (VivaraJ;la 
45) ; similarly, for this Ajiiana - the Atmaswariipa alone 
js the Vishaya (object) - (Vivar~a 46). 

(d) How does the A vidyi get Ptmoved or Des
troyed ? 

It is removed by TattwajiiTlta (Knowledge of Real
ity). If both Ajiiana and its KOrya (effec~) are destroyed 
so that they do not recur or reappear, then it amounts to 
saying that its Niv{Utti (release, freedom) is achieved -
(VivaraQa 34). Although in our workaday, empirical trans
actions the delusions of the type of sea-shell appearing as 
silver that occur to us are verily the effect or product of. 
this Miilividyi, Avidyii (ignorance) does not get destroyed 
by Jiiina of Shukti (sea-shell) etc. ; then (at that juncture) 
the silver etc., get Laya (merged) in their cause of Avidya., 
that is all. (Vivar~a 14) ; Or, in the alternative, then, 
it can be stated that A vidyas (called Tiilavidya) which 
are Avasthiiriipa (variant forms of state) of Mulavidya get 
destroyed - (Vivar~a 15). Only when the Tattwajli1ina 
(Knowledge of Reality) accrues Avidya gets· completely 
destroyed. Some people may doubt in the.manner - "Can 
there be any destruction of beginningless Avidya 1" ; but 
although PrOgabhava (non-existence before birth) etc., are 
Anali (beginingless), just as the logicians etc. have ac
cepted that they have destruction, the A vidya, which is 
Anadi and Bhiivariipa (of the substantive nature), also 
may be acknowledged to be having destruction (Vivarat;la 
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96). It is true that Jiiina has removed the three phenom
ena of JiiOna,hava (absence or non-existence of knowl
edge), SamshayajiiQna (doubtful knowledge) and MilhyQ. 
jliQna (wrong, false knowledge) ; where is an illustration 
to affirm that (Jiiina) destroys Miilividya which is totally 
different from all such phenomena and which is Bhava.
rUpa ? - thus anyone may question. In truth, because of 
the reason alone that Jiiinabhavi etc. are YirOdhi (op
posed to) Jiiiina, they are destroyed by means of Jiiina ; 
the Mwavidya too that we propound, because it is a 
Virodhi to JJiana, it also can possibly be removed by 
Jiiina (Vivar~a IS). 

(e) What is the Swariipa (Essential Nature) of 
Vidyi Which Removes A vidyi ? 

The Jiiiina of the type - "Brahman which is 
.NishprapaRcha (devoid of any world of duality) is Itself 
I am"· - is itself Vidyi (Vivan,a 67). By means of 
VedantaviicyaJravalJll (listening to the sentence of the 
Upani5bad) which is Siistravihita (as stipulated by the 
scripture by way of an injunction) the VilcyajliQna (knowl
edge bom out of the sentence) accrues ; the Adhi/cQri 
(qualified seeker) who aspires for Purushiirtha (the ulti
mate goal of human life) by himself practises it over and 
over again ; as a result of these two, Apar01csha JliQna 
(the direct Intuitive Knowledge) accrues (Vivar81}8 20S). 
This alone is Vidyi. 

(I) Does Duality Appear to the Jianis, or Not ? 

Although Sfish(i (creation) etc. do exist externally, 
duality does not appear to a Jiiini. Just as to the blind 
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men - though there exists colour outside - it does not 
appear, in the same way, to a Jiiani who is devoid of 
misconception of the mind (Anta"kar~iiJhy1isa) there is 
no Pram«fUtwa (cognizership) whatsoever ; and hence to 
him duality does not appear (Vivar~a 203). Or in the 
alternative, for this another answer can be given ; al
though due to Pra-abdha Karma (action that has ripened 
to give its fruit in this birth) to him duality may appear ; 
due to that there is .no harm or danger caused to him. 
For, to him on certain occasions in AsamprajRll~ Samiilhi 
(trance devoid of any conscious cognition of duality) 
there accrues cognition of Atmaikatwa (unity or non
duality of the Self) ; due to Karmavasha (being within 
the purview or control of Karma) duality is being seen. 
Therefore, though he sees duality it is as good as his not 
seeing it (VivaraJ)8 20S). Even after" A vidya is removed 
by means of Jliana (Self-Knowledge) the foroler remains, 
subsists in the form of Samskiira (latent impression) ; 
therefore duality also may be seen. By repeatedly prac
tising TattwajnOna (Knowledge of the Reality) this Avidya 
samskOra (latent impressions of ignorance) also gets re
moved. Such Samskara is also called 'Avidyilesha' 
(Vlv~a 106). 

(g) When is it that Duality does not Appear in the 
least? 

Jiiani being associated with Avidyiiesha becomes 
Jivanmu/cta (liberated while being embodied and living) 
and when that (Avidyliesha) too is destroyed, thereafter 
he gives up his mortal coil (i.e. the body) and becomes 
Videhamukta (liberated after giving up the body) - (Viva
~a 106). In the manner so far mentioned when the 
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whole gamut of Adhyara (misconception) is gone without 
any duality being visible and if unlimited infinite bliss or 
happiness is illumined or shining, th~n to get established 
as the Brahmaswariipa is itself M01csha (Beatitude). For 
Vedintic Vicha-a (deliberation) this alone is the resultant 
purport or benefit accruing (Viv~a 203). 

The Veclinta Methodology Accordlnl to Bhimad School 

Although the BhiinatAcora (founder of Bhaman school 
of philosophy) has not accepted 'Miilividyi', the post
Sankara Vyakhyanakaras maintain that he too has ac
cepted the theory of Miiliividyi. Even if we, for the time 
being, keep this topic aside, it is quite ~ertain that Shri 
Vichaspati Mishra, the founder of this school of Bhamati, 
on many occasions has strayed away from the beaten 
tcack ·or path of 8hri SaDkara and has utilised many 
portions of the methodologies of an ancient scholar by 
name 8hri M~Qana Mishra as he liked ; as a result, 8hri 
Vachaspati Mishra has clearly formulated, propounded his 
own but a new methodology. Later on, while discussing 
the teachings of Shri Sailkara, this topic may be of some 
utility. We have given here the gist of this school of 
philosophy. 

What is the Essential Nature of Avidyi ? What 
is its Function ? 

In the Jiva (soul), from time immemorial there are 
two Anirvicbya (indescribable) Avidyis viz. KiiaIJavidyo 
and K1iryavidya. K1iryavidya is of the form or nature of 
Adhyisa (misconception) - (Bham. 40). 'Vivekigraha.,a' 
(non-comprehension or lack of discrimination) is itself 
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KiiaIJiividya (Bhim. 16). Because of the reason that due 
to Jivatwa, Adhyasa is being caused and vice versa (i.e. 
in a perennial sequence) both Adhyasa and Jivatwa, like 
the seed and the sprout, are AniiJi (beginningless) -
(Bhim. 45). Whether it is Mithyqiiana (false knowledge) 
or its Samskiira (latent impression) - without one of them 
being behind the other - they do not exist at all ; due 
to the Samskara of the previous Mithyajiiana the AdhyTlYa 
(misconception) of the present body, senses etc. has 
occurred; further, through the instrumentality of these 
body, senses etc., this very Adhyasa keeps on occurring 
(Bhim. 17). This A vidya is the cause for the transaction 
of Salflsiira (transmigs;atory existence) - (Bham. 16). Kiirya
vidya is called 'Vikshepa' and KiiralJiividya is called 
'Lays'. In Sushupti (deep sleep) as well as in Pralaya 
(dissolution of the world of duality or the entire creation) 
there exist the SamskOra (potential aspect) of Vikshepa as 
also Laya LakshalJOvidya (the ignorance having the symp
toms of Laya or merger) - (Bhatn. 335). In Pralaya 
everything remains merged in Kar~avidya (Bhatn. 333). 
In Sushupti, PrOlJa (the vital force) alone subsists (Bham. 
335). Although in Bhamati the genuine statements to 
support the theory that they have acknowledged Mwavidya, 
which is separate or different from their Laya and Vikshepa, 
is not to be found - because of the reason that they have 
opined that in Pralaya everything in the Siikshma ShaktirUpa 
(form of subtle power or potency) exists in KaraQavidya 
(Bham. 333), it amounts to saying that in a particular 
sense Shri Vacbaspati Mishra too has accepted Bhiiviividyii 
(substantive ignorance) ; especially the author of 'Kalpataru' , 
who is a VyiJchyOnakOra (post-Sai1kara sub-commentator) 
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has stridently, so to say, expressed that in Bhimati this 
(i.e. Miilividyi theory) is accepted - (KL TL 333). In 
order to establish Bhivividyi no valid reasons or evi
dences have been provided in Bhimati ; whereas, the 
Kalpatarukira has followed the method or system of 
VivaraJ)8 alone in this regard and written his treatise. 

to Whom Does A vidyi Attach Itself ? In Which 
Regard? 

For Avidyi the Jivas are the Ashraya (substratum, 
support) ; Yishaya (the object) is Brahman. Just 88 the 
rope is the support or substratum for the appearance of 
a snake brought about or caused due to A vidyi, in the 
same way Brahman is the substratum for the world of 
duality, projected by the liva'. Avidyi, as a Vivaria 
UpaJiina (material cause which is an apparent or illusory 
form) ; hence, "Though Avidya has really rested in or 
is supported by Jiva alone, it has been supported by - , Iswara - thus the Bhishyakira (i.e. 8hri Satikara) ·has 
stated" - this is the opinion of the Bhimatikara (Bhim. 
378). Because' of the reason that it cannot possibly be 
determined and declared that ~ "Whether this Avidyi is 
different (or separate) or not from either iswara or liv." 
- it is Anirvichya (indescribable, indefinable) - (Bhim. 
377). ; for this, there are also other names like May&, 
Avyakta, .Avyilqita etc. This Avidyi exists in each liva 
as a separate phenomenon ; even so, because of the 
reason that everything is verily A vidyi, it is being ad
dressed iB a singular number (shim. 377, 328) - thus 
Shri Vichaspati Mishra has opined·; this opinion it a 
special, exclusive feature of this Prastbina. 
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How Does A vidyi Get Removed, Destroyed ? 

A vidya is destroyed or removed by Vidya. That Jiva 
who attains Vidya - his Avidya alone gets destroyed 
(Bhim. 377). Because of the reason that Jivatwa (soulhood) 
. is caused by Adhyasa which is of the form of MithyljRana 
(wrong, false knowledge) it is removed by Tattwajiiana 
(Knowledge of the Reality) - (Bhim .. 45). The question 
to the effect - "Is there any destruction to beginningless 
Ajii8na 1" - does not seem to have been deliberated upon 
in Bhimab. 

What Is the Swariipa of Vidyi Which Removes 
Avidyi ? 

It (Vidya) is a particular Antahkara1Jfl 'V{itti (mental 
concept or thought-construct) of the form of AdvitiYa 
(non-dual) Brahmasakshlitkiira (materialisation 'or 
actualisation of the Ultimate Reality). It not only removes 
A vidya but also shows up BrahmaswarUpa (essential nature 
of the Absolute Reality) - (Bhim. 89). This also is just 
like the SiJcsh«k1ira (visualisation or developing a special 
subtle sense) of the Shatfjiiii Swaras (six notes of a scale) 
in music; the Samska-a (subtle impression) alone gained , 
by spiritual practices like Srava'JfJ (listening to scriptural 
teachings), Manana (reasoning or deliberation on what is 
beard) etc. become the cause or means for it (Bham. , 
114). Srav8Qa and Manana mean Dhiral}a ; Nididhyiisana 
(contemplation) means Dhyina ; Darshana means Samidhi 
(Bhim. 615). This SiJcsh16kiira (materialisation) removes 
the Sakshiitkira of Prapancha (the world of duality) and 
since this itself is included in the Prapaiicha, it destroys 
itself also (Bhim. 150). 
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Can a Jiiini, being Embodied, Carry on Mundane 
Transactions ? How Come ? 

Although Brahmasakshatkara removes An~abdha 
Karma (unbegun deed, action) it cannot get rid of 
Pr~abdha Karma (that Karma or action which has al
ready given its resultant fruit). For, since the Prarabdha 
Karma has already begun its effect, that Karma - which 
is very strong - needs a longer period of time to remove. 
There is no rule of law that merely on the advent of 
Vidyii (Self-Knowledge), which is opposed, all Karmas , 
should instantly get destroyed. The statement in the Sutra 
to the effect that - "After being Jivanmuktas for some 
time 1 Jiiinis experience t!te Prarabdha Karma" - also 
strengthens this Yukti (logical device). Because of the 
reason that Dvaita (duality) and VyavahOra (empirical, 
mundane dealings) caused by it are Anirvachanrya (inde
scribable) that (i!e. Dvaita) is not at all Paramlitha 
(Absolute Reality). Therefore, there is no harm whatso
ever done to Vidyii (Bh8m. 958, 959). 

After the Prirabdha Karma is exhausted Mukti ac
crues. In fact, Miksha means to attain Brahmaswariipa 
alone which is Paramiinandaghana. (verily a mass of 
Absolute Bliss), devoid of any D~a (misery) whatso
ever. Because of the reason that It is one's Svabhava 
(essential nature) alone, It is not to be acquired afresh ; 
even so, due to Anirv«hya Aniiiyavidya (indescribable 
beginningless ignorance) it appears as though It (i.e. 
Moksha) is not attained ; though It is Svayamprakmha 
(self-effulgent) it appears as though It has to be per force 
illumined by another ; though It is different from ~e 
body, the senses etc. it appears as though It is nOD-
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different from them. When A vidya is destroyed as stated 
above, it amounts to saying that one has attained Moksha 
(Bhim. 78). 

The Vedantaprakriya (V edintic Methodology) 

According to Virtika Prasthina (of Shri Sureswara) 

Even if it is briefly depicted here in this context as 
to what is the Vedantic methodology as per the Vartika 
(sub-commentaries . on Taittiriya and BrihadaraI.lyaka , . 

Bhashyas of Shri Sailkara ) written by Shri Sureswara, it 
is sufficient. For, between the Bhashyakara (i.e. 8bri , 
Sailkara, his guru or preceptor) and the Vartikakara (i.e. 
Sbri Sureswara) in their respective methodologies there is 
not to be found any pronounced, profound differences at 
all. Not only has Sbri Sureswara followed the sentences 
of the Bhashyakara (i.e. his preceptor) and has written his 
Viirtilca (sub-commentary) but also has adduced some , 
yulctis (logical devices) of 8bri 8aDkara by further strength-
ening them. 

The Vartikakara has not accepted Mulavidya like the 
Viv~akara ; just as the Bhimatikara has repeatedly 
mentioned, he has also not stated that only after Jiiana
bhyma (repeated practice of Jiiana) Avidya gets destroyed. 
In fact, the salient feature of the Viirtika is the repeated 
proclamation in the manner - "By means of the Jiiana 
(Intuitive Knowledge) as suggested in the Vedanta Maha
viJcya (pregnant or profound sentences of the Upanishads) 
alone all Ajiiana is destroyed; in order that such a Jfiana 
accrues alone, Vichiia (Intuitive deliberation, discrimina
tion) is quite essential' , . 

According to the Virtika Prakriya - barring the 
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three aspects of Ajiiiina (non-comprehension, ignorance), 
Samshaya (doubt), Mithyijiiiina (misconception), for Jiiiina 
(Self-Knowledge which is Intuitive experience indeed), 
there is no other impediment or obstacle whatsoever (VI. 
4-4-787). Ajiiana itself is the Tattwa (essence, reality) of 
the other two variants of Samshaya and Mithyijiiina (VI. 
1-4-440). When from' the AjliCIJad{ishti (viewpoint of 
ignorance) we assume the two divisions of Atmao and 
Anitman, Ajiiina rests in or supported by Atman (i.e. it 
appears to be superimposed upon the Self). It (i.e. Ajiiina 
or ignorance) has arisen in the matter of or pertaining to 
Atman alone (Nai. 3-1). Avidyi gets destroyed or re
moved by Jiiina alone and not by anything else whatso
ever ; it exists invariably in Sushupti (deep sleep) also 
(Nai. 3-58). Avidyi appears to be existing only in the 
Avichii-adasha (state of non-discrimination) ; once Jiiina 
accrues, it cannot possibly subsist (Nai .. 3-111, 113 ; 4-
S9 ; Vi. 2-3-192, 4-3-1181, 2-4-101). When Jiiina ac
crues, A vidya completely gets destroyed ; not a trace of 
it remains or ~ubsists (Nai. 3-117 ; Vi. 2-1-279, 2-4-437; 
Sam. Vi. 234). The BrahmTDnajRiina (Intuitive Knowl
edge of the identity or unity of Brahman and Atman) that 
is bom from VediintaviJcya (Upanishadic sentence) is It
self the genuine, real Vidyi ; by means of It alone 
A vidya gets destroyed. Thereafter a steadfast conviction 
to the effect that A vidya does not exist in all the three 
periods of time i.e. past, present and future accrues (Nai. 
3-47 ; S8IJ). Vi. 183). Because of the reason that by 
means of that, i.e. Brahmitmajiiina, born out of Vedinta 
vikya alone Mukti' accrues, there is no need whatsoever 
of repeated practice of J iiiina (Intuitive Knowledge or 
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experience) - (Vi. 4-4-775 ; Sam. Vi. 438). Nididhyasana 
does not mean Dhyina ; it is Intuition or cognition by 
which that which is determined by means of ShravaI}.a 
and Manana is harmonised, matched, realized - (Vi. 2-
4-217, 233). Because of the reason that it is not rational 
to say that even after Jiiana accrues A vidyi exist$ or 
persists - there is no need whatsoever for the Dehapiia 
(falling off of the mortal coil or body) for the sake of 
Brahmapr4:Jti (attainment of the Absolute, non-dual Re
lUity) - (Vi. 4-4-560, 914, 956). 

How Should We Carry Out the Delib"eratioD 

In order to Determine the Bhishyirtha 

Because of the reason that thus the Vyakhyanakaras 
have conceived of various methodologies or theories- and 
have described asserting in the manner - "This alone is 
exclusively the real meaning or import of the original 
(Shri SaDkara's) Bhashya" - the question as to which , 
exactly is the true, genuine methodology of Shri SaDkara' 
has per force to be determined only after deliberating 
once again. How to carry out this Vichiira (delibera
tion) ? This becomes an important question now. For, 
without a proper well-knit and organised system, the 
chances or possibility of the correct Siddhazla (philo
sophical, spiritual teachings) being discerned and divined 
by us will be remote indeed Therefore, it becomes quite 
expedient and essential to formulate certain rules or norms 
to carry out this deliberation or discrimination. It is our 
sincere belief that the following" rules -should per force be 
observed for the pwpose : 
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(I) Wherever, in any context, tbere bas arisen any 
dispute or disparity of opinion among tbe Vyikbyina
kiras, we should necessarOy fonow or adopt aD opin
ion which has fuD support of the original and his own 
sentences (from the Bhishyas) of Shri SailkarL 

,Although there is no cause for us to doubt in the 
matter that all the Vyikbyanakiras are scholars, venerable 
and knowers of the traditional methodology, when these 
Vyakhyanakiras themselves, who are the disciples, do not 
accept one another's interpretations or opinions, before 
we follow anyone of those factions, it is quite but 
reasonable to seek the consent and confirmation of 8hri 
SaDkatichatya. If in case there arises any opposition to , 
or contradiction of Srutis (Upanishads). and Sm{itis - just 
as we have, as a rule of law, to accept the Sruti alone 
- here too we have per force to give the statement of 8hri , 
Saitkara the pride of place as also the honour ; this fact 
~annot possibly be ignored or refuted by any genuine 
follower of tradition. 

(ii) It will have to be per force acknowl~dged that 
better than the Advaita Siddhinta established on the 
basis of the logical devices adopted by allen 
Bhishyakiras for the purpose of refutation, the opin
ion or interpretation of the commentators belonging to 
the genuine Advaita Sampradiya should be given aU 
the value and importance ; better than aU others' 
opinions the opinion of the Bhishyakira (I.e. Shrl 
Sankara) is of the utmost value. 

Though howevermuch the other Bhashyakiras may 
be endowed with immense sagacity and subtle viewpoints 
and may be erudite scholars, it is not possible at all to 
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believe that they had discerned or divined with deeper 
insight than the Bhashyakara (i.e. Shri SaDkara) this Advaita 
philosophy which was not congenial or convenient to 
themselves. Especially when each and every Bhashyakara 
has interpreted and adopted the Advaita Siddhanta in a 
totally different manner, their statements or interpretations 
lose their veracity and value. In the present context Shri 
Ramanujacharya, who is Vishishtadvaitin, and Shri Madhwa
charya, who is Dvaitin, have not cared to go into the 
mind-boggling question of - "Between the VivaraI}a Pras
thana, and Bhatnati Prasthana which is the real Shri 
Siilkara Prakriya or methodology" 1" - but have refuted , 
both these post-Sailkara Prasthanas. Shri Bhaskarach3.rya, 
who is a Bheda-Abhedavadin, has assumed that Advaitins 
in general propound that - "Bheda Darshana (perception 
of difference or manifoldness) is itself Avidya" - and has 
endeavoured to refute Advaita Vedanta. Although Shri , 
M3QQana Mishra, who was a contemporary of Shri Sailkara, 
has refuted one or two yuktis mentioned in the Bhashya 
in his own work of 'Brahmasiddhi' and has tried to 
establish Advaita philosophy by means of his own meth
odology, he has not raised a word about Bh1iviividya 
(substantive, materialistic ignorance). He has, in fact, called 
AgrahalJll (non-comprehension) and MithYqJniina (wrong 
knowledge or misconception) by the' name 'Avidya'. In 
many deliberations or decisions, Brahmasiddhi is fit to be 
called the original source for Bhatnati Prasthana. For all 
these reasons, it will have to be per force concluded that 
- "On the basis of texts written by alien schools or 
factions for the purpose of refutation, the genuine meth-, 
odology of Shri Sailkara cannot possibly be decided or 
estab lished. ' , 
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(ill) In the event of any mutual co~tradictioD 

arising among the PrakaraJ}a Grantha. (their OWD 
treatises) which bave become popular or famoul U 
Shri Saitbr.'. original (prakaraJ}a) tests, we should 
per force accept the Miilabhishya (original commen
tary of Shri Sankara)... the genuine Prami,. (valid, 
authoritative source) and then oaly determine the 
Tattwa (the truth). 

This is a norm or regulation of very great impor
tance. For, several small treatises like J'ivelcach;ur/llJll"" 
Apar01cshlinubhiiti, ShatashlO1ci, VlJcyav{itti, PanchliaralJll, 
Upadeshasazasri etc. are staunchly believed by the gen
eral public to be those authored by Shri Sailkara. In some 
of these works it has been stridently affirmed that there 
exists a Bhivariipa A vidyi ; in some it bas ~een stated 
that the. wrong, erroneous knowledge (misconception) is 
itself A vidya ; yet in some others merely by the Y8cy1l 
(scriptural sentence) Jiiana accrues and thereafter for the 
Jiiini there is nothing remaining to be done at all ; in 
certain other texts it is stressed that even after the attain
ment of Jiiana the practitioner should repeatedly practise 
spiritual disciplines like Srav~a etc. so as to get it fully 
established ; in some other texts it is stated that it is quite 
necessary to practise Yogic exercises and that without the 
attainment of Nirvikalpa Samadhi no one can possibly get 
Aparoksba Jiiana (direct, innate Knowledge of the Reality 
or Selt). Because of the reason that in this manner with 
regard to very important points of consideration of the 
methodology itself there are found to be many opinions 
which' are totally opposite or contradictory, merely oil the 
basis or strength of these PrakaralJll Granthas (treatises 
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written by individuals on certain aspects of philosophy), 
it is irDpossible to determine the Siddhanta (genuine philo-, 
sophical teachings) of Shri Sailkara ; this fact becomes 
very clear in the light of these observations. 

(iv) We should acknowledge the dictum that in 
the Prastbinatraya Bhisbyas too while deciding par
ticular questions or matters, Tlltpara VQkyas (those 
sentences which are used to denote the Ultimate or 
Absolute Reality) are themselves powerful, dominant. 

At many places in Shri SaDkara's Bhashyas one 
particular opinion is refuted by the logical devices of.3 
rival school of philosophy; but merely on that· count it 
is not possible to decide and declare immediately that 
those refuting logical devices are themselves 8hri Sailkara's 
final, ultimate teaching. For example, in some contexts 
the logical eevices of Buddhists are refuted by· other 
logical devices of Ta-kilcas (logicians) ; in certain other 
places .those yuktis of those Tii-kilcas are refuted' by 
yuktis of Mimlinsalcas (ritualists) ; although such instanc
es are to be seen in the Bhashyas, when eventually the 
ParamasiddhiiJta (his own final spiritual teaching}· is" being 
discussed and delineated, those yuktis of Mimasakas are 
also refuted by his own strong Y uktis ; this is an inim-, 
itable style of writing seen in his (8hri Sailkara's) com-
mentaries and is a special feature in all of them. In the 
same way, although in some places he has written his 
commentaries following the teachings of Sankhya and 
Yoga philosophies, when an occ3Sion arises for him to 
expound more powerful teachings than those, he has 
come out with his own Paramasiddhanta ; this trend is 
to be seen in and through the Bhashyas. It being so, 
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without deliberating incisively till the end, it is not pos
sible to pick anyone particular statement from a partic
ular context and accept it as the most powerful teaching. 
Besides, while expo\ll1ding the Siddhinta also Sbri Saitkara 
talks according to the relevant level (situation) when 
discussing Karma, Upasana etc. But at many places he 
has not at all stated his opinions which are of a higher 
level than these. Therefore, studying the relevent circum
stances alone his real intentions are to be determined. Just , 
as when the Sruti sentences appear to be mutually COD-

tradictory, we accept that teaching which is propounded 
as its intended pwport to be- the Veda Vihita (approved 
as an injunction by the Vedas), in the same way we , 
.should deliberate upon 8bri 8aitkara's sentences and decide 
about their BalilJala (strength or otherwise) ; this is rea
sonable indeed. 

(v) We should discern and decide the real and 
ultimate purport of Shri Sankara'. sentencel which 
are pertaining to the deliberation on Self-Knowledge 
so that they are not contradictory either to Yukti 
(logical device) or Anubhava (Intuitive experience). 

The fact that - "The V edantic sentences are not 
PramOlJa (valid means or authoritative texts) merely be
cause they are sentences, but in this context Anubhava 
etc. according to the circumstances are also needed here" 

. , 
- is stressed unequivocally by 8bri Smikara himself. There-
fore, those topics which he has propounded in consonance 
. with Y ukti and Anubhava can be discarded or dislodged 
only by means of sentences backed up by more powerful 
or predominant Yukti or Anubhava-; but merely on the , 
basis of assuming STUti Priimmtya (authority or validity 
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of scriptures) and thereby asserting that - "This alone is , 
Shri Sailkara's opiniop" - in an obstinate manner can 
never be approved by wise p~ople. Here in this context 
for the word 'Anubhava' also there is a special signifi-, 
cance ; that is : 8hri Saitkara has on certain occasions 
mentioned about JNanmuktas' Anubhava (realized souls' 
experience) and Yogis' Anubhava (practitioners of Yoga 
school of philosophy - their experiences) etc. In such 
circumstances, those sentences therein are said to be 
Aptavi1cyas (well-wishers' sentences) but not Anubhava 
Vi1cyas (sentences based on Intuitive experience) ; for, 
Jijn~us (seekers) will have to per force believe those 
individualistic experiences of Yogis on the basis of their 
(i.e. Jijiiasus') reverence towards the utterances of 8hri , 
Sailkara, but those experiences cannot possibly be exam-
ined by them just then. But that subject-matter which is 
being propounded as a SiddhTllta (spiritual teaching) based 
on or following LOkiinubhava (~xperience of the common 
people) - that being the Siirvatrika Anubhava (everyone's 
or universal experience), it can be tested by the touch
stone of their own experience, and for doing so everyone 
is fully qualified. We have called (implied here) such 
sentences alone to be those in consonance with Anubhava. 
It need not be gainsaid here that this kind of sentences 
strengthened or supported by Anubhava as also those 
yuktis (logical devices) supported and sustained by such 
Anubhavas are the most important among all means or , 
instruments with which we can determine Shri SaIikara's 
Siddhanta. It is of utmost necessity that all those people 
who accept that Advaita (non-dualism) is a Siddhanta in 
consonance with Anubhava should keep this salient fea
ture in mind all the time. 
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Adopting these five rules or regulations mentioned 
above alone, we will carry out the forthcoming delibera
tions. Readers who are ardent seekers of truth should 
meticulously discard that which is essenceless or irrele
vant and grasp, discern that which is essential and edi
fying. Because of the reason that this subject is really a· 
deliberation on the essential nature of one's own Atman 
which is desirable to each and every human being (in 
fact, it is the summum bonum of human existence itselt), 
here each one should, without giving any scope for RUga
Dvesha (attachment, affinity; and hatred or prejudice), 
search out the real truth. Here in this treatise, for every 
opinion we have adduced a sentence of 8hri Sankara in 
support and the essential Y uktis and Anubhava too have 
been shown at the relevant places. We have left the 
arduous task, nay responsibility, of judging as to how 
much reasonable and universally acceptable are our deci
sions or conclusions on the shoulders, so to speak, of our 
readers. 

II. Deliberation on A vidyi 

Tbe Enential Nature of Avldyi 

What is A vidya 1 - If at all 8hri SaJikara has 
undertaken the exclusive task of providing an answer to 
this question anywhere, it is only in the 'Adhyasa Bhishya' 
which is the introduction to his Brahma Siitra 8hishya. 
The quintessence of what he has taken up for deliberation 
and discrimination in that Bhash.ya is : The common run 
of people are reckoning both Alman" (Self) and .Anaman 
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(not-Self) to be each other. Atman is one who is the Vishay[ 
(cognizing subject), Chetana (sentient), Satya (real) ; while 
Anatman is that which is the Vishaya (cognized object), 
Jat/a (gross, insentient), An(ita (false, unreal). Not only 
have the people mistaken, misconceived the real Atman 
and the false ~atman to be each other, but a~so they have 
mutually super-imposed the Dharmas (qualities) of one on 
the other to misconceive the Dharmas of one to be thoge 
of the other. This alone is Adhyika (misconception, de
lusion) ; this Adhyasa is itself A vidyi. Here,. it is better 
to keep in mind these three statements made by Shri , 
SaIikara. 

(i) "aqdqq(Wf~ulqf4lti qfqdl atfq~ftl q;:q;d II - mean

ing, 'Whatever has been stated so far as Adhyasa of this 
fonn or nature has been reckoned by scholars (wise people) 
to be Avidyi' - (Sutra Bhashya, Adhyasa Bhashya. 4.) 

(ii) C 3tQ:uQl""qld~~if~f(("lf~:qlq II t - meaning, 

'Adhyasa means to reckon that which it is not - thus we 
have already stated.' (Sutta Bha. Adhyasa Bha. 10). 

Adhyasa means to conjure up, project. For this 8hri , 
Sailkara has used synonyms like AdhyiirOpa, Bhriinti, Mona, 
Viparyaya, Viparyasa, Vikalpa in and through his Bhashyas. 
To the word 'Mithyu (false) the synonyms of Jiiiina 
(knowledge) are added to formulate words like Mithyij liiina, 
MithyOpratyaya etc. ; to the word' Viparita' (misconceived) 
the synonyms of Jiiana are added to formulate words like 
Viparitajniina, Viparitapratyaya, Viparitiiihigama etc. ; 
and to the word Anyathii (of different kind) the synonyms 

. of the same word of Jiiana are added to formulate words 
like Anyathijiiana, Ahyathagraha~a etc. and such words 
are found to be profusely used in the Bhashyas. 
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While describing the essential nature of A vidyi in • 
particular context Shri Satikara has written the following 
sentence : 

(iii) 'Etlqe) 11" M~C4: atlq(Ulicct 4)tEtl «rl1tJI Plq(ldQle.: 

ij:tl~qteuqcfil CU, 31Q,Ulltcicfil "qJ I ~~CfiS4i.fiI:(I\fla d«'4lqIClI 

tllq~ oqlq(OIltc:t$ rftrq(I~~~ ~ atQ'UII~(('!t@lI'Slq+41qE1~:I" 

- (Sutra Bhi.) (Gill Bhl. 13-2) 
Meaning: "Because of the reason that Avidyi is like 

a cover it is a Pratyaya (mental concept) of the nature 
of Tiinasa (darkness, non-comprehension) ; it (exists in 
the three forms of) wrongly signifying, creating doubt, and 
making something not known ; to wit, when the light of 
Vivelca (discrimination) comes, that Avidyi does not exist ; 
only when a defect of the nature of Timasa of the type 
of cataract of the eye etc. exists, the triad of ignorance 
of the forms of not knowing, doubting or wrongly knowing 
is seen." 

If we observe these three Bhashya sentences, it will 
have to be admitted that 8hri gmikara has called all the 
three of - Adhylka (wrong knowledge, misconception) 
Samshaya (doubting), Agraha1Jll (non-comprehension) - by 
the word 'Avidyi'. Apart from these three, no other Avidyi 
has been mentioned by Shri SaiJkara in his Bhishyas. 
Especially the word 'Miilividyi' is not to be seen any
where at all. It is true that some people do interpret 
Agrah~ itself as Miilavidya ; but only after it is sub
stantiated and proved that Shri Satikara has Dot called 
GrahalJibhava (the non-existence of comprehension or non
comprehension) Agraha.,. or only after denoting clearly 
that apart from that Grab8l}abhiva a different Miilividya 
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has been mentioned or explained by 8hri SaDkara in such 
and such context - this intrepretation can be accepted and 
not until then. 

Wbat is the Cause for Avidyi ? 

Nowhere has the Bhashyakara raised the question -
• 'What is the cause for A vidya 7" The VivaraJ.1akaras have 
stated that for A vidya of the form or nature of Adhyasa 
- 'Miilividyi' is the UpiiliiJtakaralJil (material cause), is 
it Dot '1 But this opinion is not to be seen anywhere in 
the Prasthanatraya Bhashyas. For the questions - "Why 
do the common people commit or entertain Adhyasa ? Why 
do they (wrongly) reckon Atman and Anatman each for 
the other ? - the answers are to be found in the following 
sentences: 

(a) ·a~ I '4;:tft ;:q(lq,.;:tft W4ltctCfid I,,;:tft W4 tt"f~:q 1'4 ~tRfl(l-

~~C$:t at('lC"ijfqrct~ci\f{4'-Ifi1onfi1tzn~u:tr~fq~: ~(t4'1~ [qg::ft,(ft 

at~rq~ qqGfqfa ~tlfi,c6ISlf Mlilfi6qQi!'(: II' - (Sutra Bha. 

Adh. Bhl. 1) 
Meaning - "Even it being so, the common people by 

nature do Adhyasa (misconceive) with regard to Atman 
and Anatman by misconceiving one in the other mutually 
as also misconceiving the Dharmas (qualities) of each in 
the other ; because of the reason that they have not 
distinguished Dharmas which are extremely different as 
also the Dharmis (the entities endowed with those qualities) 
from each other - they have mixed up the real with the 
false and are carrying on their workaday transactions 
naturally due to wrong knowledge (misconception) in the 
forms of - 'I am this ; this is mine.' -" 
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It amounts to saying that the inability to distinguish 
between Atman and Anatman is itself the cause for Adhyisa. 
Because of the reason that this inability to distinguish and 
discern is verily A vidya of the nature of Agraha1Jtl (non
comprehension), it further amounts to saying that the 
A vidya of the nature of non-comprehension is responsible 
for, or the cause for, wrong knowledge (i.e. false knowl
edge). This very opinion is mentioned in the following 
sentence : 

(b) ~.eS1ij1~Fct q~fct qfi4 anN" tq'tlq~R«td(a;;qfYiI4t(!fiijut: 
·ti~jl: ~S1~S1~(OC1"qfqaCfiI'iI~~";f.t'1: II - (Giti. Bhl. 13-26) 

Meaning: "Kshetra and Kshetrajiia means Anitman , which 
is the Vishaya and Atman, who is the Vishayi (respec
tively) ; although both these are of different essential 
natures, having misconceived (Adhyasa) each for the other 
and their respective Dhannas mutually in each other is itself 
their SatrryOga (union, association) ; for this 8upyoga the 
absence or lack of not distinguishing between the Kshetra
swariipa (essential nature of the not-self) and Kshetra-
jiiaswariipa (essential nature of the Self) is itself the 
cause." 

In the above-mentioned first sentence, the expression 

- Crtto:tlijtl~f~fq~:' is broken, split into 'Ilton at~I'1Arqij:' 
b~ the Vyikbyinakaras and they have interpreted that 
Miilividyi alone which is Anirvachaniya (indescribable, 
indefinable) is the UpaJiiuJ (material cause) for Adhyasa 
(Panch. °4, Vivar~. 11.). But because they have not shown 
as to where exactly this Anirvachaniya Miilividyi iI 
mentioned in- the Bhishya, this VyiJch.viiuJ (interpretative 
commentary) cannot be ~eptable at all. Besides, in the 
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Giti Bhashya, A vidya, which is of the nature of Adhyasa, 
is itself seen being called 'Mithyajiiana' also. To wit, 

'WSlfQaUetq"q: ~ e<ni~ rqti!ll~I"(1eJUr:' = (Gita 

Bha. 13-26). This alone is being called 'f"4t4I!;ttttl4"Q:' 

(Sutra Bha. 1). For that reason too there is no approval 
for this commentary (mentioned above). It is true that 
Avidya which is of the nature of Agraha~ (non-compre
hension) is called "Nimitta" "Hetu" "Kiirana" "Blj;:a" , , ., 
etc. in the Bhasbya ; in such contexts or places the 
MiiliividyiivaJins (proponents of the theory of Mulavidya) 
comment that "Blja" meanS Avidya alone which is UpaJiina 
Ka-a"a (material cause). But because they have not es
tablished the fact as to where, in which context, 8hri , 
Sankara has mentioned (unequivocally or stridently) this 
Mulavidya, this Vyakhyana too cannot possibly be accept
ed. 

In the Bhashya, A vidya of the nature of Agraha~a is 
also called Ajiiana, Apr(J,tibOdha, Anishchaya, Anavagama, 
AnavabOdha. Tamas etc. In any case, because of the reason 
that AgrahaQa and Anyatbagraha.t.ta have been called A vidya 
alone in the Bhashya, if there is this word 'A vidya' used 
in a particular place, then we will have to discern as to 
what exactly is its meaning according to the circumstances. 

(c) ,<qqqq;:tlfG<~~ ~'E1filcfilSQutft NUlI$lflIlf(a\q: II -' 

(Sutra Bha. Adh. Bha. 12). 
In this sentence it has been stated that Adhyasa, of 

the nature of Mithyiipratyaya (false concept, misconception) 
is Anali (beginningless) and Ananta (endless), is it not? 
In some people there may arise a doubt of the type - "That 
which is a Pratyaya (concept) - how at all can it be Anadi 
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and Ananta 1" For this the solution is : As long u 
VyavaharQ (empirical transaction) exists, either Agrah8Q8 
or Anyathigrah. as also their Samska-a (latent impres
sion) invariably exist. That is all that is meant by this 
sentence. In this context the fact that this very meaning 
or interpretation should be reckoned is pointed out by the 
following sentence : 

(d) 'aftG1,e.3'(qC( atfCftll,d: 4ittl(: 3tt(qt14 OtalfICfiI(Cfi 

CfictnUnaQ(i1"ul: at;tlf~(:1;fl1~: II~ - (Bri. Bhi. 1-1-1 ; Sam.. 

1-7). 

The Asbray. (Subltratum) for Avidy., 

its V Ishay. (Object) 

The two questions - 'To whom is Avidyl ? About 
which matter or thing is there A vidyi 1't - in truth, do 
not at all arise in this Advaita Siddhanta. For, the questions 
- To whom ? Abou~ which matter? - have to arise in 
Dvaita. "Tho whole gamut of Dvaita is Adhyasta (super
imposed, misconceived), Avidyaka (born out of ignorance) 
and is not real" - to people who aver like this - those 
who question in the manner - "To whom is Avidyi ? About 
which thing there is A vidyi 1" - have not discerned th~ 
profound truth or purport of this 8iddhinta - This fact 
becomes very clear and evident. Even so, the statement 
that - "Due to Avidyi, Dvaita has come into being; by 
means of Vidyi, Advaita gets established" - has been 
literally assumed to be true and many Aviveki1J8 (non
discriminative people) raise the questions mentioned above. , 
From the viewpoint of such people 8hri Sailkara has given 
the following answers : 
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(1) Cfifll l'1(lIQuaft'-J: ~ ~ 'I q@".i ~,*f~ CR=lf (f ~ 

q~lq: I ",;q,LftJIR C(cn~: ~ I ~ Qf(iCi4.msft:r, ;CI~ 
~ ~ 

4i+tlr;:e~Qan,,: II - Sfitra Bha. (4-1-3). 

Meaning: "To whom is this Ajnlina (ignorance) ? 
- In answer, 'To you who is asking the question', we say. , 
You may object to this saying that - 'In the Sruti it is 
stated that I am verily ishwara, is it not ?' If you have 
cognized in that manner, then to no one there is Ajiiana 
whatsoever. ' , 

(it) i161 UlIfClEiljqqf\1f<ftt ~ I -;r I i1tt1FOI fClEJlfCft::ll:tlt( I 

-:rf( !Jf~Cfiltti ('iIdIQII(tq~stfft1 !jf:CSCfiltti ~1'4~ ~"fl:q(lq;lIllI'( 

'1li :nF~CfiI ';f ("IdE( lfa I ~ tt~~~ ~ tt~Ct~ ~ 

atl~~« ~ ~ adq@l4jtg I ~ j6tu~Cfitctfq~1I4 ';f fqt::lldeti 

iliilUlIfqfJlbLfl<tqulIlflqtfttll'( I ';f ~: 'llfij)Cfillllfqq i161ulId-
~ ...:a 

;Cqf&41<tqulI '11~fd I fc:ta ~, ";f "Qt ~1tt1;:qd4qfQII<tqul-

f~rqijqfqaICfi~ ~ I "Iq~ci '1lfqEJICh4 ~ ~ 1m I fc:ta ~ 

~41"~ diFCfalCfidf ~d;{1 RR ~ II - (Bri. Bha. 1-4-

10). 
Meaning: "In the matter of Brahman, Avidya cannot 

exist at all, is it not? - In answer, it is not proper (to 
say so). For, Vidyi has been instructed with the purport 
of cognizing Brahman. If no one misconceives silver in 
a sea-shell, does anyone denote in the manner ... 'This is 
a sea-shell alone, not silver l' No. In the same manner, 
if there were no A ,rjdya with regard to Brahman, then the 
, 
Sastra would not have instructed that Brahma is one and 
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one alone in the manner - 'All this is verily Sat (Reality) ; 
all this is verily Brahman, all this is Atman alone ; there 
is DO Dvaita (duality) which is not this Brahman. 

'(Objection) : We did not say that - 'Just as the silver 
is misconceived in the sea-shell, in Brahman that thing 
which is not its Dharma (quality, attribute) is not mis
conceive4' ; we say - 'Brahman is not an AjRa (ignorant 
one) who is responsible (cause) for super-imposing a 
Dharma which does not belong to It ! ' 

'(Siddhanta) : It may be accepted if it is your opinion 
that - 'In this manner Brahman is neither Ajii, nor 
associated with Bhrlinti (delusion)' ; but, especially if you 
say that ., 'Apart from Brahman there exists another 
Chetana (sentient being) who is Bhriinta (deluded) - who 
is Ajiia (ignorant)' - then we do not agree'. " 

It becomes quite evident from the above-mentioned 
sentences that all these matters like A vidya, the object for 
A vidya and the substratum for A vidya are, in truth, 
conjured up or projected by A vidya itself. If we observe 
properly (with insight), although it is the absolute truth 
that there is no Ashraya (substratum) whatsoever for 
A vidyi, for the purpose of carrying out Atmmamtlvivelca 
(Intuitive deliberation between Atman and Anitman), Shri , 
Sa6kara has expressed that - "Because it is a Pratyaya 
(mental concept) Avidyi is AntahkaralJll Dharma (a qual
ity, attribute of the inner instrument of mind)". This 
statement should be understood to have been made adopting 
the viewpoint of deliberation, discrimination of the work
aday transactions. For example, look at this sentence : 

(iii) atSl'8 -~m ~lIqi4ai13trqell I ••••• ';f I r~qadlf~a8ui 

afilflt'ti 'C!IJ ~fltftq;('q IfG~'" aift~ft:q~q: ~ ~ROj FdF.ns q:fta 
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Q81g«t.m, Q&1g"¥il ~, l1lIf e4~qIQ~ulf~q(ld~:tlq~('Iqql: 

ef",f'i'dl: Cfi(UI~q Cfi'E4f.q04ctgqIRi, ';f~: ti\Sf4f'E4 II (Glta 
Bha. 13-2). 

Meaning : "(Objection) : 'In that case, Avidya be
comes the Dharma (an attribute) of the cognizer.' (Con
solation) : 'Not so ; for, just as whether it is wrongly seeing 
etc. or its cause of cataract etc. - when after a proper 
treatment (SamskCra) is given, that cataract disappears, it 
is no longer seen to exist in the seer • and hence it is 
not his Dharma • similarly in all aspects the Pratyayas 
(concepts) of not cognizing, doubting and wrongly cognizing 
as also their causes should invariably become the Dharma 
(attribute) of a particular KaralJll (instrument or means of 
action or sense organ) and not the Dharma of the Kshetrajiia 
(one who knows or cognizes the Kshetra or the dwelling 
place).' ." , 

There is no approval whatsover of Shri Saitkara to 
the theory that - "Whether it is Adhyaya (misconception) 
or Muliividyii • they have reposed or rested in Atman 
alone." However, the proponents of Millavidya Vida say 
that - "MUliividya has rested on Chinmi4ra (Absolute Pure 
Consciousness) ; further, it has objectified that Pure 
Consciousness Itself.' , 

What is the Karya (Function, Effect) of Avidyi ? 

To the question - "The Bandha (bondage) which is. 
the product or effect of Avidyi - which is it 1" - the 
answer is to be found in the following sentence : 

(i) 31(f: _~"fqallll: fld~~ij) 'tetfd I ijetft't14 fI;aJ;jijetf(q~~ 

QI6l1fa I 3t1(q:fls;:q,~"tt(qfctaqI4 A(,~·:I'Otfenqllfa I 3t1ttil91-
...:a 
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q~4qlql<ttrft I ddt<tF,qil: m ilttftt ~ f\ttl~ I Ifnqd: 

rjfittI5q'G~ I llW: Cfictl'(ll (Bri. Bhl. 4-3-20). 

Meaning : "Therefore, it amounts to saying that this 
alone is the essential reality of A vidyl. It depicts Atman 
who is Sarvaman (the Self of everything) to be Asarvawaa,. 
(not the Self of all) ; although there does not exist any 
entity or object apart from Atman, it conjures up or projects 
as if the former exists; it (i.e. Avidyi) makes Atman to 
be reckoned as Parichhinna (divisible, partible) ; thereafier, 
that object which is apart from oneself, with regard to that 
object a desire accrues ; due to this desire one performs 
action ; thereafter the fruit of it accrues. t. 

It evolves from this that - "Desire, which makes one 
blind to what is befote him and project KriyiAQralcaphala 
Bheda (the distinctions of action, means of action and its 
fruit), is itself the effect of A vidyi. ' , 

(ii) ~tI(1ICfi'SQtI~ rqtJ.4IQMq~q: ifi4tq'*"9cqQqd,,: 

"~\fflCfiij(il": II (Sutra Bha. Adh. Bhi. 12). 

Meaning : "Adhyasa, which is natural, il of the form 
of Mithy.ratyaya (false notion or concept) ; it creates 
agentship of action and enjoyership. This i. perceptible, 
visible to all the people." 

'Kriyikarakaphalabheda' and 'Karq1wa Bhoktrtwa' -
both mean the same thing. This alone is the Kaya 
(function) of Avidyi. 

(iii) e4~~JQ(~I(q'ld ,qlr~tJICfi~~ .tlq~~ d\4I:44M,-

\ZlIqr~4:q;ft~ e:t"tI(QqaqiftGl'ltl e4~~JQ(eq qlttl, m:, 
~: 1ftr ';f afij~NJ6if(1~~ II (Sutra Bhi. 2-1-14). 
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Meaning - "As if they are verily the essential nature 
of fiwara (the Lord Creator) who is omniscient, the names 
and forms which are projected or conjured up (Kalpita) 
due to Avidya (ignorance) cannot possibly be described, 
defined either as He alone or not Himself; these (i.e. names 
and forms) are the seed for the Samsm-a Prapancha (world 
of duality of the transmigratory life). They have been called 
in the scriptures and sages' works (by various names like) 
Omniscient Lord's (Iiwara's) Maya, Shakti, Pralqiti." 

Just as Samsiira (transmigratory life or existence) is 
being called Avidya-Kama-Kanna, Kartrutwa-Bhoktrutwa, 
Kriya-Kiraka-Phala - there is also a conventional practice 
of calling it Namariipa. Because of the reason that names 
and forms are false appearances conjured up due to A vidya, 
they are also being called 'Maya'. Because of the reason 
that Maya is the false appearance brought about as an effect 
(Kaya) of A vidya, it is being described as 'A vidya 
Laksh8J)a', 'A vidya Krita', 'A vidya Kalpita' ,~ 'A vidyatmaka' , 
'Avidyapratyupastbapita' also. Without knowing this secret , 
some (post-Sailkara) commentators have confused them-
selves to believe 'Maya' itself is 'Avidya' ; besides, they 
are affirming that Prakrti (primordial matter) which is itself 
Avidyii-Kalpita (misconceived due to Avidya) is the cause 
for Avidya as also that very Pralqti is 'Miillividya (root 
cause for A vidya). It has to be necessarily brought to the 
attention of such misguided commentators as to what 8hri , 
Salikara has himself reiterated, very clearly too (viz. 
"Maya is A vidya Kalpita.' ') 

The statement made here that - "Namariipa Maya is 
Anirvachaniya' , - is meant only to denote that although 
it appears in Vyavahiira (workaday, empirical transactions) 
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it is Dot existing as Paramiitha (Absolute Reality) and 
not to indicate that a totally different kind of substance 
or entity called 'Anirvt.U".aniya' (indefinable, indescribable 
thing) really exists. To substantiate this tenet the following 
sentence is authoritative : 

(iv) ~ ! q(qleRilbil Q(Qltcfdt611 'iflfj"Iftf\1("C4~" 

r~"'4qIJt :1Iq,,~ ifGlr~ctCfiI(q,t(q:fl\ d~d1 ";f la:, ijft1l1q,., 

iiftlfGfctq;l(q~q ~ dG~~ 'I(q;qqlf,tftlfi(', ~ 1''''1'id fit; a'''' 
'fI.Ur~q(qlf.fG,f:t I~:q(tei Af(1q~a~ I ~ ! ~lttlretCfln atfC4@'Jtt' 

"$~"c:i ("'!l~F:ai Cfi II (1,~~¥\qCla III m .~ 01 ilcfq,;:f 

~::tr:qG~tst~iilqqrq ~illq"q'difiltfq;<U~ql~~ llIa~1 

:11 q ~ 14~ , =11 q"", q 1111 <iR:<q ~ itqfa 'E<11 it Ifct Cfn , cro lIlilSli 
q:(l(q:(l(Il'idcq cqqtU~: II (Bri. Bha. 3-S-1). 

Meaning: "When we follow the Sruti (scripture) and 
·observe froJD the ParamlTtha DfSh(i (Transcendental view
point) - just as apart from the clay the pot etc. which are 
its Kiirya (effects), apart from water the foam etc. do not 
exist at all - apart from Parami6man (Sup~ "eme Self) the 
names and forms become sublated, falsifi i-then He 
becomes the object of Paramiitha Darshana (Intuitive 
vision or experience of the Ultimate, Absolute Reality) of 
the type of - 'One alone without a second' ; 'In this Atman 
there does not exist any Dvaita (duality) whatsoever.' But 
when due to the natural A vidya - just like the rope, the 
sea-shell, empty space etc. - Brahman, which (always, 
eternally) exists in Its own essential nature of Pure Being 
though devoid of any taint or touch of anything else 
whatsoever, is -not cognized to be different from the body 
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and the senses which are projected due to names and forms, 
and further the natural viewpoint of the adjuncts of names 
and forms persists - then all this empirical transaction of 
• separate entity existing ensues." 

III. Deliberation on Vidyi (Self-Knowledge) 

So far we have described in detail the Swariipa 
(essential nature) of Avidya (ignorance), its Hetu (cause), 
its Ashraya (substratum), its Vishaya (object, subject
matter), its Kmya (resultant effect), as also the essential 
nature of Bandha (boncb\ge) that ensues due to A vidya. 
Now, after describing the essential nature etc. of Vidyii 
(Self-Knowledge) we have to indicate the resultant effect 
or fruit of Mulcti (Beatitude, Liberation) accruing from It. 

The Essential Nature of Vidy~ 

The following two sentences indicate that to determine 
the essential nature of Atman is verily called Vidyii and 
just as Avidyi is of the nature of Aviveka (non-discrimi
nation) Vidyi is of the nature of Viveka (discrimination). 

<a> dr,a~::t '" Cf~fC4~qlq~l(ui Fqal'l 31TS: II (8utra 

Bha. Adh. Bha. 5). 
In the previous sentence, it has been stated that -

"Pu1J¢tQS (wise men} call AdhyTBa (misconception) Avidya". 
There are instances of some among the present-day pro
ponents of Miilavidya theory trying to evade the issue by 
saying - "This is the opinion of scholars but not of 8hri 
Sailkara" ! But because of the reason that this sentence 
- "To determine the Swariipa (essential natuFe) of a Vastu 
(an entity, i.e. Brahman, the Ultimate Reality) is called 
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Vidya" • comes close on the heels of that earlier sentence, 
it will amount to saying that - "In the viewpoint of the 
Miilividyividins this too is the opinion of the scholars 
but not of 8hri Swara" I In that event, it will amount 
to saying that 8hri Satikara never taught in his Adhyisa 
Bhisbya the essential natures of Vidyi and Avidyi and 
thereby that (famous) Bhashya is rendered futile. This is 
an undesirable result of an attempt to distort the meaning 
of a sentence which is very clear in its import or signif
icance ! 

(b) '{t ~, Q8dtotRUt, ~ fl4q~a at~=<Ioqt,ij"~ 

rE4~Cfilrq~CfiI(qCfi(qlijq :ACfiI~lIr~q II (Katha Bhl. 1-2-4). 
Vidyi has been called by synonymous terms like 

'Atma Buddhi', 'Brahmikma Buddhi', 'Atmapratyaya', 
'AtmajiiOna' etc. and the word 'Jiiina' has been called by 
synonyms like "'Avagati', 'Avagama', 'Vivelca', 'AvabOdha', 
'Samyajjiima', 'Avatiha-a!p', 'Nishchaya' etc. As the present
day Vedantins aver, to prove their doctrine of - "Joina 
is different ; Sikshitkira is different" - there is no support , 
whatsoever to be found in 8hri 8atikara's extant Bhashyas ; 
to cognize (Intuit) Brahman as our Atman is itself Jiiina, 
Vidya. 

The Means to Attain Vldyi 

Bow does Brahmajiiina accrue? To this question 8hri 
Sankara has written an answer in his Bhashyas as : (i) Yajiia 
(sacrifice) - DOna (charity) - Tapas (austerity) ; (ii) Shama 
(control over the mind) etc. ; (iii) staying near a Guru 
(spiritual preceptor), practise disciplines like SravalJil (listen
ing to the scriptural tenets) etc. - by these three types of 
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spiritual practices Joina accrues. Further he has stressed that 
by means of Yajiia etc. a desire to acquire Jii8na is born 
(created) in a Siilhaka (practitioner) and by means of Shama 
etc. Jiiina Itself will accrue ; since Vidyi is a thing caused 
by or accruing from a Pramm,a (valid means), above all or , 
superior to all others, the third category of SravaJ}.a, Manana 
etc. are the Antaranga SaJhanas (internal or introspective 
spiritual practices). Since there is no dissent or difference of 
opinion in this matter, quoting two sentences from the 
Bhashyas we will conclude the deliberation : 

(i) d5llc4cifClF~Fd rqElI~~."6t("'£fleillf;if r6lalel~:tlr~ 

'llql<lr., I fC4fC1f~ql ticil.lI~ 111116(1"', qijtl<lf~ II (Sutra Bha. 
3-4-27). 

(ii) lt~tI~;:qrq ~qullf~'R~q ff4ai \iI~ttRi I QqIUI\iI;:qtql-

F;alltl: II (Sutra Bha. 3-4-51). 

To say that AtmajiiOna (Self-Knowledge) is caused or 
bom afresh also is not proper; if AnCDnajiic"a (knowledge 
of the not-Self) is removed or sublated, it amounts to or 
is tantamount to 'Jiiiina' accruing alone. 

(iii) ';ff( atltcil'1IQ Cfi~f:qt( Cfi~lf~~5Jlr~~: ••••• I d~IW6II~ 

~ ';f Cfiaoq:, fit; (q~I(qf~ a:tltIi~r;S;r~~ijl~q IJ (Glta Bha. 

18-50). 

Tbe Substratum and Object or Subject-matter for Vidyi 

Those deliberations which were previously carried out 
with regard to Avidya's Ashraya and Visbaya have to be 
remembered, recalled here too. If we observe deeply and , 
properly, in 8hri SaDkara's Siddhiinta (spiritual teachings) 
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the question that - c'To whom is Avidyi or Vidyi 1" -
does not arise at all. Even so, assuming, presuming the 
distinctions and divisions of our YyiNahiirilca (empirical, 
workaday) transactions, there is a practice of answering 
the question in the following manner : 

(a) i6lfbl +tlqq;cqq;(AI=11 at(Zt~lf~(iqql~ifl(.W11 d~I(qI=1qqlaC( 

d~IC("ffi(:a4q'iqC( -1ftf~ I ~ I ~1I~ql('1",ltt4 ~ $+*1NiE"t~4 

~1I~'dl(f I d~I.I~t4ll1qql(1"': I •••••••• ~f(~Cficqq6IG 
~ ~ 

itRU~q Cfif@qa:, ';f q(qlef:a=( ~ atMtA4fqct5;;qa ,ifqq CfitAl:t' 

at~iflclft1 II (Bri. Bha. 1-4-10). 

Meaning: "Anyone may ask : 'Brahman too, like 
us, is a SaJhaka (practitioner) and It cognizes Its own 
Swariipa and. attains Sarvibnatwa (everything being the 
Self alone)' - to imagine like this is not good, is it not? 
But this amounts to a defect being hoisted on or levelled 
against the Sutra ; for, this ka/pana (imagination or 
conception) has not been made, formulated afresh by 111 ; , 
the Sastra itself has made it ........ The whole gamut of 
L01cavyavahiia (empirical transactions) is imagined (Kalpita) 
in Brahman alone ; none of it is Paramiitna (absolutely 
real) ; it being so, what is the cause for raising this 
objection that this one singular imagination is not good 
or proper ?" 

The statement to the effect : "Brahman being a 
Sadhaka, by virtue of Vidya It gets rid of Avidya" - is 
Vyiivahiirika (said from the empirical viewpoint) alone; 
in the Paramlitha (absolute) sense one should not discern 
that Brahman is of this Swabhiiva (essential nature) - this 
alone is the prime purport of the above sentence. Just as 
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if we merely imagine the sky to be of blue colour, in reality 
it does not amount to its being blue, similarly merely by 
this imagination alone Brahman does not get tainted by 
any defect whatsoever ; thus we should discern this truth. 
This is an imagination referred to from the view-point of 
the common people" 

(b) tI$ulffi:4fJljqqfijfua ~ I ';f I ,,~fOl rqEllri:4~I'1I(( II 

(Bri. Bha. 1-4-10). 
The purport of this sentence is : "There is no' reason 

whatsoever for A vidya to exist with regard to Brahman, 
is it not ? - if this question is asked, the answer is : Not. , 
so ; because of the reason alone that in the Sastra it has 
been pointedly instructed that one should cogriize Brahman, 
we can determine that there exists an A vidya of the nature 
of not cognizing Brahman." This sentence has been given 
in full previously itself. From this it becomes evident that 
- "Avidya means AdhyiiJa (misconception) ; Vidya means 
having cognized the real essential nature of an entity or 
substance alone and nothing else." 

(c) rqellrqatO~4if<qrqR1 ~ I ~ I Atqi8t€4lct fqaCfilfccactft 

.(lIr~q(( 14ti4~11q~~~ ~:Cfi(OI~ I -:r11' ~~ ~~ 
~~'44("q'( I atfqElI ~ tqljiia'1 "'4~ I ~S6qfqfqiti -qq 

f~~I'1rqft1' I (IfU r~Ellfq~cfilSj'llfa I aqr~ftlR1 :q1~i4 atl(l1-ft 

fC4ai If'IJ: I (I'U ;:r ~Sq~'«fR1 I df'1I'i'Q"q "tI\I~q 
~ 

f~enfqG I :tlq"q -:q =tltcii44l II (Tai. Bha. 2-8). 

Meaning: "Are these Vidyi and Avidya Dharmas 
(i.e. qualities, attributes) of Atman or not? The answer 
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is : No. For, they are Pratyalcsha (perceptible). To wit, 
just like RUpa (form) etc. • VivelaJ (discrimination) and 
Avivelca (non-discrimination) also being or existing in the 
AntahkiJra"" (Mind) are being actually perceived. RUpa 
(form) which is perceptible is not the Dharma (attribute) 
of the seer or perceiver, is it not? (In the present context 
too) A vidya in the form of "I am an ignorant person ; 
my understanding is Dot capable of distinguishing or of 
a discriminating type" - is an object for our AllubhawJ 
(Intuitive experience). In the same wft'j, the Viveka (dis
crimination) going by the name of 'Vidyi' il an object 
fo~ our Intuitive experience indeed. Those who know are 
invariably communicating to others their own knowledge ; 
those others too are verily understanding it. Therefore, 
Vidyi and Avidyi are in line with names and forms (in 
this respect). But names and forms Dot being the Dharma 
of Atman is.a fact already known indeed" 

In this sentence too, it is very clear that both Vidyi 
and Avidyi - meaning, cognizing or knowing an object 
or not cognizing or knowing it - are the Antah/caralJll 
DharmaS (the qualities, attributes of the Mind). In many , 
'places in his Bhashyas, Shri Sailkara has called both Vidyl 
and Avidya 'Y{itti' (thought), 'Pratyaya' (concept). Hia 
calling Millavidya as A vidya is not to be seen even in 
one single place anywhere. 

In the same man~ as it was mentioned in the 
previous chapter that - "Avidya is an.Anthal)karal.t Dharma" 
- here too', following the SUJilchya D{ish(i (the view-point 
of the Intuitive deliberation or discrimination) it has been 
stated that - "Vidyi is An~ Dharma". If we 
observe with insight, AntalJlcaralp (Mind), ita DIaanrJG 
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(attribute), its Vishaya (object) - all are Adhyasta (super
imposed or misconceived) and hence, in the ultimate sense, 
Adhyisa is not the attribute or quality of anything at all 
- This truth should be remembered here. 

What" the Resultant Effect of Vidyi ? 

Just as A vidya is the cause for Bandha (bondage), 
Vidyi is the cause for MObha (liberation). As to how 
Vidyi gives rise to Moksha can· be known from the 
following sentences : 

(i) <Aj'tqlqt1l;J ~ "tPrq~tl9tqrqallil r;Wqd$ ~ ;:r 

Ci6t'h('1d~ sq~ II (Siitra Bhi. 2-1 ~4). 
Meaning: Culminating in one's Anubhava (Intuitive 

experience) alone, Brahmavidyi sublates, falsifies Avidyi. 
It also, at the same time, serves as a Salhana (practical 
means) for Moksha ; Its fruit, it is acknowledged, accrues 
here alone." 

In this sentence, the removal or sublation of A vidya , 
is not based merely on Sartra PramO/Ja (valid source of 
the scriptures) ; the fact of Moksha accruing is not an 
occurrence soruewhere and at some particular time ; in this 
very life-span It appears to the Jij,;Tml~ (seeker's) Anubhava 
(Intuitive experience) - this purport is implicit here. 

(ii) dttlIG~HIQjI(\ q ulf~ ctf'ii\ql(qH~ ql~fG\'!i'a>"l, "tl(q~ 

fqqcflCfi(U1'l11 (Bp. Bha. 1-4-10). 

Meaning : "Therefore, it h~ been stated that the 
removal or sublation of Adhyara (misconception) caused 
by Ajiiina is itself said to be - 'It cognized Atman' - and 
not making Atman (Self, Pure ConscjQusness) an object 
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for Jliiina (Knowledge - i.e. intellectual comprehension). ,. 
To say - "Removing, sublating Avidyi,t and 'ARe

moving, sublating Adhyisa" - both mean one and th! same. 
Because of the reason that Atmajiiaaa (Self-Knowledge, 
Intuitive experience, Pure Consciousness) is Nitya Siddha 
(eternally or perennially established or existing) there is 
no need for attaining or acquiring That afresh. If Adhyisa 
is sublated or removed, then it means (amounts to) ac
quisition or attainment of Jnana alone - these two aspects 
are implicit in this sentence. The second aspect has already 
been explained (page no. 47) with an illustration of Gim 
Bhashya (18-50). 

(iii) rSfiltlq;l(cfitfi~~~~f~qqfJl afl(q~ ~ A,=al I 'lfq 

~, ~ CIiCIf, aa!1~ Cfi~I~< ~ CfiRiltjlfq' ,tft~qfi!ltll ot"fl~ 

.1(1'1,=a1 ,~eql 3fFctfJlltl: r~qdCfi'l '3tC4q,q~ ft;q~SCfidf 

3tfSficils\fiiffl " 1f\U~smt q;~( ,~c:j.qql(i1~q4 11R-

5NaQI9f'l1 Cfi4A1rij~g'ldlln: ~~~"AqcfCficqlC( II (Giti Bha. 
18-66). 

Meaning : ., A vidya of the form of a reckoning that 
Kriya, Kiraka and Phala are different is always existing 
in Atman ; the A vidyi -of the type of - 'I have a Karma, 
I am a Kartru (agent of action), I am doing Karma for 
such and such a fruit' - has continued to function from 
time immemorial. In order that such an A vidya is got rid 
of a Knowledge with regard to Atman of the type - 'Look 
here, this 'I' is Kevala (Absolute, non-dual), not a Kartru 
and is devoid of Kriyi and Phala ; apart from me there 
is nothing else existing' .. should accrue ; for, it removes 
the Bheda Buddhi (notion or sense of differentiation) which 
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is responsible for prompting or inducing one into Karma." 
In this statement .it has been very clearly declared that 

there is no Avidyi whatsoever, apart from the notion that 
Kriyi-Kiraka-Phala distinctions are real, as also that apart 
from the cognition of the type - "I am myself that Atman 
alone who is non-dual and who is of the essential nature 
of being devoid of Kriya-Karaka-Phala distinctions"-there 
is no other Vidyi whatsoever. 

(iv) ~ ~1'11't1ci1, ~ ti:tI<f~I;j, ~ rqqtld~II;jci1"6q~, 

dfijll=tfqfct, ~ f( dOO6fI~~q f.:tQt4a II (Bri. Bha. 3~3-1). 
Meaning: "Whatever meaning among the three cate

gories of }Rma Abhava (non-comprehension of the Real
ity), Samshaya (doubt), Viparita JRiina (false knowledge) 
is adduced to the word 'Ajiiana' - all that is sublated by 
JlianD (Self-Knowledge) alone.'~ 

In this sentence for the expression 'Ajiiana' or 'Avidya' 
it has been stipulated only these three meanings by counting 
or enumerating them ; it is crystal clear that among them 
'Miilavidyi' is not included. We should remember what 
Shri Swara has stressed here that Jiiana removes these 
three only. 

(v) * g;r:qNfIe.1I'~"~Iq)il crcr q;;ff qy fcmT I 

atrqtJlql~ ecf~C4 PtC4f'dCfiI ~ I ~tH'4iiUP(€ij&fflcf<q 

=qlfC1@1I'd~q f~qt4di it&lfqalU I ":J g ql(ql~$ ~ ~ 

r~qtffll!i l4lgrij "~fC4al II (Bri. Bha. 1-4-10). 

Meaning: "Vidya removing or sublating actually or 
perceptibly what is an entity's Dharma (attribute) or 
creating it afresh is not seen at all; but it (Vidya) removing 
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Avidyi is seen everywhere. In the same way, here too 
Abrahmatwa (non-Reality), barvatwa (not being every
thing) which are caused by A vidya alone - if they are said 
to be removed or sublated by Brahmavidyi, it is quite 
reasonable. But quite contrary to that, to say that Brahmavidyl 
creates a real entity, substance or removes such an entity 
will not be proper.' I 

The purport implicit in this statement is : If one has 
wrongly reckoned or misconceived a sea-shell to be silver, 
as soon as the correct knowledge of the type - 'This is 
a sea-shell' - accrues, that wrong knowledge disappears. 
Similar to this illustration, here too Brahma Vidyi should 
invariably remove, falsify the wrong knowledge of the type 

- "I am a Samsiiri (transmigratory soul)". It is not, 
however, an instrument or agent which falsifies a really 
existing substance ; nor is It one which brings into existence 
something non-existent For this Bhashya portion the 
Miilividyi theory is extremely opposed. For, the Avidyl 
that these proponents of this new-found theory refer to is 
not AjiVlul (non-comprehension) which in our workaday 
world gets sublated, falsified by means of correct knowl
edge ; this Miilividyi (of theirs) is something totally 
different from the commonly known three categories of 
Ajiiina, Samshaya and Viparitajdina which ire all falsified 
by Jiiina in our empirical dealings. Besides, there is DO 

illustration or example whatsoever for them to prove their 
proposition - '6Vidyi has the power to remove such a 
Miilividya. " Some among these disputants champion the 
cause of this frivolous and fanciful theory alone by ap
plying it to the illustration of the sea-shell-silver, saying 
that the silver of the sea-shell is the effect of an AVQSthTTUpa 
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(a modified state) called 'Tiilividyi' of Anirvachaniya 
(indescribable) 'Miilavidya'. But all these disputants have 
not accepted the truth that - 'By means of the correct 
knowledge that it is a sea-shell this Tfilavidya disappears.' 
To assert that - "Avidya - like a Dravya (substance) -
acquires or undergoes different states or mutations" - is 
,not in keeping with reason. In our workaday world no one 
- whosoever he may be - has the experience of this 
TUlividyi, or its removal; besides, to say that the BhTBhyaka-a 
(i.e. Shri SaDkara) had acknowledged this TfiUividya, there 
is not even an iota of evidence or support. Therefore, it 
is very clear that not only is this theory opposed to Shri 
Sankara's philosophy but also contradictory to universal 
expenence. 

Apart from Vedinta V ikya J nina (Knowledge Engenderd 

by the Up.Dish.dic Sentences) is There Anything Else 

Necessary for Moksha, 1 

Some present-day Ved8I}.tins affirm that - "In addition 
to discerning the meaning of the Vedanta Vakya one should 
necessarily and seperately attain SiJcshiikOra (materialisation 
or actualisation)." It is quite but natural that because of 
the reasons : (i) That one is not having the proper, 
conducive qualifications or capabilities needed for Vedanta 
Yichiia (discrimination or Intuitive deliberation needed for 
knowing the Upanishadic teachings) ; (ii) deliberation as 
delineated and described by both the preceptor and the 
Sastra using a traditional methodology - one has not been 
able to comprehend the purport implicit in the sentence. , 
But, to believe either that even by means of Srava.t;la, 
Manana and Nididhyasana which a Jijlimu (genuine seeker) 
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who is fully qualified has practised in the proper method 
the Jiiina from the V edinta Vikya does not accrue ; or 
even after such Jiiina accrues yet another event of 
'Sikshitkira' should necessarily occur - is totally opposed 
to the Bbisbyakira's teaching or philosophy. In support 
of this conclusion we will quote some important Bhisbya 
sentences : 

(a> ~ rtt~fq,,~ Cfi5lftl~ifi¥l(cfilqti'I<&RUj Q,4C4IQ,-t-

CfiI(tU«;:q5tI~tid4stiSQilfi:l"sUr~<¥1"ul: ':f • q(fqtJlrq,,~, 
~ 

ql4C4IQI~+tqCfiI~ 1{Cf 9 q4qr~dI iilqfd II MUI). Bhi.(I-l-6). 

Meaning: "Just as in a sentence which stipulates 81 

an injunction Karma, even after the meaning of the sentence 
is understood, the (Karmas like) AgnihtXra (sacrificial fire) 
etc. which are to be performed by gathering many KIaJca.r 
(instruments or means of action) like Kart{U (agent of 
action) etc. remains, the deliberation on the Vedinta Vikya 
which teaches or describes this Param«mavidya (Intuitive 
Knowledge of the Supreme Self) is not like that at all ; 
at the very instant (simultaneously, as it were) of our 
discerning or divining the Vikyirtba, the whole process 
gets completed." 

Here it has been clearly stated that after cognizing 
the meaning of the sentence there does not remain anything 
whatsoever to be done. It amounts to saying that the 
doctrine of 8hri Vichaspati Misra (Bhamatikara) etc. who 
opine that - ·"Even after discerning the Vikyirtha some 
such spiritual practice like Dhyiina (meditation) or 
JRiina,hyasa (repeated practice of that knowledge) should 
be performed" - is opposed to this teaching of 8hri 
Saitkara. 
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(b) rC1f11Ntnqf~tllql CI~cqlij~l~sfctaljqq~: I ';f cal7.i(i&JI: 

ACfiltlt~fd fq~H::ilN=ta ttW:i51I~ d$Ni{, dW:i~C511~ 

u tftms(7.4(wCfiIWt lIJ" ,flIfCijfJlql dttlf\t: II -;nN ijftlcn~ en II 

(lsa Bha. 18). 
Meaning: "Because of the reason that after Vidya 

accrues A vidyi has disappeared, in that very supporting 
entity (Ashraya) - (meaning, to that very Jiva) - this Avidya 
cannot exist. Even after the cognition that fire is hot and 
it illumines - to that person who got that cognition - to 
such a person the false knowledge to the effect - 'Fire 
is cold or it does not illumjne' - can never occur; further, 
either Samshaya (doubt) about it or its non-comprehension 
can never occur." 

In this statement not only the three meanings of 
A vidyi are enumerated but also the intended purport is 
quite clear (of the Bbasbyakara) so as not to give any scope 
whatsoever for the fanciful theory of 'Avidymesha' (rem
nant of ignorance) propounded to the effect - 'Along with 
Vidyi a bit of Avidya remains'. It need not be gainsaid 
that - 'For a liiani too a little of Ajiiina remains is a tenet 
opposed both to Yulcti (logic, reason) and Anubhava (In
tuitive experience). 

(c) (i) dI~ C(ql(ifA(ifl11sfcteJlAqdcfil ';f ~ ~ ~ I ";( t 

'Rqq;lI~CfiIRiCfi(qIC( I ~ 11" lI~q oU(illfqqll: A~~sfCffJi 'l 

Rqdllfa (ltll~sfq ~~fctqlf(€llC( II (Bri. Bba. 1-4-10). 

Meaning: "If it is said that - 'That Atmajiiana alone 
which accrues for the last time removes A vidya and not 
the first one' - then it is not proper. For, in the fIrst one 
itself the rule of law is vitiated. If the first Jiiana pertaining 
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to the subject-matter of Atmm bu not removed Avidyl, 
the last one too cannot do so. For, to both of them one 
and the same Atman is the subject-matter." 

(c) (ii) ~ -mt ~Wijms",tllr=tqdctn -:r "',.,.: 1ftr , ~ , 
'lftq;,,~ ~ 4t9(fN:!qq~: I "' 11 &ftq ... f<l~% AN~ '4tft( 

rC4fJIQt=tIlI4i~fa(iqqad I r~<t'ntt I _ ;ftq.lIr~Q('iiC4ftt(W;(~~ct 

31lq(Ullkllr'al+t;l(1Ffln:rd -Q I Qt=t4~c:tttl+idl=1I=161ifl(UIlt( 

~1I+e4lt11f'1q~I(UI~ "'tt II (Bri. Bha. 1-4-10). 

Meaning: "If it is said that - 'In that case, incessantly 
or uninterruptedly repeated Iii_ alone removes A vidyl 
and not if one contemplates intermittently' • that too is 
not proper. For, if one bas to be alive, to repeat practising 
Jiiina without let is not possible. When thinking about 
matters concerned with efforta to keep alive etc. invariably 
exist, the continuous repetition of Jiiina is Dot possible to 
be carried out; for, both those thoughts·are opposed to 
each other. Even to aver that - 'Giving up thoughts of 
keeping alive etc. till one dies, one has per force to pour 
out Jiiina alone with a measure' - also is not proper. For, 
the question as to how many times one has to think or 
comtemplate remains undecided ; besides, the def~ of not· 
having determined the Sastrartha also devolves on one
self. " 

(c) (iii). R~f4(1dGf~f;ij(J"ra ~ I ~tnrq flIl~tt1rijr~af4@4 

a ~q 1¥4\i1PI d I (qrCif~ I'1I~tOfr~(cq It(, a.";II;ffi:! ~ Cfid0Z4a eft 

atqild(qlr~q(q'l1ftl ~ 'I ~ I .a8.1(iIf4:t~;tI.,q'fi1I( I ~ _ 

a~I~!1 tltPl(qf~$tI'1I~;:q( q(ql{i"lefijlf4"~"lqlli4~ II (Bri. 
Dba. 1-4-7). 
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Meaning: "If it is said: 'In that case, let Niriidha 
(suppression) itself be one's yet another duty, responsibil
ity ; because of the reasons that quite different from. 
Atmajiiina, which accrues from Vedavakya, is Chittav{itti
nirOdha (suppression of mental concepts) and that in other 
8istras like Yoga etc. it is stipulated that it (i.e. Chittavritti
nirOdha) should be performed, let us say that such a practice 
alone has been stipulated here' - that is also not' proper. 
For, the truth that it is a Mo7cshasaihana (spiritual practice 
for attaining Moksba or liberation) is not determined. In 
the Upanishads, apart from cognizing Brahmamabhiiva' 
(Intuitive experience of Brahman being one's own Atman 
or Self) nothing else has been mentioned as a S1iihana 
(spiritual means) for Paramapurusha-tha (prime purport of 
human life)." 

The purport of these three above sentences is quite 
clear indeed. The three different kinds of theories viz. by 
means of Charamav,;tti (sensory perception or feeling) 
SiirshakOra (actualization, materialisation) occurs; even' a 
Jdini should uninterruptedly practise Vidya ; by Chittav{itti
nirtXlha (suppression of mental thoughts) one should get 
into SamiZihi (~ce) have been refuted here and pro
claimed in unequivocal terms that by means of Vedanta 
Vakya Jiiana alone the Paramapurushartha accrues. "Even 
after the Vakya Jiiana has accrued the practice of Jiiana 
is necessary" - to this doctrine of the proponents of 
Miilividya the above Bhashya portions are totally opposed. 

WheD Does Moksbs Accrue? 

Although there is no need whatsoever of raising this 
question, some present-day Vedantins have raised a doubt 
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in this regard too. Some among them have stated that as 
soon as Jiiina accrues the body falls off ; some others 
have opined that although the Jiiini lives for some time 
after he has become Jivanmulcta (a Realized Soul), because 
of the reason th~ for him also Avidyiluha (a remnant 
of A vidyi) remains attached itself till the body falls off 
- in the real sense he has not attained Moksha; Videhamukti 
(liberation after death) alone is the real, genuine Mukti 
(liberation). In this regard we have already exemplified 
several Bhashya sentences which refute Ajiiinalesba - i.e. 
Avidyilesba. We will exemplify here those Bhishya sen
tences which pertain to Jiviinmulcti (liberation while we are 
in this body here and now) : 

(i) '1I'IT ~ ~~":q,,, atl~4;., 4i~i~ i4t4iIE1tdt4fiIEt l(lf 

(lqlf\loqfij): I C(qQIE"1F6Jtilti l\Iijtl4 "Nil~, dteftl(!f ~ 

drfi"CfI~I.,rt1(1ttlq: tlIlt{ II (Bri. Bhi. 1-4-10). 

Meaning: "In our workaday world, just as when the 
relationship or contact of the light ensues with the eyes 
of the seer, at that very moment itself the form (of the 
object) appears (i.e. cognized) ; in the same way when 
the Jiiina with regard to Atman accru.es, at that very 
moment, instantaneously that Ajliina pertaining to that 
Atman vanishes indeed." 

It amounts to saying here very clearly that simulta
neously with the attainment of Jliiina (Intuition), one gets 
freed from Ajiiina ; this truth is brought out very clearly 
here. 

(ii) ~1~I=tcqrcR4;Uf ~i(teq oqq'u=t.kli Cfi~rlfg 'ICflt'l .1 

r"f(iltq.:&iI18flf, tll~Cfi ~"(lIcqrtRq;l64 II (Bri. Bha. 3-3-1). 
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Meaning : "Barring Ajiiana, it is not possible to 
imagine any other hindrance or impediment whatsoever 
existing for Moksha ; for, Moksha is Nitya (eternal) and 
is not existing apart from the essential nature of Pure Being 
of the Siilhaka (practitioner) to boot." 

As soon as Ajiiana disappears (or is .sublated) Moksha 
should per force accrue; for, Moksha is not caused afresh ; 
nor is it something to be attained or acquired afresh. It 
is in truth our Swariipa (very essential nature of Pure 
Being). Therefore, the theory or doctrine of the proponents 
ofVidehamukti that - "Moksha accrues in some other place 
or at some other moment of time" ~ cannot be acceptable 
at all. 

(iii) d~If+t4 'QI Q(I'1d - Q(q'1t1q6q~rt1 1ft ~ Pif{?d 

~d !l&llIi 1f( e4S1lfbl:tI'lJ l{ ~ rq~tI:tl<fqtJluf.iij - ur:tlfqq 

\(l1'1dlqfcttllctle:ti fqfCfi<fd-fctfiijqfa, fct:tlftillfa, _6Gftct~q ";f 

1fCf: lFl II (M~4aka Bhi. 2-1-10). 

Meaning : "Therefore, everything is verily the su
preme immortal Brahman; one who cognizes that Brahman 
which exists in the cave of the heart of all creatures in 
the manner - "That is verily myself' - he by virtue of 
f:his Intuitive Knowledge destroys that knot of A vidya -
to wit, the latent or potential propensities, impressions of 
A vidya which are tightly binding like a knot here itself, 
i.e. while he is alive ; and not after he dies." This sentence 
describes beyond doubt Jivanmukti. 

(iv) 1ft ft' ~l(tlq+tUfqq f"1Fct:ilqqaaq'tl'<lfil~ ,""fa: 

~ 'i 1£1 q 1 (if 14 Qftllfa, t1~ q I q; I q 1I q l:t f£I q,qfcq I ~ f I q:t q; I (011" I cllt( 

1ITUfT £1lfll<cn ;{1dfilqRi I fq;~ fqiil\lT"dcf'QI- lIEiftt ~6cllPiq 
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~ifC4~ 1J.Vw(tlCllc4Fd I iI+'iI" if~ - 3tit8l('!t qf(<<Wdq: 

Cfilql:~, dt&tlr~'q.~ ilcne4Fd ';flRR ql~~(q;ll'1'l I 

~ if ~ '1dta4 \flql;a(lqf~;ftqm~ 'fIC(: I <'I~("rd" 

tI~I'1litlqql~~q 9 "8Ilc4tftC1dj~ II (Bri. Bba. 4-4-6). 

Meaning : "One who, as in the deep sleep state, 
witnesses (cognizes) Atman who is devoid of any special 
attributes, who is Don-dual and who is of the essential 
nature of }yon (Light) - which is indestructible and 
Chidriipa (of the nature of Pure Consciousness) - because 

. of the reason that to such a person alone there are DO desires 
and thereby when there is no Karma too, there is no cause 
.for his going anywhere; hence the vital forces in the form 
of the senses like speech etc. do not leave him. and depart. 
Besides, though that Jiiini appears to be an embodied being, 
he being Brahman (Absolute Reality) alone merges in 
Brahman. Because of the reason that there do not exist 
any Kamas (desires) whatsoever which bring about distinc
tions of the form of Abrahmatwa (not being Brahman), 
he being verily Brahman here itself merges iB Brahman 
and not after the fall of the physical body. For a Jiiini 
there can never be two natures • one after his death, the 
other while alive. Even so, because of the one exclusive 
reason alone that there is no possibility whatsoever of 
imagining the acquisition of another body for him, it has 
been stated that he merges in Brahman." 

In the above sentence the fact that the concept of 
Yidehamukti is merely a name-sake expression is clearly 
brought out, and it is evident that it will loom large before 
all the readers. 
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I. It Pos.ible for Ordinary People Like Us of the 

Praeat Timet to Attain the F roit of Brahmavidyi ? 

There are instances of some doubting Thomases to 
create a fear, an awe in the minds of Mumukshus (aspirants 
of liberation, Beatitude) who are Astikas (believers in the 
authority and authenticity of the scriptures) saying: "For 
sages or seers of ancient times AtmasiJcsh«kara (actuali .. 
sation, materialisation of Self-Knowledge) accrued, but 
for the people of the modem times it will not possibly 
accrue)." We will exemplify a Bbasbya sentence to prove 
that this abOve opinion of theirs is without any support 
of reason: 

(1) ~Rltilrq ctdql:tCfilcl ?J: Cfiff:qC(cqlq:ai1I@l1~q:£f: 

atl(ql .. q~q ~ df6tc6l1+4lRl at~~ql~\ijr;Wd\lIRifq~I9iI&lI(lrqdli 

r ... ""I, tiffl(qqf'1lilf.iildq:t~(qiUti i1~c1l6qRlt (fiQ<.1fi:tftt, 

~SfctElI"dl~4(qr~,ijif$fCi~I'1lr~~ d "Iqfa I -:r f( qt;lcilifl 

qlq~qlr~l1 (l9icf)qq qr qltfqIR(fi~ (q(i~q) Q .. csq3 i161~ 
~ ~ ...a..:a ~. 

ftt",,~r'~I'1eq ~ atR<t II (Bri. Bha. 1-4-10). 

Meaning : "Even in these present times whosoever 
he may be - if he gives up hankering after the external 
objects and cognizes Atman alone in the manner - 'I am 
verily Brahman' ; if he discards all the special attributes 
which are conjured up by the delusory knowledge brought 
about by the Bhriinti (delusion) o.f Upiilhis (adjuncts), 
without being affected by the V~anas (proclivities or 
propensities) of the Samsliadharmas (qualities of trans
migratory life), without there being any interior or exterior 
and cognizes that 'I am the Absolute Brahman alone' -
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he - since Asarvatwa (not being everything) caused by 
A vidyi disappears or is sublated - becomes all this indeed. 
Whether in (sages of the past like) Vimadeva etc. who 
were Mahiivirya (of a great, high calibre) or in mere 
(mortal) human beings of the present times who are 
(supposed to be) Hinavirya (of inferior calibre), Brahman 
does not exist with any distinctions or differences of 
degree; nor Its cognition (i.e. Intuitive experience) exists 
with distinctions of degree." 

It amolDlts to saying that Sbri SaDkara has vociferously, 
stridently declared that - "Jiiina destroys, totally removes 
Ajiiina ; as also Sarvitmabhiva which is Its (Jiiina's) 
fruit accrues without fail to the fit, qualified Jijpisus even 
in these modem times." 

IV. The Judgment Evolving out of 

Deliberation on Vidyi and A vidyi 

To recollect here briefly the tenets that are established 
by means of the sentences that we have exemplified so 
far will be helpful for the discussion that will be undertaken 
henceforth. So far we have determined by means of 8hri 
SaDkara's Bhashya sentences only this much: The Swariipa, 
Asbraya, Vishaya, Hetu, Kirya of both Vidyi and Avidy~ 
However, we have not depicted any Anubhava (Intuitive 
experience) whatsoever in answer to questions like : How 
does Avidya get destroyed by Vidyi ? From that how does 
the Paramapurushirtha accrue to us ? In the next part of 
this treatise we will undertake that task .. For the time being, 
we have shown convincingly the facts that : (a) Miilividyi-, 
vida is not acceptable to Shri Sankara - the Bhashyakira ; 
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(b) in truth, that doctrinaire theory is opposed to the 
methodology which is accepted and adopted by the 
Bhishyakara. 

For the benefit of the readers we will briefly mention 
below the quintessence of the previl)Us portions of the 
treatise. Even though we have given one Bhashya sentence 
alone for each of the various topics as examples, it should 
be reckoned that there exist many such ·sentences with the , 
same purport in and through Shri Sailkara's Prasthanatraya 
Bhashyas, and in Shri Sureswaracharya's· 'Naishkarmyasiddhi' 
and 'Brihadar8Qyaka Vartika'. 

(i) Avidyi means not to have cognized our Atman 
or Self in the proper Swariipa (essential nature) ; cognizing 
It in a doubtful manner; or cognizing It wrongly, falsely. 
Vidyi means to cognize Atman properly ~ He exists in 
His essential nature. 

Apart from the three categories of : (a) Jiiiinii:Jhava 
(absence or lack of Jiiana) ; (b) Samshaya (doubting) ; 
(c) Mithy~nOna (misconception), a totally different Avidya 
which is the root cause for all these three categories called , 
'Mfilajiiana' or 'Mulavidya', Shri Sailkara has not indicated 
or referred to anywhere in his extant (original) Bhashyas. 
He has called Avyi1c{ita (unmanifested) Nqmariipas (names 
£lld forms) by various names like Maya, Pralqiti, Blja but 
not that - 'They themselves are Avidya' - anywhere in 
his Bhashyas. In fact, he has affirmed, vociferously too, 
that they are themselves 'Avidya Kalpita' (conjured up or 
projected by ignorance). It is also to be seen here and there 
that he has stated Maya in the sense of it being a projection 
or effect of Avidya, and has used adjectives for Maya like 
'Avidyatmaka', 'Avidyalqita', 'Avidya'. But in a chapter 
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devoted to delineating A vidyi his having stated A vidyl 
to be Adhylisak&ra~ (cause for misconception) which is 
SadasadvilakshalJll (totally different from reality and un
reality) and which is Anirvachanfya (indescribable, inde
finable) is not to be seen anywhere. 

(ii) Shri Saitkara has not raised anywhere in his 
Bhashyas the question of the type - "What is the UpiiJlina

/ciirafJil (material cause) for Avidya 1" To the question -
"Why does Adhyasa occur 1" he has given a simple 
answer: "Because of the absence of Atmajiiana." . 

The endeavour of the, proponents of Miilividyivida 
to show or prove that Mulavidya is the Upidin~a 
for Adhyasa is totally opposed to the Vedanta Siddhanta 
as accepted and adopted in the Bhishyas. 'For, to imagine , 
that Shri Sailkara, who has undertaken to teach that the , 
Sruti (scriptures, Upanisbadic lore) does not propound 
S{ish{i (creation) as Paramiirtha (absolutely real), has 
accepted the Kiirya-Kii-a1Jll-Bhiiva (the categories of cause 
and effect) and has endeavoured to propound an Upidana 
for Adhyasa also is ridiculous indeed. 

(iii) By virtue of reckoning in the manner - "I am 
an ignorant person", "I do not know myself" - neither 
is it established that Atman is 'the Ashraya (substratum) . . 
for A vidya nor He is Vishaya (object) for it. Although 
the common run of people have reckoned in that manner. 
in their workaday transactions, the Absolute Truth is : 
"Vidyii (knowledge) and Avidya (ignorance) that are as
sociated with the abundant mass of objects cannot possibly 
be the Dha,.",a (qUalities or attributes) of Atman" ; this 
truth has been reiterated throughout his Bhashyas by Shri 
Sankara. 
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Because of the reason that when observed from the 
Vyavaha-ad{ish(i (empirical viewpoint) Vidya and Avidya 
appear to occur in our Antahkara1J4 (Mind), both of them 
are verily the Dharmas (attributes) of the AntahkaraQa ; 
the Bhashyakiira has stressed this point also. He has not 
signified anywhere in his Bhashyas 'Miilavidya' which, 
without being related to the AntaQkara.t}a, has rested in 
Absolute, Pure Atman and has objectified that Absolute 
Atman. 

(iv) Brahmavidya destroys, drives away Avidya com .. 
pletely ; along with Vidya, Avidya also coexists - this , 
teaching is false. 8hri Satikara has not accepted anywhere 
the tenet that - "Even after Jiiana has accrued, a little 
A vidya remains." 

(v) The doctrine that - "Even after cognizing, dis
cerning the meaning of Vedanta Vakya, another Jfiana 
called '8akshitkara' has to accrue; for attaining it, per
formance of Jniinibhyma (repetition. of Joana) or acquiring 
Samalhi (trance) are necessary" - is opposed to Vedanta , 
philosophy. Shri Satikara has refuted in unequivocal terms 
the theory that - "Even after the VakyajJiana accrues, there 
is a SaJhana (spiritual discipline) which has to be practised 
constantly" as also the doctrinaire theory that - "Brahman 
has to be cognized by a Pramm,tl (valid means) different 
from Vakyajiiana." 

(vi) Moksha accrues at the very instant or moment 
of attainment of Jiiana ; to believe that for that sake the 
body should falloff is wrong. Because of the reason that 
Mgksha is verily our Atmaswariipa, merely by means of 
Jiiana, even in the present times it accrues, wi~out fail, 
to the fit, qualified persons. 
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It is to be found that Shri SaJikara has written that 
by means of Nididhyasana one should attain Paramitma
sikshatkira. But he has not stated anywhere that - "After 
the Jiiina of the meaning of the Vikya there is a need 
of practising either Nididhyasana or any other Sidhana" ; 
but, he has repeatedly proclaimed that - "Vikyirtba Jiiiina 
alone is sufficient.' , 

The doctrine of some Vedintins who aver that -
"Videhamukti alone is the genuine, prime Mukti" - is 
opposed to the opinion of 8hri Sankara. It has been stressed 
in the Bhashyas that at the very moment of Jiiiina accruing 
and while one is alive only Mukti is attained. 

The Anubhav_ (Intuitive Experience) of 

Advitlyitman (Non-dual Self) 

The most important difference that exists between the , 
Vedintic methodology adopted by Shri SaIikarichirya 
and the various methodologies followed by the rest of the 
commentators is : All the rest of the commentators havo , 
believed Srutivachana (the sentences of the Upanishads) 
to be PramiiJa (authoritative sources) and merely on the 
support and strength of the 8rub sentences they have 
formulated the systematisation of Bandha-MOksha (bondage 
and liberation). But this great teacher (i.e. 8hri SaJikara) 
especially has affirmed that - "Just like the rest of the 
PramiiJos (valid means of knowledge), Sruti also is a 
Pram~ and hence the meaning it signifies should 
necessarily be in consonance with Anubhava (universal 
Intuitive experience) alone, and if the Sruti YQ1cya 
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(Upanisbadic sentence) is opposed or contradictory to 
Anubhava or Yukti (logical device) in consonance with , 
Anubhava, then that Sruti Vakya can never be a Pram. 
at all.,1 This truth he has clearly emphasized. 

The MaDDer in Which Atmajiiina , 
Accrues by Means of Sistra 

(a) ';f f( ~Rtlfld'4{q Wffi'sfi:i<~CfiI~ ~ !q6l1'410qS~Rt II 

(Gita Bha. 18-66). 

Meaning : "Even if a ~undred Srutis say that fire 
is cold and not shining, they cannot acquire any validity." 

(b) ~lIqci; 11" :tll~ ";( q;1(Cfifqfa fttIfa: II 

(Bri. Bha. 1-4-10). 
, 

Meaning : "Sastra merely reminds but it does not 
~reate or bring into existence anything non-existing - this 
truth is familiar." 

(c) ~II~ cq;t4 Slqlolqd"qfQII<lqulqlS4f~qtfCfi~" SlIQlulI

qttCit:t: SlfttqEl~, ';f (q~ldltf~tlqCfi~::t II 

(Git8 Bha. 2-18). 
, 

Meaning : "Sastra is the final valid means of 
knowledge ; it is called or designated as Pram~a because 
of the exclusive reason of it removing or sublating the 
AdhyasQ (misconception, wrong knowledge) of Dharmas 
(attributes, qualities) which are not belonging to or 
associated with Atman, and not because it signifies Atman 
who was not known or cognized earlier." 

From the above sentences it becomes quite evident 
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that - (8) That which is opposed to Anubhava can never , 
be a Smtra (scientific, rational treatise) ; (b) because of 
the reason that the non .. dualism of Atman is Nityasiddha , 
(eternally established), the task of the Sastra Upadesha 
(scriptural instruction) is to help remove Avidya of the 
form or nature of Adhyisa so that the non-dualism of 
Atman is experienced (Intuitively experienced) by us. 

The PramiIJa (VaUd Proof) to Say That AtmaD 

Is Advidya (Non-clual) 

If it is said - 'Atman is Advitiya' - it means that 
apart from Him there does not exist any world of duality 
or diversity whatsoever. "Howat all can we say or assert 
that the world that appears before us does not exist ? 
Howat all can we know that even when the world of 
duality does not exist Atman-exists 1" - to these questions , 
the answers given by Shri Satikara are the following : 

(i) ~ ~.1'("6:iI~c4lcft;41ql(qf'" i,RjQHHi (wql~ ~q~qCl 

Ur(1~~I<:tt'tf4 "Ufa 1ftf ? diila - .:@JI~qlrE4~~sfif ,d\d(
oqf\t:qI(I«~(iI~ (wql~lrqq ttcf~I(lr~f~Cfifflqa.qGqtl , tf4911-

oqf\i:qI(IW6ttc4(C\Qt4 +tMcq,( I §l~ oqf\t:q~<flrt1 ~ I ';f I 

~ '<tf!llj'lllQl:tt€lIt( II 

(M8I}4Ukya Bha. 7, Bha. portion. 41 ) 

Meaning : "If it is asked : 'Even though qualities 
like internal cognition or introspection etc. are seen in 
Atman, merely by the statement that they do not exist -
just as the snake etc. (appearing) in the rope - how at 
all can we cognize that they (qualities) do Dot exist in 
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Atman l' - we answer : 'Although Atman is always 
(eternally) of the essential nature of Chaitanya (Pure 
Consciousness), because of the reason that they (i.e. those 
qualities like internal cognition etc.) do not exist. - one 
in the place of another - they are invariably unreal, just 
like the distinctions or differences like a snake, a streak 
of water etc., which are imagined in a rope etc. Because 
of the reason that the Chaitanyarilpa (the essential nature 
of Pure Consciousness) especially does not change 
whatsoever anywhere, It is real. If it is asked: 'In deep 
sleep even that Pure Consciousness disappears, is it not· l' 
- we answer : 'No ; for, even deep sleep is being 
experienced' . " 

(ii) ?jfl4jiJ~ld ~ ~ -mSj'qqI6::1~~I.,nlld , (OCtCfI9ij

!"I9ijql(ait<flRtf~d(cqf\1:qI(IGIt'i:flS~;:qI.ld(q'l I ~$I~I~ ~ 

A q:;;q q Rt'lf I ~ =t +I GI (Ct;Jt I :Ei q ij f!t iSA q:;;q ~~I (iii (q "(, $I q bEt ftt "Qf

Attqrqlt( CfiI4CfiI(UII;Jt;;q;:qI~~ i1~lcqf(1(q;: ~ GflmllCfi: II 

Siitra Bha. 2-1-6 ; Bha. Portion. 4181. 

Meaning : "Here that logic alone which is approved , 
(permitted) by Sruti (Upanishad) is resorted to (used) as 
being subordinate or subservient to Anubhava (Intuitive 
experience). Because of the reason that both dream and 
waking leave each other (i.e. they can never coexist or 
be coeval), Atman does not have the qualities of these 
two ; because of the reason that in Sushupti ( deep sleep) 
leaving the world of duality (Atman) merges in His 
Sadrilpa ( essential nature of Pure Being), to determine 
that (Atman) is verily Brahmaswarilpa (of the essential 
nature of the Ultimate, Absolute Reality) devoid of any 
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Prapaiicha (world of diversity) ; because of the reason 
that this Prapaiicba is born from Brahman alone, by 
virtue of the Yulcti (logical device) that - 'The effect is 
not different- from the cause' - to determine that Prapaiicha 
is not different from Brahman - (logic of this variety 
alon~ is called by the word 'Manana' here)." 

In the above sentences it is pointed out that : 
"Reckoning (holistically) both the states of dream and 
waking along with the entire worlds that appear within 
them as objects, when we carry out our (Intuitive) 
deliberations, we notice it in our experience that the 
waking does not exist in. the dream and vice versa. ' • 
Because of the reason that in the deep sleep neither 
dream and waking nor the world that appears within them 
exist, and since Atman, of the essential nature of Chaitanya, 
who illumines even the PrapalichObhava (non-existence 
of the world of duality) exists alone, it has been 
demonstrated (convincingly) that Atman is Advitiya (non
dual). The following sentence fully supports this conclusion 
[It has been fully and convincingly proved in a Sanskrit 
treatise entitled 'SaJikara Hridaya' published by Adhyitma 
Prakasha Karyalaya, Holenarsipur, Hassan Dist., 573211 -
Kamataka, that the methodology of Avasthatraya is one 
of the most powerful, efficacious devices taught to the 
seekers to Intuit the Advitiya Atmaswariipa as also it is 
the mainstay for the system of Intuitive deliberation as 
expounded by 8hri Saitkara in his extant Bhashyas. In 
many editorial articles also in the past, this methodology 
had been explained in full details in the monthly magazine 
published by the Karyalaya viz. 'Adhyitma Prakasha'.] ~-

(iii) ,,"::tten f( tq~,qr~ ~ Af4'lItctl ~i&,@lilf~f\1Rq 
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~: tcflt( I ~ ~ lIftr otaaflifd !fd~ffl fq~~ ';f .. tcflt( II 

(M8I)Qiikya Bha. 3) Bha. Portion. 12. 

Meaning: "(The entire universe has to be assumed, 
reckoned to be tagged on to Atman of the respective 
state). If it is not done so, it amounts to having cognized 
Atman constricted by or confmed to the limitations of our 
bodies alone, just as the followers of other schools of 
Philosophy like Sankhya, (Yoga) etc. Then the salient 
feature of 'Advaita' (non-dualism) as propounded in the 
Upanishads will be lost sight of." 

In the opinion of the Mfilavidyavadins there is no 
scope or possibility of establishing Advaita ; for, it is 
their spiritual teaching that in Sushupti too the Prapaiicha 
invariably exists in the form of Mfilavidya alone. Hence, 
it amounts to saying that in their philosophy to affmn the 
truth that - "Atman is Nishprapancha (devoid of a world 
of duality)" - there is no PramiiJa (valid means ofo 
proot). For the above sentences too their teachings are 
opposed indeed. 

Atmln Attains Brahmaswariipa Alone in Deep Sleep 

If one has to discern and be convinced about the 
truth that Atman is Advitiya, he has to per force cognize 
the truth that in Sushupti neither any Prapaiicha (world 
of duality or diversity) nor any Jivatwa (soulhood, 'I' -

'notion, egoism) exists therein. If one Intuitively deliberates 
upon or ratiocinates about the experience of deep sleep, 
then, it becomes evident, clear that therein we exist as 
'Shuddha Chaitanyaswariipa' (the essential nature of Pure 
or Absolute Consciousness). With regard to this teaching 
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the following Bhisbya sentences will fully support or 
substantiate it : 

(a) tistijl~ftlcs<tf~m ~ •••• ~\<1Iq+tll"i q(~ft1()q;'«IFc<d 

q(,,~qeqfJ rC1~qrct~,~q"(Ci ~ qR("if\R4 m .~u"f\1r~bqa~ 'I 

(Sutra Bha. 1-3-20 ; Bhl. Portion. 270). 

Meaning: "The Jiva (soul) who is called 'Samprasada' 
- reaches or becomes one with Parabrahma (the Supreme 
Absolute Reality) called 'Akasha' which is of the nature 
of Paramaprakasha (Supreme brilliance or resplendence) 
in the deep sleep state and giving up the awareness of 
special attributes or features, he attains his own essential 
nature. " 

(b) "ll g 3f=tqlflf §fi(t~I=tfq~dd4f6ql«lIlq: I W=f ~ 

rqijtl~'" Q~\iI=1i11fid \iftC4tE4 9ilt;lI(qtqlqf.ll(oi, t44Cf"lI'IRd dtlq81(

rctS'tb(qlq~J(ui ~ I d~IGI~q §M~H'{ II (Sutra Bhl. 3-

2-7 ; Bha. Portion. 267). 
Meaning : "We say that - 'Brahman is always 

unfailingly the abode of deep sleep of the Jiva.' If this 
truth is cognized or realized, the benefit of determining 
the truth that - 'Jiva is verily Brahman' - accrues, as also 
the (additional) benefit of determining the truth that - 'In 
him the empirical dealings of waking and dream do not 
exist' - accrues. ' , 

(c) "a:tFqfJICfilillCfi4ft1: etll(8~f't: ti~~ ~ {4Cf 1ftr -=r 

~illt(lm 'qqftt •••• (iq'<1 1{Cf ~ ~qdl"ti aflqtq rC1r.,~i6 ...:....:a 

GftffliQUEilNIt; •••• " (Chhi. Bha. 6-8-1; Bhi. Portion. 495). 
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Meaning: "Because of the reason that in the dream 
Avidya-Kama-Kanna which are the cause for Samsara 
invariably exist, Jiva cannot be said to have become one 
with his Swariipa ; (Uddalaka) has stated this sentence 
with a view to showing the "truth that - 'In deep sleep 
alone (Jiva), having disbanded himself of Jlvatwa, attains· 
his Devatiiriipa ( divine essence of Pure Being)'." 

(d) l(qq4 ~ ~ 3Utiir~ ecf~el<~'iimdl ~ 

~lqq;I(.~ 1f<t I' (Bri. Bha. 2-1-19 ; Bha. Portion. 30). 

Meaning : "In this manner in deep sleep he has 
transcended all the Samsaradhannas in his essential nature 
of the Self which is quite naturaL" 

Not only these above-mentioned sentences are in , 
consonance with Srutis but also they are in full agreement 
with Anubhava (universal Intuitive experience). It is in 
everyone's experience that in Sushupti there do not exist 
any adjuncts whatsoever ; therefore, there is no objection 
or obstacle whatsoever to say (conclude) that therein the 
Jiva has attained the essential nature of the non-dual 
Brahman alone. Even so, the MfiUividyavadins are declaring 
that in that state too (i.e. deep sleep) due to a beginningless 
MfiUividya there exists a beginningless division of Jlva
Brahma (Viv~a--67) - quite contrary to Anubhava, Bha-, , 
shya (of Sbri Sankara) and Sruti (Upanishads). If this is 
not vain pride in, or affmity towards, one's own theory, 
what else is it ? 

Does Avidyi Enst in Sushupti ? 

We have quoted several Bhashya sentences, which 
clearly state that - "In Sushupti a Jiva exists in his 
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Swariipa and is verily Brahman" - and which are in 
consonance with Srutis. From this alone it amounts to 
saying that in Sushupti there does Dot exist therem even 
A vidyi which is the cause for the division or distinction 
of Jiva and Brahman. Even if we bring to our mind the 
experience of deep sleep also, it becomes very clear that 
therein there does not occur any experience whatsoever of 
Avidya to us. For, because of the reason that Adhyasa 
(misconception) itself is Avidyi as also it is a quality or 
special attribute of the Antahla.zral}a (Mind), in Sushupti 
which is devoid of any Mind there is no room or possibility 
whatsoever for the existence of A vidya, of the nature of 
MithyqRiina (misconception) therein. In this regard the 
following Bhashya sentences too will substantiate this 
teacbjng : 

(i) ';f 1f b'tll(qA(ttq'AIRt{tt:ij':tfct:a8~~ Cfi<f(iqlf4I~! 

CficJ<q~'(qIEJ'1ef aq(1i4~ I dt'1I((1fIRiACCfCff.ff'l=a C(qlci ij{fI(1I~ 

';f ~ q(qlefd: II 

(Oiti Bha. 18-66 ; Bha. Portion 1142). 

Meaning : "In (states like) Sushupti, Samadbi etc. 
wherein the delusion of the type of - 'I am verily the 
body, the senses etc.' - has been cut asunder, the unwanted 
disasters like KartfUtwa ('I' notion, doership) and Bho. 
IctfUtwa (enjoyership) etc. are not seen. Therefore, for this 
Samsarabhranti (delusion of transmigratory existence) a 
Bhriintipratyaya (a delusory concept) alone is the cause 
(or responsible) but not that Samsarabhrinti is absolutely 
real." 

(ii) I(dAit-( ~sfqfJICfilqCfi4f;W":44::tI~ CfiI4Cfi(Ullr .. "I:af.t 
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'iqf.ij I ~ flll;(ttql(qtcf"q~qlll1f':t(;:qt4lfqcqloqql~q'ltq* ftrct" 
flll ;fl it q fet II 

(Prashna Bha. 4-7 ; Bha. Portion 69). 

Meaning : "During the time of this (Sushupti) the. 
KiiyakliafJOS (the body, the senses) brought about by 
A vidya-K8ma-Karma disappear. When they become non
existent, the Atmaswariipa which was appearing differently 
due to (Its apparent association with) Uplilhis (adjuncts) . 
is rendered to be Advaya (non-dual), one and one alone, 
Shivaswariipa (of the very essence of auspiciousnes~), 
Shlinta (quiescent)." 

(iii) ~ ~Sli\ tifqftifiilct1 ~ fctalCfi<-1 fSfitlICfiI(Cfi

'hl1'lL;:q'll ~ ~ f~fG:ttl~ lfSflfctaICfiI'iq;qfful ';f lfRt II 

(Bri. Bha. 4-3-21 ; Bha. Portion 213). 

Meaning: "Now, about the Moksha, of the nature 
of all-pervading entity and the fruit of Vidya - Its essential 
nature of Liberation is being depicted perceptually as 
devoid of Kriyakirakapbala. Therein Avidya-Kama-K.arma 
do not exist.' , 

(iv) apr :Qddfifid'l - "a:tfqeIlCfiI,",Cfi4rqr~~"d)qq d{'I'l; 

ifN"lqtij dtl(q;i) ~ SI~W:" ~ II 
~ .. 

(Bri. Bha. 4-3-22 ; Bha. Portion 216). 

Meaning : ' 'That Atmariipa which is seen directly 
(Pratyakshataha) in Sushupti - to say that - 'That (essential 
nature of Self, Pure Being) Itself is devoid of A vidya
Kama-Karma' - is what is relevant here in the present 
context" 
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All the above-mentioned sentences proclaim without 
giving any scope for any doubt whatsoever, and quite 
clearly too, that in Sushupti there does not exist A vidyi. 
But the proponents of Miilividyivada are of the deep
seated opinion that - "All such sentences mention about 
the Abhiiva (absence) of KOryiividya (i.e. the resultant, 
effectual ignorance) meaning Adhyasa (misconception) and 
not Mfilavidya which is KiialJiividya (i.e. causal igno
rance). " But what is the authoritative source or support , 
for this conclusion ? Has 8hri Sa6karacbirya at some 
place or the other in his Bhashyas mentioned (pointedly 
or clearly) about Miilavidya which is the cause for 
Adhyasa ? - to these questions these disputants can never 
give a satisfactory, convincing answer at all. 8hri Sankara 
has not stated anywhere that - "In Sushupti there exists 
KaraQavidya, but Kiryavidya does not exist therein." If 
he had stated so, then for his express statement - "Jiva 
attains Brahmaswariipa alone in Sushupti" - would have 
been rendered meaningless. 

Which i. That Avidyi Which Sbri Sank.ra hu 

Accepted to Exist in Sushupti ? 

At certain places in the Bhashyas it is to be seen that 
certain statements also are being made to the effect - "In 
Sushupti there exists A vidya" - from the Vyavahiiradrish(i 
(empirical viewpoint). Now let us try to discern as to 
which Avidya is mentioned in those contexts from 8hri , 
Sailkara's statements themselves : 

( a) d'tell U ~ Oll::q en U ~ all '4 i afl \if q;; <.-1 ii I q I i2I i It\ 'lftil'i6' 
fcf""ft>ij~ er.ir ti'liftdifqsqa I QI#I~ afl>ijiila~q -q: I 
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d=(ql ~f(f~f4'tI"qq ft aft\it QI~~ r~fqtt'{ II (M~Qiikya Karika: 

Bha. 1-11 ; Bhii. Portion 45). 
Meaning : "We have accepted that what has been 

mentioned later on, viz. Vishwa and Taijasa - both of 
them - are bound being associated or endowed with 
categories like Bya (cause) and Phala (effect) - of the 
type - 'TattwOgrahalJll' (not having grasped, comprehended 
the Reality) and 'AnyathOgrahalJll' (grasping or. compre
hending It in a different, mistaken manner), respectively. 
But Prajiia is bound by Bfiabhiiva (the category of cause) 
alone. For, the singular reason of 'not (Intuitively) Knowing 
the Tattwa or Reality' is the cause. for being Prajiia." 

(b) ~l~SU6°1'l'4rqElI"dfqf(f ~ I -;y I ~1'ilfClq;t€lIClI 

~cq@4 ~ d~'1rqfSfi<41 I q(l:tqej(Ctl(( I fqfSfil41 ";f d~'it ~ea-

~ I ';( ft CfiI(Cfilq~ q~:tt(1=tq'{ J ttffifct" q: CfiI<Cfilq~:, 

rq~q:(:q fqrSfilil 1 \itIU~C1<{r:(:q ~ rq~q: I U ~ :tl;:qt~ej 
tc4 ~q 'it d'd ('4 d ~ '(I II G;:q I q ~ ";f d'ij 'tct 'it at;:q I ii I ~ 31'1 I ell t( 

dtailt( tctl'ilfetCfi(qlwtIU~ctqiilij q tij fet" q: II 
~~ 

(Tai. Bha. 2-8 ; Bha. Portion 216). 

Meaning : "If it is asked - 'Not knowing in deep 
sleep is also an effect of (i.e. is brought about by) Avidya 
alone, is it not l' - we answer: 'Not so ; for, it is but 
natural. For a Vastu (an entity), not undergoing change 
or transformation is its Swabhiiva (essential nature of 
Being) ; for, there is no need of another thing for it ; 
undergoing change is not Swabhllva ; for, another thing 
is needed for that purpose. For the Swabhava of a Vastu, 
no Kilraka (agent of action) whatsoever is needed ; for 
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an existent Vastu, if any particular mutation, change has 
to occur, then a Kiraka is needed. Vishesha (special 
attribute or feature) means verily change, transformation ; 
the special feature of both the waking and the dream is 
seeing a second thing. Without desiderating another thing, 
that phenomenon which is the Swariipa (essential nature 
of Being) of a particular thing - that alone is its Tattwa 
(reality) ; that thing which is formulated (comes into 
being) desiderating (the aid or help of ) another thing -
that is not its Tattwa. For, if that other phenomenon 
becomes extinct or disappears, it also disappears. Therefore, 
because of the reason that in Sushupti the fact of not 
knowing is SwiiJhiivika (natural), it is not Vishesha (a 
special feature, mutation)." 

In both the above two sentences AgrahalJll has been 
accepted to exist in Sushupti. 'Agrah~' means 'not 
. cognizing , - this is the common meaning adduced to it. 
But, the Miilavidyavadins are asserting that the word 
'Agrah8.Qa' signifies here in this oonlext 'Miilavidyi' ; for 
this assertion there is no PramOiJa (vaijp evidence) whatso
ever. In the first instance of M~4iikya Kiriki, to interpret 
~e word ' Agrah ag a' to mean Mfilavidyi there is no 
indication whatsoever ; because of the reason that in the 
Bhashyas there is no taint or trace whatsoever of MiiUividyi, 
it is not possible to interpret it in that manner. Here the 
word 'Bija' is used ; for it the common meaning of 
KlialJlJ (cause) alone is to be taken and not. the (far
fetched, distorted) meaning of Up1iliina KarQ1Jtl (material 
cause) ; thus, in that manner, the Bhashyakara has not 
stated anywhere that Agrah~ is the material cause for 
Anyathagrah8IJa Now, the second sentence is from Taittirlya 
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Bhashya. Therein also 8hri SaDkara has used the word 
'Agrah8Qa' in the sense of not seeing, perceiving Dvaita 
(duality) but not with the meaning of MiiUividya ; besides, 
to say that this latter meaning has been ,used there is no 
clue available at all. If the preceding sentence is examined, 
here in this context the fact that the word 'Agrah~a' 
means 'not cognizing', 'not perceiving Dvaita or duality' 
alone becomes crystal clear indeed. For, that preceding 
sentence runs like this : 

(c) at;ttt4 illfqal'(1~ fqalll atq~(q~flr;flqqf~~ I '(1f.; 

fCtftq~~fCI at{t~ qG~r"l«;ol ~ ';f ~ I ~ ';f ~ 

1ftf ~ I ";f I ~ q '<1 ~ q IIl-c (1 til (U ~ all t( I ~ lSl'.a S ill ~ 01 q ;11.41 \Ell "(6 q fGrfl '1\~ ~ ~~ 

~ I 't;r I tlctfu~ollt( I \ifIUt( ~C1ti1(:t04fl1 tlt;OIlt( ~=tq~~f(1 

~~ 1 ';f °1 at FCI a 1C{i (1 (611 Wil £I ~ c::t tt) : I c:t ~ ==4 tI, oj 

"'IU~C1tf1({t~fqal'd I atfqal"lI~S'ilctlt( II 

(Tai. Bha. 2-8 ; Bha. Portion. 215-216). 

Meahing : "If the second entity is rendered to be 
Avidyiicalpita (imagined due to ignorance), then it may be 
possible to know that thing to be an Avastu (non-entity) 
by means of Vidya (knowledge). The existence. of a 
second moon, which appears to a person afflicted by the 
disease of cataract (of the eye), is verily that which is not 
appearing to the person not afflicted by the disease of 
cataract. But if it is asked: 'In this manner Dvaita is not 
found to be imperceptible or unseen at any time, is it 
not l' - the answer is : Because of the reason it (i.e. 
Dvaita) is not seen in 8ushupti and Samaihi (Yogic 
trance), to say that it is never unseen at all is not proper. 
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The phenomenon of invisibility in Sushupti may be 
analogous to an entity not being seen by a persOD who 
is engrossed in or attached to another thing, is it Dot ? 
The answer to this question is : Not so ; for, in Susbupti 
nothing whatsoever is seen. If it is said that - 'Because 
of the reason that in the waking and the dream another 
thing appears, Dvaita is verily Satya (real)' - (we say 
that) it should not be concluded like that. For, both 
waking and dream are Avidy1Jc{itQ (caused by, projected 
by ignorance); the phenomenon of a second thing being 
visible in both the waking and the dream is (itself) 
AvidyaIqita; for, when Avidya disappears it also disappears 
(becomes non-existent)." 

There is no doubt whatsoever about the fact that this 
sentence has the prime purport of signifying that 
Dvaitagraha~ (perception or comprehension of duality) 
is A vidyalqita and thereby concluding that in Sushupti 
and Samaihi (Yogic trance) which are devoid of A vidyi 
there is invariably no Dvaitagraha1Jll (comprehension of 
duality). Therefore, here 'Agrah8l.la' means 'not cognizing 
duality' alone and nothing else whatsoever. Here especially 
there is no reference to, nor any relevance of, Miilividyi 
at all .• 

(d) If ttfJltcfl atSUrq~tt:: ~~q "~UI ~ Cfit'1I~ttqe

q~(ilI(itI;j CIT i4r8~qIA tldl;ftfd GlIU(=ti4C1ti1ftq ";f GlI:.tltftfd ? 
~ 

atsfliiOfd I -auqS4I~I;Jf~~'l1 i(Cficqqql~I=1~~: ••• :.tl:.tlca 1f CfiI(U,

QICCf;i1 q tE<q O(j H'4 Sit!! q ~ I fit q;1 atfCl ~ fgib 'l I 'ffif =q 1n.!11 eU: 

~ SlFClff:4iti1 'qqra crcu ea~Cfitt1qql44 'tetra I ddt" 
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~1'1~Cflr~CfiI(Cfirctttl~Sttra ~ rq~qrct~l~sUsttfq: 1. II 

(Bri. Bhi. 4-3-21; B·hii. Portion 214). 

Meaning : "If it is asked : 'Had it been true that 
that Atman is not destroyed in this Sushupti and remains 
( exists) in His own essential nature, then why is it that 
He neither does cognize Himself in the manner - 'I am 
such and such a person' nor the external creatures, just 
like in the waking and the dream, in the manner - 'Oh, 
these are such and such creatures - ?' - we give an 
answer : Listen to the reason ( cause) here for not cognizing 
(AjRiina Hetum) 1 (In fact) being (existing as) one and 
one alone (i.e. non-dual) is the cause for not cogni-
zing ........ A vidyi itself, which projects or conjures up 
anything other than Atman, is the cause for the phenomenon 
of diversity or variety ; when one gets freed from that 
A vidya, then he becomes one with everything indeed. 
Because of this reason, since the division or distinction 
of the cognizer and the cognized object etc. becomes non
existent, how at all is it possible for the distinctive 
knowledge or cognition of the type - 'This is such and 
such a thing' - to arise 1" 

Here it is accepted that in Sushupti, Ajiiina of the 
type of 'not cognizing' exists. It is also clarified that for 
this 'Sarvaikatwa' (everything becoming one and the same) 
is the cause. The fact that here in this context there is 
not an iota of scope for Mfilividyi becomes crystal clear. 
For, in answer to the question - "Why don't we have any 
cognition in deep sleep 1" - the Mfilividyavadins say : 
"In our waking we do not get any memory, whatsoever 
of the type - 'In Sushupti I did not cognize' ; we 
invariably remember that we got the experience of Miila~ 
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jii8na (or Muliividya) which is the opposite of Joina 
(knowledge). We determine about J liiinmhava (absence of 
knowledge) by using the Arth4Jattipramm,a (valid means 
or proof of inferential logic) of the type that - 'If there 
were any knowledge in Sushupti, then the memory of this 
Aj nOna Anubhava (experience of ignorance) cannot be 
tenable, possible and hence - therein Jiiina did not exist'." 
- (Viv~ 46). According to this school of philosophy, 
does it not amount to saying that - "In Sushupti what 
we reckon as that we did not know (cognize) anything 
is the memory of Bhavavidya (a substantive entity called: 
A vidya or ignorance) ;' by virtue of that memory we get 
the determinative knowledge of that Jliiina,hiiva (absencc 
of iiiina or Knowledge, i.e. Consciousness)" - ? If it 
were true that this doctrine was acceptable to 8hri Salikara, 
then he would have affirmed that - "Because of the 
reason ·alone that in Sushupti there exists Mulividya we 
do not get any cognition of anything whatsoever" ; 
instead of that, here in this context Shri Sa.Jikara has 
specifically stated that - "In Sushupti because of the 
reasons that - (a) Atman becomes Advitiya (non-dual) ; 
(b) !\vidya which is the cause for Nandwa (manifoldness, 
variety) is absent therein - we do not cognize anything 
whatsoever therein" ; this fact clarifies that this above 
doctrine (i.e.; of Miilavidya) is not acceptable to Shri 
Salikara ; not only that, this doctrine is totally opposed 
to his teaching also ; for, this doctrinaire theory refutes 
'Brahmamaikya' (unity or oneness of Brahman and Ktman) 
which the Bhashyakira has proclaimed unequivocally to 
be existent in Sushupti. Because of the reason that DO 

person says or opines that the memory (to the effect) -
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'I experienced Mwavidya in Sushupti' - accrues on waking 
- this tenet may be declared as one totally opposed to 
universal experience. 

(e) rC4i1qrCl~I;ftq:tlif{1~ dlq~~'<i ~ Iif:qriiNlCsqa I <PI" 

tfr\1t"iqil~lq"d~Cfi(qlilFq""'1ltftr(1 !i'tb'l II 

(Sutra Bha. 3-2-7 ; Bha. Por. 266) 

Meaning : "When there is no distinctive cognition or 
knowledge in Sushupti there does not exist any other 
special feature whatsoever. Because of the reason that 
therein one has indeed become merged with Sadrilpa 
Brahma (the Ultimate' Reality of ·the essential nature of 
Pure Existence), it is quite reasonable to say that he does 
Dot cognize (anything) .... " 

Here the readers should keep in mind that 8hri 
SaJikara has affirmed that Sushupti means distinctive 
knowledge (Vishesha Vijnana) becoming non-existent 
(disappearing) alone ; he has not at all opined or affirmed 
that that is an Avastha (state) in which Mulavidya exists 
-. as the present-day Vedantins assert (Vivarat.1a 44). Here , 
too Shri SaDkara has stressed that in Sushupti there does 
not exist any Vishesha (special feature, attribute) whatsoever. 
But, especially the present-day Vedantins are asserting, 
totally opposed to Anubhava, that - "In Sushupti due to 
an association or relationship with A vidya, Chaitanya 
begets, to some extent, Vikalpa Vyavahiira Vishayatwa 
(having an objectivity due to an empirical transaction of 
misconception)" - (Vivar8J}.a 66). Here too as stated in , 
the previous sentence, 8hri Sailkara has quite stridently 
stressed that - "Jiva becomes one with Brahman in 
Sushupti, and for that reason alone he (i.e. Jiva) does not 
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have the cognition of anything whatsoever." 

(t) ~§C(jl~~ ';f ~dq;ij 1M, ~ ~ q~l~sfitf'd: I 

m'<i SI,coq - "qaailq~qm q~~dil q'lqm I ';f f( ~~~~qR

<fflcnrClfJdSr~::tII1I('qI«, ";f g d~,dllfqm; rnns;:qr~. lI(q~~t(" 
,c+.tlr~:tl , I 

(Sutra Bha. 2-3-18 ; Bha. Portion 124). 

Meaning : "The opponent had said that for those 
who are in deep sleep etc. there is no power or capacity 
of cognizing, is it not ? To this question (doubt), the 
Sruti itself gives a Sam«lhana (consolatory answer) 
pertaining to the sleeping person of the type - "He is not 
able to perceive therein, is it not ? Therein (i.e. in 
Sushupti) being endowed with the capacity of perceiving 
alone He (i.e. Sakshi Chaitanya or Atman) does not 
perceive (cognize) anything. (In truth) for the perception 
of a perceiver there is no loss or lapse whatsoever; for, 
It is devoid of destruction. But, apart from Him there 
does not exist a second thing or entity ; if it were so, 
it (i.e. the second thing) could have been seen' - etc." 

In this statement it has been taught that - "Because 
of the reason that A tman's J ROna (Knowledge i.e. Intuition 
or Pure Consciousness of the Self) is His" very swampa, 
there is no possibility whatsoever of It being destroyed .; 
therefore, in Sushupti also It is not destroyed. Hence, 
because of the reason that the phenomenon of J 1ieya 
(known object) is not at all existing apart from Atman in 
Sushupti, there is no cognition." Thus it has been taught 
that - "In Sushupti there is Aikya (unity or merger) of 
JIii6ru (cognizer, knower) and Jlieya (cognized object)." 
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Here also it amounts to saying in clear terms that -
'Because of the reason of Ekatwa (unitary existence, non
duality) alone of Atman, who is Chaitanya (of the essence 
of Pure Consciousness), in Sushupti there is no distinctive 
knowledge accruing." It also serves to clarify that - 'The 
A vidya that exists in Sushupti' - means verily this distin
ctive knowledge not being there, but not Miilavidya. 

The Purport Behind Teaching Unity (Merger) 

in Sushupti 

Those people who teach that - "In Sushupti, Jlva 
attains unity or merger in Brahman" - do not at all 
entertain any opinion that there in deep sleep alone unity 
(of the two) exists (and nowhere else, i.e. in waking and 
dream). If we deeply examine and observe that state of 
Consciousness, this unity (or being one with Brahman i.e. 
the Intuitive experience of the non-duality of Atman or 
Brahman) is instantly reckoned, discerned,; this alone is 
their intended opinion. 

(i) 1R:Ai:tl~ql~fq~q~CS4~lf~lIlt1t.( 'Jeul~ df~~qlqi?l ~ 

"I1'lm I d'lti'1lfctl1lfC): tc4C1I\ q:t~at:t: :tl<ctl:a.iliictfa I 11 

aql~~q~ eq"dlqf\Qltjlqql~'H1fC4:f1qloqlcU~ ~Ieqf~ §I~l'1 
...:....:. ...:. 

~ "lCi WJeftdi iictftt" -f!i'6q~ II (Su. Bha. 1-1-9 Bha. 

Portion 85). 

Meaning : "By virtue of a relationship with the 
respective UpaJhis (adjuncts) called Maniivrittis (mental 
concepts) cognizing the objects of the senses and acquiring 
the respective special features, the Jlva remains awake. 
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Endowed or associated with the V~anas (latent impressions) 
of those special features, one who sees the Svapna (dream) 
earns the name of 'Manas'. When he becomes devoid or 
divulged of these two kinds of Upidhis, he becomes 
submerged, as it were, in his own Atman alone ; for 
this reason it has been stated that - 'He merges in 
Himself .". 

Here we should keep in mind as to how the , 
Bhikhyakara (i.e. 8hri Satikara) has described the three 
states, viz., 'Associated with adjuncts like the mind and 
the senses is the waking ; associated with the adjunct of 
the Vasanas of the mind is the dream ; and divested of 
both these Upadhis is Sushupti or a state devoid of the 
special attribu~ of any Upadhi.' But he has not stated 
anywhere in hiI Bhashyas - li}ce the present-day Vedintins 
- about the three Upidhis of the type - 'In Sushupti the 
Upadhi of Millavidya ; in 8vapna the Upadhi of Anta~
kara.,a (or Mind) ; in Jagrat the Upadhi of the body , 
associated with AntahkaraQa.' Although 8hri Sankara has 
stressed here that • 'In Sushupti, Jiva becomes merged 
(Laya), as it were, in his Atman ; for this, the reason is 
the non-existence of his two Upalhis alone' - some make 
an attempt to interpret the sentence by distorting its 
meaning in the manner - "Atman (i.e. Jiva) does not 
completely merge in Sushupti ; because of the reason that 
he half merges, the Bhashyakara has stated that - Pralina 
Iva". It need not be gainsaid here that this interpretation 
is contradictory to the very essence, purport implicit in 
the sentence. For, if we interpret the sentence according , 
to the Vyiichyiina (post-Salikaraites' sub-commentary), 
instead of merging in Atm~ the undesirable plight or 
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predicament of saying that he merges in A vidya will 
entail us. The following sentence also supports our this 
above opinion : 

(ii) a1N ~ ";f q;~lf:qwftqftf 9161011 ff~qfij1H«t I ~"q

\41'1 ql~(qlt( I tc1 Cf"tl. 1f«1l1'1 ~ ql~ij qchCC~II(q<"ql qf~fqc4lq~ 

dSq"ql~~c<t ~"qlqfijcfm II (Sjitra Bha. 3-2-7 ; Bha. 

Portion 266) 

Meaning : "Apart from this, there is no moment of 
. time whatsoever when Jiva has not merged with Brahman ; 
for, one's own Swariipa (essential nature of Being) never 
leaves, or departs from, oneself. But, assuming that due 
to association with Upadhis in waking and dream it 
appears as though another form is acquired - it is being 
stated that in Sushupti because of the reason that the 
Upadhis disappear, he attains his Swariipa.' , 

Here there is no scope for even an iota of doubt. 
Brahman is verily the Jiva's Swariipa ; because of the 
reason that he has reckoned (misconceived) the Upadhis 
themselves to be himself, in the waking and the dream. 
he appears as though having a<;quired another form. When 
compared with the fonns of those states, in Sushupti the 
Jiva appears as if he has attained his own Swariipa ; thus , . 

Shri Swara has analysed threadbare and clarified re-
peatedly. If it were true that in Sushupti there existed this , 
(concocted) Miilavidya, then how at all could Shri SaDkara 
afford to articulate stridently that Jiva attains his own 
Swariipa therein ? 

Thus, because of the reason that Brahma-Swariipa 
eternally exists, to cognize (realize) that one is verily of 
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Brahmaswariipa is itself Moksha ; DOW it evolves that 
with regard to the tenet that-"In order to cognize (Intuit) 
in that manner the real cognition (Intuition) of Sushupti 
will be of great help" - the Srutis have expounded that 
- "Therein Satsampatti (becoming one with Reality) 
accrues" - is it not? Unable to discern this secret, some 
people have been erroneously believing that - "In Susbupti 
there exists the AvaraIJDShalcti (the veiling power) of 
A vidya ; Turiyavasthi or Samadhi A vasthi alone is the 
one A~astha in which Avidyi totally disappears." Although 
there is no further need for stressing the truth that • 
"Brahmitmaswariipa is not confined to or restricted by 
anyone particular A vasthi" - we will exemplify yet 
another Bhashya sentence in support of that teaching : 

(iii) ';f ~ csqq'I(I'tI41sq(leUrt4~q F:w .. ",sf'ltn"d 1ftf 
~ q!''ll ' d=(qqilt' lfcf iI~I(if'tlqt2:fI'1qtql fct"l1~""''1('qIC( II 

(Sutra Bha. 2-1-14 ; Bha. Portion 435). 

Meaning : "It is also not proper to say that this 
phenomenon of the absence of empirical transactions iI 
confined to any particular Avasthi ; for, the Brahm4ma
bhava (the Intuitive experience of Brahman as Atman) , 
which is taught in the Sruti in the manner - 'That Thou 
Art' - is not caused due to any particular Avasthi 
whatsoever. " 

Although the above sentence is sufficient to refute 
the doctrine propounded by certairi people, that - "Only 
after the fall of the body the PiirlJllhrahm«mabhava (the 
complete or consummate Self-Realization) devoid of any 
Yyavahiira (empirical transactions) called ' Videhamulcti' 
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accrues" - the following sentence is a stronger or more 
powerful evidente to silence such disputants : 

(iv) "';f ff 'd~qf~' ~f!leq cIlCflttz4left<1~ ~ 'Cffq&l41~q 
qR~d ~ICflt: I 'dtdt<f~qi saft1q{qaq: Wf(1q~st q;!f(\iq ij4~:q' 

~ ~ ~ 

1ftf ';f ~i4a~~f9fCfiI(1"q dNi(1 ~qft'ttti ~~fllra II" (Sutra 

Bha. 3-3-32 ;. Bha. Portion 381). 

Meaning: "The sentence - 'That Thou Art' - cannot· 
possibly be interpreted in a distorted manner like - 'Aft~ , 
you die, you will become That'. The Sruti teaches that 
at the very moment or instant of the dawning of Atmaj!iana 
its fruit also called 'Sarvibnatwa' (the unity of everything: 
in the Self) accrues, by virtue of the sentence - 'When 
the sage by name VatDadeva cognized this Tattwa (Reality),~ 
at that very moment he cognized in the manner - 'I am 
verily Manu as also the Sun'. " 

Why Is It that the Jiva Who Has Merged in Brahman in 

Sushupti Wakes up Again ? 

There is no reason to provide an answer exclusively 
or especially for this question ; for, after it has been 
determined with certainty or conviction the truth that 
"The JIV8 always (perennially) is of the essential nature 
of Brahman (Atman)" - to say that He (Atman) acquires 
the three states of waking, dream and deep sleep i& itself 
Aparamii-tha (unreal, false). Even so, if we observe from 
the Vyavaharadfjshti it appears as though in Sushupti 
there exists Aikya (unity or non-duality) and in Svapna 
and Jigrat distinctions exist. Although Jlva merges or 
becomes one with Brahman in Sushupti, as long as he 
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does not cognize (Intuit) his Brahmaswariipa he appears 
as if he is existing distinct from Brahman. Therefore, it 
has become quite necessary to clarify that merely OD the 
ground of his attaining Sushupti no Jiva (whosoever he 
may be) can attain Mukti. 

(i) Qlc4lQlsi id@l('q(i1I(i1;ftSq\'tlISicUti1;tlq\fl~;j ("'*" "" 

+lqff~ iila~rt1 II (Siitra Bha. 2-1-9 ; Bhl. Pori ton 424) 

Meaning : "Just as the rope appears to be phenomena 
like the snake etc., Paramatman appearing as if having (or 
undergoing) the three Avasthiis is mere Mayo (illusion)." 

(ii) mSqQltcll q(ql~fq(qIQq'l:q9~lr~~\6: I dta4lq(qltf· 

"qQft4fJl,d ~ftqff~tlQ5~ qIGS4l1('1~ "''''IE;::,(+tII;ftlf,(1 

~~~I;ftqaft""(q$ q(q,tRq"q (~~I;ft* \1qff~t*Q,;ftifl=t6+tQI"~iI 

r~(ICfi(~::tI' II (MiJ.t4iikya Bhl. 7 ; Bha. Portion 37). 

Meaning : "It was stated previously that this Atman 
is endowed with four Pitias (footprints) which are having 
forms both Paramiirtha (really real) and Aparamiitha 
(unreal, false), is it not ? So far, His P«Jatrayariipa 
(forms of three footprints) - which are Aparamiitha (unreal, 
false), Avidy8c(i,ta (brought about by ignorance), similar 
to the rope-snake etc. and which have assumed forms of 
cause and effect like the seed and sprout - have been 
explained. Now on, the Paramiithariipa (the Absolutely 
real, essential nature of Pure Being-Consciousness), devoid 
of any category of cause, is being depicted through the 
means of sublating, negating these three A vasthas which 
are like the rope-snake." 
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In these above statements it has been taught that the 
phenomenon of AvasthiZraya' (the three states of Conscious
ness) itself is Aparamiirtha (false appearance, unreal)' as 
also that a form or nature devoid of ~ vasthas is verily 
the real essential nature of Atman. Although Atman exists 
(perennially) in the form of Chaitanya (Pure Consciousness), 
because of the reason that the A vasthas are getting 
separated, each leaving the other, Anibnan· (not-Self), 
which is of the form of Av asth as , is not ParamOrtha
satya (the Absolute Reality beyond time-space-causation 
categories) ; this has been previously indicated on the 
valid authority of the Bhashya statements. 

(iii) Fq&l9ifq,i:f'4 t!~cij lfelfq eR"iqad a\Qlc4qfq~q 

+C4aM)Cfiqtflf!1i5tf~ II (Cha. Bha. 8-3-3 ; Bha. Pore 622). 

Meaning : "Although both the knowing and the 
unknowing persons merge in Sadbrahman (the Absolute 
Reality of Pure Being) in Sushupti, only he who has 
realized, cognized (the truth) that - 'Paramatman exists in 
one's heart in (His Pure nature of) Atmarilpa (essential 
nature of Selt)' - attains SvargalOka (the region of Heaven) 
in Sushupti everyday ; thus it has been taught in the 
Sruti.', 

(iv) q'(¥tl~qqlcqot: {f5l'ldlq~l~q {fffiqEJoij atd«l ~ 

m q(q;q f .. fq~ti 1If 1If \iIlftr S4raqill a:t1§cqf~IG1 .. i 'cqlm~, 

'ftm~ ,~q'(, W d(Cf)Q ~1 .. qle'1I~q;dl: lRf: etsffqtse;1 

3Ifq d<t'il~~q Sot(l'qqRf y.r: "{f(f atl1lt'll II (Cha. Bha. 6-9-

3 ; Bha. Pore 508). 
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Meaning : "Because of the reason that they thus 
without cognizing that they are Sadriipa merge into Sat 
(the Absolute, Pure Being or Reality) in Sushupti, whichever 
Janma (birth) they had earlier acquired thinking in the 
manner - 'I am a tiger', 'I am a lion' etc. - being 
associated with those very particular symptoms of Viisanas 
(latent impressions, proclivities) of Karma and Jiiina, 
they have attained Sadriipa ; even so, once again they 
assume those respective forms alone having come out of 
the Sat (their essential nature of Pure Being).' , 

(v) 1ftn ft' ~Ni{jqli4I«lqfq {j~i ~liflrqc'luqf14ifl'IAlqft 

r'fttll.'''+ZII .. q)f~dti-1l<t '[CfCf(j9f: Aai1~ rq\fl'~ \fq~qrq,'fl1 

\ff~&.ffd II (Sutra Bha. 2-1-9 ; Bha. Pore 425). 

Meaning : "Although in A vasthas lik, Sushupti, 
8amiidhi etc. quite naturally the divisions of Jiva and 
Brahman have become extinct, because of the reason that 
the wrong knowledge (or misconception) is not got rid of, 
once again, as usual, in the waking the division or 
distinction occurs invariably - in the same manner here 
too (i.e. even though in Pralaya or dissolution of the 
world of duality there accrues a state of non-division, 
once again during Sthitilcaa or time of sustentation this 
division or distinction appears) we should understand." 

Here we have to read carefully with all alertness 
what the Bh~hyakOra (i.e. 8hri Saitkara) has said, viz. in 
Susbupti quite naturally AvibhOga (non-division or unity) 
has occurred. Even so, some (so-called) followers of Shri 
SaJikara professing to be Vedantins affirm that in Sushupti 
there exists Jiva-BrahmavibhOga (division or distinction 
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of the soul and the Ultimate Reality of the Self) -
(VivaraJ)& 66). They also assert that in AsamprajnT4a 
Samaihi (a trance in which there is no awareness of a 
second thing) there exists unity. or oneness (Vivar8.9-a 
204). As though this is not enough, not only do they 
explain the word - 'Mithyajiiana' found in the above 
sentence as Miilijnc"a (the root cause of ignorance) or 
Miilavidya which is Mithyariipa (of the nature or form. of 
unreality) but also aver that - "The division of Jiva and 
Brahman that exists in Sushupti is not AvidyiicOrya (a 
projection or effect of Avidya) ; it is Aniili(beginningless) 
and is Avidyiivasha (within the control or purview of 
ignorance) - (Viva.t'aJ)& 67). Further they are also separately 
saying that - ,. A vidya, Jivatwa (soulhood), Jiva-Brahma 
Vibhaga, 'Avidyii Chetana Samhandha (a relationship 
between ignorance and Consciousness) - all these pheno
mena are AnaJis (beginningless categories) which are 
under the control of Avidya' - (VivaraQa 67). To conclude 
that all these tenets are imagined by themselves and are 
totally opposed to the Bhashya, the above sentence itself 
is a sufficient authoritative source. For, here in this sentence 
because of the reason that it has been stated that in 
Avasthas like Sushupti, Samidhi etc., Avihhliga (non
division) exists quite naturally, it is not possible to say 
that in this regard there is any difference whatsoever 
between Sushupti and Samadhi. In states like Sushupti, 
Samidhi, intoxication, swooning etc. ~ere does not exist 
any duality and hence 'Advitiyatwa (non-dualism) itself is - , 
quite natural to Atman - thus 8hri 8atikara has also 
affirmed here and there in his Prasthanatraya Bhashyas. 
Despite all this, to those people who obstinately. ~ccept 
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the distinction that in Sushupti there exists A vidyi but 
not in Samadhi, the defect of being contradictory to 
reasoning will attach itself as they do not have a convincing 
answer to the knotty question of - 'Why does the duality 
appear to one after he wakes up from or comes out of 
Samidhi l' Since we have stressed already at many 
places that there is no support of the Bhashyakara to 
interpolate Mfilavidya, by analysing in the manner - 'Ajfiina 
is of false unreal form' - in this regard there is nothing 
more to be said here. 

(vi) (a) 3Iflf 1f rq6:1I~1;('I(:WSilql(q;flS~ct~qlffc~":44: I 

";J ;:r fq tilt I ~ I "f t4 e LlI i GOI. "f I G;:q" r~ CfFTi (+<ft flI ffi 'II CI ,

,*61It'tdl'1qcsc1f4«1Iq~4 ~C(9jql~tii4~1 ';f 'l1li4ra II (Sutra Bha. 

2-3-30 ; Bhi. Pore 141). 

Meaning : "Apart from this, the fact that Atman has 
a relationship with the Uplilhi (adjunct) of AntahlcaralJll 
(Mind) is due to Mithyljiiiina (misconception) ; because 
of the reason that this Mithyajiiana cannot be got rid of 
without attaining Samyajjliiina (the real Self-Knowledge), 
as long as one does not cognize Brahmatmatva the 
relationship or association with the adjunct of Mind cannot 
be avoided." 

(b) 1I'n .ltE<ql<lr~ aftGlltii:tlfct@JQI:t,;4Q ill~lr~i5C1jq

~iIlI q 1;JtI"4fct a ql;Jtq~f\i ~ tt q I bllnt ~ q ;1Ir~i5dllret tfqRf , :1IFq a
ql:tl~cqEJ;fl1 qbiilcft;Uqfq dS(qf\1Aij&~IIClI l{qqljqFq !f;;eit;ff: 

III Ck'lII tii;Jt( rctaql:t ~ Mt(1A~tt~: ~: Ucsc1~U~q~(lrC4.qqrd 

•••• <flflll{, ~ M'<1ISNlI"fQfqEJICCiEf)ail"ltlC(ifIQCf;IRd'l- 'tll{,eqa 
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-r ~:' ~ eQtIlQG1ffi' 'a ~ oc:uj1) qr ~ cu' _~~tlr~~1 II 

(Sutra Bha. 2-3-30 ; Bha. Pore 142). 

Meaning: " In our workaday world, because of the 
reason that in boyhood the manliness etc. do not appear 
or manifest, we have reckoned that they do not exist. But, 
in truth, they really exist and thereby manifest in states 
like youth etc. and not that they fIrst do not exist at all 
and later they are born ; if they were to be born in that 
manner, for eunachs etc. too they would necessarily have 
to be born. In the same way, this Buddhisambandha 
(association with intellect) having existed in states of 
Sushupti, Pralaya in a potential form, later on manifests 
in the waking as also during the time of the sustenance 
of the world .... For this reason alone, since in Sushupti 
the seed which is conjured up by A vidya exists, they , 
wake up again - thus the Sruti teaches in the manner -
,~." n' ~1t1 tf4a .. a W ocUif en etc." 

We should discern very carefully the -topics that are 
taught here one by one. First of all, it has been' stated 
that - 'The relationship that exists between Jiva and 
Buddhi (intellect, i.e. Antabkar~a or Mind in its entirity) 
is brought about or caused by MithyijRiina meaning, 
misconception. Thereafter, it has been stated that .. 'This 
relationship baving invariably existed in Sushupti as also 
in Pralaya in a potential form, later on manifests itself.' 
Thirdly, it has been mentioned that - 'Even the fact that 
it exists in the potential form or seed form in Sushupti 
is Avidyibnaka (due to ignorance alone), meaning, due to 
wrong knowledge (misconception) it has been imagined 
only_ ' The intended or implicit purport of teaching of 
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these Bhisbya sentences is : "Just as a person who is 
QIlder the spell of Bhriilti (delusion) of the type of 
misconstruing a rope to be a snake - even when that 
snake imagined by him (due to this delusion) does Dot 

appear - he believes sternly that that snake invariably 
exists and further when once again he sees the rope from 
a distance he misconceives in the manner : 'This is verily 
a snake' - in the same manner, in Susbupti and Pralaya 
although this Jiva-Buddhi Sambandha disappears - merely 
on that count it does not get destroyed completely and 
till one attains Jiiina it invariably exists." 

Not being able to discern this subtle teaching, merely 
on the basis of the usage of the expression 'A vidyitmaka
bija' - these present-day Vedintins have mis-construed 
this erroneous theory of cMiilavidyl' ; this ridiculous 
interpretation reminds us of the story of a Don Quixote 
who believed that the lady who had wom a green attire 
alone was his wife. In order to discern the truth that Shri , 
Satikara has used in his Bhisbyas the three words or 
expressions viz. - 'Avidyitmaka' • 'Avidyilqita' and 
'Avidyikalpita' - to mean 'due to wrong knowledge or 
misconception' alone, the reader should refer to Sun 
Bbisbya 2-1-14, Bha. Pore 440, in which. description of 
Sarvajiialwa ia given in detail. 

(c) "lI1lT "rq'il~sfq q(ql('LIPt flIttll~l::taraCij.m Fc:i'tlll&lql'(: 

tc4ctq~CtU,d: Rtltft ~, C(qqti'ldIClfq fltUlli'''fAfalltEt 

Fc:i'1lllillrij)<jql~~ II (Siitra Bha. 2-1-9 ; Bbl. Pore 425). 

Meaning :. "Although in Paramitman there does DOt 

exist any division whatsoever, during the time of the 
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sustenance (existence) of the world of duality brought 
about due to misconception, the transaction of distinguishing 
- just as it appears in a dream - appears unfailingly ; 
similarly during Pralaya (dissolution of the world), due 
to Mithyijii~ alone, this Yibh17ga Shalcti (the power or 
potency of division) exists - thus we should determine 
using the Anum8na Prama"a (valid means of inference). " 

(d) fittAl~l=tr~fit\R:q ~ ';( tla:q'\i6lI=tI<i~ rq~ft:t9q'~ , 
d4'ilC( ddlCJlftt~~ f!C(jSlMqq(.n\if"'lqlq~_ ... , eNqf\1M1 II 

(Sntra Bhl. 4-2-8 ; Bhl. Pore 549). 

Meaning : "The bondage which is caused ·by wrollg 
knowledge cannot possibly be loosened without attaining 
the proper Joina ; therefore, it should be undentoocl that 
the fact of this Satsampatti (merger in Reality) that 8CCIUeS 

(in death) too is - just like Sushupti and Pralaya • 
occurring with the subsistence of Bfja BhavQ (belief or 
concept of the existence of a seed or cause)." 

If we consider the four sentences mentioned above 
with insight we can reckon the truth that - "Dvaita has 
been caused by Mithyijiiina alon. ;.in states like Sushupti, 
MaraIP (death) and Pralaya, although all the adjuncts 
have become extinct, because of the reason that Joina has 
Dot accrued, Bandha (bondage) which is caused by 
Mithyijiiina does not disappear ; for that reason alone, 
it becomes known that the empirical transactions, brought 
about by Mithyijiiina, of the type - 'We slept and woke. 
up ; we gave up the body of the previous birth and have 
worn the body of the present birth ; as soon as the 
creation took place we were all born' - are being canied 
out If we observe from the Paramirthadfishti - just as 
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in Sushupti in the waking too, just as' in PraIaya even 
after SfShti occurs, just as MaratJ.8 even after rebirth has 
occurred - Atman, in reality, exists devoid of any world 
of duality (NishprapaRcha) ; Anitman - all of it is, in 
truth;' Mithya (false, unreal)." 

How Is the Viewpoint of it BrabmaJiilDl , 

This topic we have depicted at the end of the previous 
deliberation-- itselfl' Her •. we will mentioB a couple ef 
sentences by way of examples or illustrations and conclude 
this chapter. 

(i) F"cqFq CfiJ~cqCfi4(qliflip(q~M it6J18iif+iil, ~: ~ 

q ~ *",q,~, ~~,;ft'l ~ i4~""EEfi~ lftf ti"r£1~qi''4fa , 
I(qqq -:q ~ aqqEld J a:t;:qen iP:tlf~CfiI(1Qi!'dI::ti CfiqUJj '81Uii14 

JR~I"Ii!f: fi41t( t {~ 'If ~~ISfiI(1f;wfq""q-W" ifiifth(tlq«iifC!lg

• 'a:tr;:Cflf(qR~:g~IIq, qij8j(€fljqqij~i1 ~1'1Cf)(1tlt II (Sutra 

Bha.- 4-L-l1 .; Bbi. PQr. 528). 

Meaning '~e Brahmajfiini has determined that -
I am verily Brahman who is devoid of KartfUtwa 

(agenmhip of action), BhOlctfUtwa (enjoyership) in all the 
three ·periods 'of time. Even prior to this present moment 
I \Val neither .. Kartyu nor a Bhoktru ; even now also' I 
1lm ftbt (eithtw df them) ; 110t win I be in the future.· 
And, only if it is· so the attainment Df Moksha becomes 
tenable '; 81 othetWise, the Karmas which have been 
a.rried on from time immemorial will not get destroyed 
and thereby Moksha will invariably be rendered unattaina
ble. It is also not proper to deduce that just like the 
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Karmaphala (fruit of an action), Moksha -desiderates causes 
like time, space and causation before it accrues; for, then 
in that event it will have to become Anitya (non-eternal). 
Apart from this, it is not proper to say that Jiianaphala 
is ParOlcsha ( indirect, mediate).' , 

Because of the reason that Moksha is verily Brahmiit
",abh~a (the cognition or Intuitive experience that my 
Self is Itself Brahman) which is eternally self-established 
and which is available or attainable here and now merely 
by cognizing It properly, the doctrinaire tenet of the post-, 
Sailkara Vyikbyanakaras to the effect - "Even after getting-
rid of Anirvachaniya (indefinable, indescribable) Avidya 
a Jiiini becomes a Jivanmukta, he is associated- with 
Avidyaesha (a little remnant of ignorance) and only after 
the fall of the body (i.e. posthumously) attains Moksha~' , 
- is not acceptable to 8hri Sailkara ; this fact is extremely 
clear now. In this regard we will mention one more 
supporting sentence and conclude this topic. 

(ii) df'flf.iiiutlstf£lttr~rq~tctitt tI~IU<(qfll mt '*lqffisftr 

~S~ltl«(q'l11 (8iitra Bha. 1-1-4 ; Bha. Pore 60). 

Meaning : "F or this reason, since the phenomenon 
of being endowed with a body is caused by Mithya 
Pratyaya (false concept), a Jiiani while alive alone becomes 
devoid of a body ; this truth is established now." 

V. Conclusion 

We will recapitulate as to what is the. fmal spiritual , 
teaching (8iddhanta) of Shri SaDkara here and conclude 
this chapter. This Siddhinta is not a topic which is to be 
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taken up for mere discussion or debate. Only to .those 
who, as a consequence of meritorious deeds performed in 
previous births, have acquired Chitttuhuddhi (a mind 
clansed, purified of its dross) or only to those who in 
this very life have assiduously practised Karmay~ga and 
DbyinayOga and have earned one-pointed devotion towards 
the PtI1YIIJIeslnwutl (Supreme Lord) • to such great sow 
only this (i.e. this Advaita Siddhlnta) accrues by virtue 
of liwarG has_ (benign grace of the Lord) alone. 
Therefore, we have DOt written this book with the intention 
of winning the admiration or approbation of scbolan who 
are totally under ~e spell or grip of vain logic, or with 
the bankerinl after gaining name and fame, mODey or 
honour etc. in the world ; and providing • means (vocation) 
to those who are studyiDa this spiritual science of Vedlnta. 
In truth, • well-meaning desire to depict, in a brief, 
concise manner, the very core of yedalttl Prakriya (Vedlntic 
traditional methodology) is tile motive for this effort to 
the best of our knowledge and is meant for the benefit 
of J;jRarus (seekers) who are Asti/cQs (those who fully 
believe in the Sistras) and who apire to become lCfut .... 
(those who have achieved the goal of human existence) 
by attaining Brahmavidyl which bas been taught in a 
traditional manner by an illustrious line of teachers like 
8hri Gaucjapidichilya, Shri Sankarlchirya and the latter's 
close and direct disciple, 8hri Sureiwarlchirya - who 
have affirmed that this Vidyl was handed down by many 
great sages who were well-versed in the traditional method 
of teaching Brahmavidyl. If the readers study this text 
from this viewpoint only they will surely get the full 
benefit from this treatise. 
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The quintessence of Shri SaDkara's Siddhinta is : 
Brahman which is Advitiya -(non-dual) and is of the very 
essence of Satyam (reality), JRanam (Consciousness), 
A"andam (Bliss) is alone the Paramiirtha (Absolute 
Reality) ; apart from It neither the Jivas (souls) nor the 
Jat/aprapaRcha (gross world of duality) exists whatsoever. 
Even so, this Jivatwa (soulhood) and Jat/atwa (grossness) 
are Adhyasta (super-imposed) upon It ; to wit, the common 
people believe that they are Jivas of the essential nature 
of Kartrus (agents of action), Bh01ctrus (enjoyers) ; that 
they have a relationship with Sharira (body), Indriya 
(senses), Pr. (vital force), Manas (mind), Buddhi 
(intellect) and Ahalikii-a (ego or 'I' notion) and that since 
they are experiencing the external objects like Shabda 
(sound), Sparsha (touch) etc. they are getting Sukha 
(happiness) and DulPcha (unhappiness, grief). It is not 
possible to say exactly as to when and from what cause 
this belief was gained or created in Man. However, this 
exists in everyone invariably in his state of non-discrimi
nation ; by virtue of this alone the empirical dealings of 
the type of - 'I' and 'mine' - have. ensued; this wrong 
or false knowledge which has existed from time 
imm~morial - the Vedantins call 'Adhyisa' as also 
'Avidyi'. If we deliberate upon the Reality as It is in an 
incisive manner, the Intuitive Knowledg~ of the type -
'Advitiya (non-dual) Brahman .alone which is not K.artru 
or Bhokqu is myselr - accrues. That correct; Intuitive 
Knowledge is called 'Vidyi'. 

Since all empirical transactions are carried out 
invariably being well within the reign·and realm of Avidya, 
the queries like - "To whom is Avidya.? About which 
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subject-matter or topic ? What is its effect ? How does 
it disappear or become extinct ? " - etc. too are to be 
made within the realm of A vidya alone. If we observe 
properly (Intuitively), either the Avidyi that is engendered 
in Jivas or it getting destroyed by anything else - both 
, these phenomena are Dot to be found at all ; when we 
assume and say that it (i.e. A vidya) exists, the Bandha 
(bondage) that is caused due to it to the Self of everyone 
of us or when we say it is gone, the M01csha (liberation) 
that accrues - neither of them exists whatsoever. Without 
cognizing the Siddhinta that - 'Thul due to A vidyl 
alone aU empirical transactions are being carried out' 
- in the present times some people have raised the question 
- 'From which cause is this Avidya born or has arisen l' 
- and have imagined and inferred a root cause for that 
Avidya also ; they have called this root cause 'Miilividya'. 
This blunder is committed by them because they have 
verily forgotten the essential nature of Avidya. For, since 
all VyavahBra has ensued due to A vidyi alone, the fact 
that even the Vidyi-Avidyi VyavahBra has been caused 
due to Avidya only need not be analysed or explained 
once again. For the concept of caUle, the concept of 
time II invariably needed; for, that entity or substance 
which invariably precedes the effect of action in time is 
itself called 'K~a'!fl' (cause). But when time itself II the 
offspring of Avldyi, bow at aU is it possible for the' 
phenomenoD of cause, which is itself the offspring of 
time, to exist before or prior to Avidyi - ? To affirm 
in the manner - "Preceding, or prior to, Avidyi too there 
can be a cause" - is akin to the humorous saying - 'The 
gran~n served ghee during the luncheon held to celebrate 
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the christening ceremony of his grandfather' - is it not ? 
This point the MiilavidyaviiJins (proponents of Miilavidyi 
theory) should think over in a quiet manner. 

In this treatise not only have we depicted Shri 
Sankarats Vedantic methodology of teaching in a brief 
manner but also have pointed out at various places the 
defects that exist in the MiiUividyavada. We have also 
given herefore a list of main questions that can be posed 
before or put to the Mulavidyavadins so as to be of some 
benefit to researchers of Truth who are impartial or 
unbiased, as also to seekers who are dedicated to Self
Knowledge. Without thinking ever for a moment that 
these are dry, vain objections which are meant only to 
bring to light the defects and deficiencies that exist in 
that theory, the readers should believe fondly that it is 
only a ladder to reach those dizzy heights of this subtle 
Siddhanta and read them with all meticulous attention and 
ratiocinate as well - thus we entreat them. 

Some Questions Put To Miilividyividins 

(1) Why is it that none of the preceptors like Shri 
Sankara, his grand-preceptor Shri GauQapada, Shri' 
Sureswara, who has himself mentioned that he has served 
. , 
at the feet of his master (i.e. Shri Saitkara) and has 
written his treatises - has used in his own principal works 
even a word about 'Mulavidya' ? 

(2) While they have used . words like Miilapralqiti, 
Bija, Shakti, Avyakta, Avyalqta, Maya to connote the 
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subtle phenomena of names and forms, wby have you 
believed (rather mistaken) those words to mean Miilividyi? 

(3) Even though those preceptors have vociferously, 
unequivocally stated that the phenomenon called by various 
names like MiilapraJqiti etc. is Kalpita (imagined) due to 
A vidya, why are you saying that it is called by the name 
of 'Miilividyi', which is quite different from Jiiinibhiva, 
Samsbaya, Mithyijiiina and its S8IJ1Skira as also which 
is the cause for all of them ,. 

(4)· Although the Bhashyakira (i.e. Shri sankara) bas 
been very clearly saying that in our Yyavaha-a (i.e. 
workaday, empirical transactions) A vidyi appears to be 
the quality or attribute of the Antahkaral}ll (Mind), why 
are you asserting that it exists from time immemorial 
(Anidi) in Atman alone ? 

(5) When Shri SaDkara bas proclaimed that - "The 
fact that A vidyi, which is of the nature of Adhyisa, 
being responsible or the cause for the undesirable problem 
of the empirical transaction of the type of '.1' and 'mine' 

. is clearly perceptible to everyone" ~ why are you 
trumpeting that - "There exists a phenomenon called 
'Miilividyi' which is the material cause (Upidina~) 
for even AdhymQ (misconception)" - totally contradictory 
to universal experience as well as to the Bhishya? 

(6) When the Bhishyakira is reiterating that - "The 
empirical transaction of 'I' and 'mine' is caused due to 
Mithyijiiina ; in it there is a mixing up, blending of 
reality and unreality" - what is the reason for your 
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distorting his sentence and interpreting it in a bizarre 
manner to mean that - "Adhyisa is caused by an UpaJiiul 
x;a"" (material cause) called - 'Mithyi-Ajiiina' 1" 

(7) For the Bhisbya sentence - "Pw}.4its (scholars, 
wise people) call Adhyisa - 'A vidyi' ." you have imagined 
a meaning of the type • "Because Adhyasa is the effect 
of A vidyi, it is being called (by PUQ4its) A vidyi" - what 
authority or support is there for this mis-interpretation 1 
It seems that some among you of late have been saying 
- "PUQ4its say that it is Avidya, but we do not say like 
that·' - is it true ? If so, the next sentence • "To 
determine the essential nature of the Vastu ( entity, 
substance) is called 'Vidyi' ." too signifies invariably the 
opinion of th~ Pw)4its - does it not amount to saying in 
that manner ? If that too is true, then does it not amount 
to your- offering a new but dubious present to 8hri 
Sankara in the form of stating that - 'Shri SaJikara has 
Dot mentioned anything whatsoever in his Adhyasa Bhashya 
with regard to Vidyi and A vidyi" ? 

(8) Although 8hri SaJikara has stressed that - "Brahma
vidyl completely destroys or dispels A vidyi" - why are 
you spreading the contradictory opinion of - 'For Jiiinis 
too there exists Avidyiiesha (a remnant of Avidya)' - ? 

(9) When it is stated in the BhiShyas that - "The 
understanding (knowledge) by the people that they have 
a body (i.e. they are embodied beings) is itself Mithyqiima 
(misconception) ; a Jiiini, who has got rid of that • 
though alive - is AsharBi (unembodied) alone" - why is 
it that some among you are asserting that only after the 
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fall of the body (i.e. posthumously) alone the complete 
or consummate Mukti (liberation) ensues ? Some othcn 
among you have been making the ridiculous statement 
that, "Because of the reason that when Jiiiina (Self
Knowledge) accrues all of Ajiiina entirely disappears, the 
very moment Jiiatla accrues the body falls down dead" 
- why ? Is Jiiina a kind of a big disease ? 

, 
(10) Although 8hri 8ailkara has repeatedly affirmed 

that - "Through the means of acquiring the PadiithajiiOna 
(knowledge 'of the entity bom out of the meaning of the 
words) if the seeker discerns the purport of the Vedintic 
or Upanishadic Mahiivilcytl3 (pregnant, profound sentences) 
- merely on that count one gets the Brahma Sacsh«Jc;a 
(the Intuitive experience of Brahman as the Self) and 
thereafter once again to cognize Brahman there is no need 
of any other separate Pramm,tJ (valid means of knowledge) 
or SiDhana (spiritual practice)" • why are you - in 
contradiction to this tenet - each one in his own different 
manner - saying that - "By means of VilcyibhymQ (repeated 
practice of uttering or by rote of sentences, called Mahi
vikyas) or Vilcyayulcti Ahhyma (practice of the logical 
devices mentioned in the Upanishadic sentences), or Dhyata 
(meditation) the seeker has to obtain SalcshOlkiira 
(materialisation or perceptual experience of the Self) in 
Nirvikalpaka Samlilhi (trance in which there are no mental 
concepts whatsoever)" '1 

(11) When the Bhashyakara has stated that - "Due 
to A vidya, Brahman appears to be the cause for the Jagat 
(world of duality) -
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(i) Why are some of you saying that - 'MuUividya 
is the Upadina Kii.raQa ; since Brahman is the support for 
it, Brahman is .said to be the cause' ; 

(ii) Why some others are saying that - 'Brahman 
endowed or associated with a potential power of Mulavidya 
or Maya is the cause' ; 

(iii) Why yet others are saying that - 'Maya and 
Brahman together are the cause for the world of duality' 
- thus with all sorts of opinions why are you trying to 
establish or strengthen KiialpVaia (theory of cause) alone? 

(12) If Mulividya is a really existing entity why is 
it that it is not comprehended by the common people '1 
At least after you have established it by virtue of certain 
Prtmcm,as (valid means of cognition), why is it that your 
opponents do not accept it '1 Although you have been 
BISecting that it is· Sikshisiddha (established by eyewi1ness), 
with regard to its existence what is the reason for so 
many arguments and counter-arguments being whipped 
up ? Why is it that even a taint or smell of the Pramm,as 
that you have enumerated for A vidya is not to be found 
in the Bhashyas ? 

(13) To have described that - 'Miilavidya is not Sat 
(real), not hat (unreal~ not Sadasat (real-cum-unreal) ; 
it is Dot Bhi.na (different, separate) from Brahman, not 
Abhinna (non-different), not BhinniiJhinna (different-cum 
-non-different) :~ it is not Siivayava· (having parts, 
components), Niravayava (not having parts), nor is it 
Ubhayilmaka (having both parts and no parts) - as 'also 
it is in all respects Anirvachaniya (indefinable, 
indescribable)' - where is any supporting statement in the 
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Bhisbyas ? For this what support of any Yuktt (logical 
device) is there ? 

(14) Where is an illustration to assert that .4nirvacha
n6-a Avidya(ignorance which is indefinable) bas ttansformed 
itself in the form of the world ? When Shri SaDkara 
exemplified the illustration viz. - 'The sea-shell appears 
as silver' which is in truth a Bhriiatl (delusion) that is 
LtJauiddha (universally established or acknowledged), why 
did he not elucidate it in the manner - 'In the sea-shell 
a silver which is Anirvacha"iya has been produced' - ? 
Howat all CaD people discern that in that manner In 

Anirvachaniya silver is born or produced 7 If it is not 
possible for everyone to discera it, bow at all CaD that 
be said to be an illustration for Adhyila ? In our WOIbday 
world if both the common people and the eJPeI1 observers 
agree or accept, only then it can be called an illustration, 
is it Dot? 

(IS) When the Anirvachaniya Rajata (indescribable 
silver) is destroyed by means of ShulctijiiQna (the correct 
knowledge of sea-shell), what happens to Avidyi 1 If that 
is going to be destroyed, why cannot BrahmaAAkshitkira 
accrue ? If it (i.e. A vidyi) is DOt being destroyed, where 
at all. is there an illustration to assert that - "By mean' 
of correct knowledge Avidyi gets destroyed" .. ? 

(16) What is the authoritative source or support for 
some among you to imagine that - 'A vidyl which. bas 
produced Anirvachan,Ja Rajata (indefinable silver) is called 
Tiilividyi and it is different from Miilividyi' - ? If it 
is quite different, to affirm that Miilividyi is destroyed 
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by Vidyi what valid means are there ? Some of you are 
saying that - 'Tiilividyi is an Amsha (part) alone of 
MUlividyi, or an AkOra (form, shape) or Avastha (state)' 
- what is the PramiQa for this assertion? First saying that 
- 'For Miilividya there does not exist any Amsha, or any 
A.kira, or any Avastha ; it is Anirvachaniya' - and later 
to imagine Amsha, Akara etc. for it - is it not a self
contradiction 7 

( 17) You are saying that Miilividya invariably exists 
in all the three states of Jagrat, Svapna and Sushupti, is 
it Dot ? If so, are these A vasthis . Dot a Pari,!iima 
(transfonnation, mutation) of Miilividyi ? Are they Bhinna 
(different, separate) from Mfilividya, or Abhinna (non
different) or AniTVachaniya (indescribable) ? Or else, are 
they (i.e. three states) themselves a certain kind of bizarre 
object or substance ? 

(18) If Miilividya exists in Avastha Traya (all the 
three states of Consciousness), then why cannot we say 
it is, just like Atman, Param~tha (Absolutely a real 
entity) ? To affirm that it gets destroyed by Vidya if the 
statement that - "It does not exist in Nirvikalpaka 
Samidhi'· - is itself a supporting evidence, then for the 
Jiiini to \fake up from that state of trance once again, 
there is no sustaining cause whatsoever, is it not ? If 
turning away and giving up the waking state to get 
merged in Reality is itself called 'Mukti', then wherefrom 
can we get a Guru (preceptor) who can instruct us about 
the experience of a Mukta (Realized or liberated Soul) ? 

(19) Howat all is it reasonable to accept destruction 
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to Miilividyi which is A"ii/i (beginningJess) ? 

(a) If you say - 'Just as the Naiyayikas accept 
destruction for PrOgabhiiva (non-existence prior to birth 
or creation) which is Anadi - we too accept destruction 
for A vidyi which is Anadi' - then it is not Abhava (noD
existence or non-entity) - is it not ? 

(b) If you say - 'Just as Buddhists and others have 
accepted Niv(Utti (liberation, freedom) even for ADadi, we 
too accept it' - what answer will you give to those who 
argue that the Yu/cti (logical device) that - 'Anidi cannot 
be got rid or · entails them (i.e. Buddhists etc.,) also 
invariably ? 

(c) If you maintain that - 'Just as Mithyajiiina etc. 
Miilavidyi also is Ajdana and hence it may be got rid 
or - does it not amount to saying that - 'Because of the 
reason that the Mithyajiiana or misconception of Shuktyiili 
(i.e. sea-shell etc.) was Verily called Ajiian&, they are 
capable of being destroyed by Jiiina' - ? If that is also 
accepted, merely on the ground of calling lea-shell 
'Ajiiana', that too will have to be per force removed by 
Jiiina, is it not 1· If you say - 'That is also acceptable 
to- us' - even to say that - 'That way, it is Jliaza NiiJhytl 
(that which can be destroyed by Knowledge)' - and to 

• 
accept also what Prami9a have you got ? - This prime 
question remains unanswered, is it not ? If further you , 
alntend that - 'For that we have Sruti itself as PramiQa' 
.... then what answer will you give tG opponents who , 
affirm that .. 'By virtue of this Sruti PramiJ)a alone we 
say that this world of Shukti (sea-shell) etc. is real' - ? , 
If you say that - ~eir interpretation of the Sruti is not 
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correct' - then what proof or supporting evidence have , 
you to demonstrate that the interpretation (of the Sruti) 
that you have made is correct ? In case we accept that 
the interpretation that you have made is itself correct, 
even then does it not amount to you by yourself accepting 
that 'Advaita Siddhanta also - just like Dvaita Siddhanta 
- is to be discerned merely based on faith alone' - ? 

(d) Mlilhwas (followers of Dvaita philosophy of 8hri 
Madhwachirya) and Ranlinujas (followers of Vishishtadvaita 
philosophy of Shri Ratnanujachirya) opine that - 'Aniili 
(beginningless) Avidyibandha (bondage due to ignorance) 
is destroyed only by Parameshwara' ; Madhwas aver that 
- 'By Iswara's desire alone the covering of Avidya has 
ensued to livas'. For the followers of both these schools 
of philosophy which are founded on faith, at least by 
virtue of Iswara' s desire the A vidya may be destroyed. 
But you who have undertaken the task of establishing 
A vidya as also its destruction by means of Yu/cti (logical 
devices) and Anubhava (Intuitive experience) - what will 
be your plight or predicament if you speak against or 
con~ to )lnubhava ? 

(20) In your doctrine which says that - 'In 8ushupti 
every thing merges in MiiUividya alone .. what is the 
cause for the waking to occur once again ? No other 
cause whatsoever apart from or other than A vidya exists 
at all, is it not ? If you say - 'The Samskora (latent 
impression) of Piirvakarma (past actions) alone which has 
merged in Avidya is the cause' - what is the motive force 
as the cause for its activation? If you say - 'Svabhava 
(innate nature) itself is the cause' - then why don't you 
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join the ranks of hard-core SvabhavavaJins who maintain 
that - 'Svabhava (the essential nature of Being) alone is 
the cause for Bandha as also Moksha' - ? If you contend 
that .. 'lswara alone is the cause l' - then is He different 
from Atman or non-different ? You call yourselves 
'Advaitins' and so you cannot say - 'He is Bhinna (i.e. 
different from Atman) - is it not? If He is A.bhinna (nOD
different), then - Atman being the common denominator 
for all the three A vasthas - what cause can you adduce 
for 4vasthmheda (distinction among the states) 1 

(21) In your theory which states - 'Jivanmuktas too 
have a Lesha (remnant) of Avidyi' - does not a self
contradiction arise against your own teaching that - 'A vidyi 
does not have any Amsha (part)' - ? If for Avidyi too 
there can possibly be parts, because of the reason that as 
and when each Jiva becomes Jivanmukta, to that extent 
the Avidyiimsha (part of A vidya) should necessarily become 
less and less, why is it that the A vidya that existed from 
AniiliJcaa (time immemorial) has not worn out despite 
the fact that endless Jivas become Mulcta (freed, liberated) ? 
Or, in the alternative, why is it that even to a little extent 
it has not become less ? 

(22) If it were true that for Jivanmuktas too till the 
body falls off A vidyalesha invariably exists, then how at 
all can one believe the teaching that - ' '-By means of 
Jiiana alone A vidya is got rid of 1" If A vidya is not got 
rid of, then does it not amount to discarding, disowning 
the tenet that - 'By means of Jiiana, Mukti accrues' - ? 

(23) Jiiina signifies the essential nature of an object 
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or substance alone but not that it removes <?r destroys its 
cover ; if it is not so, by the Jiiiina that - 'Within a pot 
a light is kept' - the pot also which is the cover for the 
ligllt will have to be destroyed, is it not ? If you say that 
- 'Miilavidya is not a real cover; it is an Anirvachaniya 
cover ; ther.efore, it can be sublated' - then you will have 
to per force admit that - 'Just as Jii8na sublates Mithyijii1ina. 
(misconception) etc. it sublates this too' - is it not? Then 
in that event, just as a cognition of the type - 'In the 
beginning I had such and such Mithyajiiana ; now it is 
sublated, falsified' - accrues, we should get a cognition 
of the type - 'There existed a cover of such and such an 
Anirvachaniya Ajiiana. That is sublated now' - is it not ? 
In that manner where is it occurring ? Because of the 
reason such an occurrence does not ensue, why cannot we 
say that such an A vidya itself does not exist ? 

(24) Because of the reason that in the three states 
also Mulavidya exists, in order to cognize it to be Asatya 
(unreal) which Avastha has to be examined? Even if we 
accept that those who examine such an A vastha attain 
Jiiina, in which Avastha should those Jiianis teach about 
the Tattwa (Reality) ? We cannot possibly go to their 
A vasthi ; since in our A vastha invariably A vidya exists, 
it is not possible for them to instruct that A vidya does 
not· exist Thus there will be a fonnidable hurdle or 
impediment for Brahmopadesba Itself, is it not ? What 
about this predicament ? 

(25) All have accepted that one should listep. to the , 
instructions of the Sastra and the Guru, one should then 
do Manana (ratiocination over those teachings) and practise 
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Nididhylilsana (Intuitive contemplation) and that these 
alone are the spiritual means or practices for Brahmajilana. 
Because of the reason that all these are responsible or 
instrumental for the Samskiira (latent or subtle impressions 
or refinement) that occurs in the Antahlcara~ (Mind), 
Jiiina also should necessarily accrue in our Antabkanu,a 
alone. But because of the reason that you are asserting 
that - 'Miilavidya which is JRanaviriitlhi (opposed to 
Jiiina or Self-Knowledge) is not a Dharma (quality or 
attribute) of the Antahk~a' - how at all can Jiima 
remove or destroy Ajiiana ? 

The Final Judgement That Evolves from 

the Discussion of Miilividyi 

[Paramapiijya Shri Satchidanandendra Saraswati 
Swamiji, of revered memory, had published this treatise 
in 1940. At that time some scholars of Kamataka had 
objected to Swamiji's opinions and their deliberations 
were published in the monthly 'Adhyatma Prakasha'. 
Swamiji had published his answers to those deliberations 
in the "13th series of the monthly magazine. Since that 
article is aptly related and relevent to this treatise of 
'Satlkara Siddhinta' it has been appended here for the 
benefit of the genuine students.] 

All those who have read the treatise - 'Salikara 
Siddhinta' - have come to know as to what is this 
doctrine called 'Mulavidyavada' to a large measure. The 
(post-Satikara) Vyikbyanakaras have written that - (a) 
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'There exists a phenomenon called Mwavidya which exists 
in indivisible or undivided Chinmiira (Pure Consciousness) 
and which has kept that Chinma:tra as its. object' ; (b) 
'That alone is the UpiiJanQ KiiralJll (material cause) for 
the KTryavidyii (the effect-form of ignorance) which is 
known to be the Adhyma (misconception) between (the 
natures ot) Atman and Anitman' ; (c) 'In order to remove 
this alone all the Upanishads have begun their teachings.' 
For the last so many years I have been arguing that this , 
theory is opposed to Shri Saitkara's Siddhanta. The essence 
of my arguments is, in truth, that - 'The Adhyasa between 
Atman and Anatman is itself the A vidya which is the root 
cause for Samsara - and this alone is the teaching of Shri 
Sailkara' . 

Among those objections which have been raised in 
opposition to this my conclusion by various 'writers who 
have examined it - I have endeavoured here to take for 
detailed discussion only the important ones. Those people 
who are having a deep sense of dedication to and reverence 
for finding out the Tattwa (the Ultimate Reality) will 
have to decide the merits and demerits of this discussion 
or debate. 

I have believed that the rule or regulation that I have 
formulated to the effect - 'In order to determine the 
Sankara Siddhanta, directly taking recourse to Shri 
Saitkara's (original) Prasthanatraya Bhashyas alone is to 
be reckoned as the frrst and predominant Pramm,tl (valid 
means of proof) - is acceptable to the critical assessors. 
Therefore, I do not examine or consider the statements of 
the other Bhashyakaras ( commetators). From this it is 
quite clear that especially those commentaries which I 
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have opined to be opposed to the original Sankara Bhishyas 
cannot be brought in support of the present deliberation 
as valid evidence by anyone, whosoever he may be. 
Some people have shown to me that Shri Sureswarichirya 
(the direct disciple of 8hri Satikara) himself has used the 
words like - 'Miilavidya', 'Miilajiiina'. But whether 8hri 
Sureswarichirya has championed the cause of or pointed 
out unequivocally the present theory of 'Miilividyi' is 
itself a controversial factor. Apart from this, by virtue of , 
the regulation that the 8aitkara Siddhanta has to be 
determined exclusively from the original Bhasbyas in the 
present discussion undertaken by us, the fact that - even 
8hri SureSwarichirya' s commentary is not needed - is 
acceptable to both the parties. Therefore, for the time 
being we do not take into consideration even the statements 
of the V_ (i.e. 8hri 8ureswara). 

Has Shri Salikarichirya U led tbe Word 'Avldyi' 

With Two Meaningl ? 

The critics say that for this word there are two 
meanings indeed But 8hri Saitkara has clearly stated in 

Brahma-8iitra Bhashya 1-1-7 that - (at~Cfild(qt4I;:qIUf(qIq) 
'For one word alone to imagine many meanings is 
unreasonable.' In answer to the PUrvapaksha (prima facie 
objection) of the 8ankhyan, viz. "For the word 'Jyothi' 
there are two meanings ; in the same way for the word 
'Atman' too two meanings can be conceived, is it not 1" , 
- 8hri 8ailkara has stated this above Siitra-Bhashya 
statement in his Siddhanta ; not only that but also he has 
decided and declared that - 'In case we accept that for 
one word there can be two meanings - even then by 
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examining the relevant Prakara1Jll (topic under discussion) 
or the Upapada (the adjoining or supporting word) we 
will have to determine that one of them is Mukhyiirtha 
(predominant meaning) and the other GoulJa-tha (secondary , 
meaning)'. Therefore, to decide that - "Shri Satikara too 
has used in his Bhashyas the word 'Avidya' in one and 
the same Mukhyartha, and in case he has used it with 
another meaning then it should be invariably with 
GOUl)artha" - is quite reasonable indeed. This regulation , 
is acceptable to the Vyachylinakiiras (i.e. p~st-Sailkara 

sub-commentators on the original Bhashyas). For, while 
writing their commentary on the Bhashya sentence -
'Adhyasa is called by the PUI)Qits or scholars A vidya' -
they have stated: 'Since Adhyasa is Avidyliciirya (effect 
of ignorance), PUl)Qits have called it Avidya'. Therefore, 
in everyone's opinion for the word 'Avidya' one and one 
Mukhyartha alone exists - 'thus we have to conclude. 

What is the Mukbyirtha (predominant Meaning) for the 

Word 'Avidyi' ? 

In the opinion of the Vyakhyankaras, Mulavidya itself 
is the principal meaning of the word 'A vidya' ; since 
Adhy1isa (misconception) is its effect, Adhyasa is said to 
be Avidya in a GouIJiirtha (secondary meaning or sense). 
But now the question relevant here is - 'In the Bhashyas, 
in which predominant sense or meaning is this word 
used l' To this question my answer is : 'Adhyasa alone , 
is the Mukhyartha for this word. For, Shri Satikara has 

very clearly stated : cc dQdQQ{18.1 oIQa Uti qfO%dl atfc4iJfti 

q;:q;ij" [That Adhyisa with this Laksha1Jll (symptoms) the 
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scholars reckon to be Avidya]. Prior to this sentence be 
has not only mentioned - 'Instead of this, to determine 
the Vastu Swariipa (essential nature of a substance) as it 
actually is (exists) is itself called Vidyi" - but also in 
the Upasal!lhi;a (conclusion) he has affirmed that - "In 
order to teach or signify Atmai/catwa Vidya (the nOD
dualism of the Self) so as to be able to destroy this (i.e. 
Adhyasa or A vidyi), which is Anarthahetu (the cause for 
all mundane calamities) - all the Upanishads are begun." 
In fact, the Adhyasa Bhashya (which is the introductory 
small chapter to Brahma Sutra Bbasbya) has been written 
by him with the prime and specific purport of elucidating 
Avidya which has to be destroyed by Brabmavidyi. Here 
in this context the Bhashyakara has vociferously, so to 
say, proclaimed also that - 'Adhyasa itself is Avidyi'. If 
there existed any other entity- or substance - whatsoever 
it may be .- apart or separate from this which was 
destructible by Vidyi and which had been called 'Avidyi' 
with the Mukhyartha - then this was the context or place 
where the Bhashyakara had necessarily to signify. But he 
had not even taken its name. Therefore, for the word 
'Avidyi' the Mukhyartha is verily Adhyisa. The Sruti 
PrakaralJOS (the relevent topics from the Upanishads) of 
the Bbashyas are a pointer (nay, clincher) for this 
conclusion ; this truth every one has to accept. , 

This word 'Avidya' being used by 8hri Sankara with 
any other meaning whatsoever is not to be found anywhere 

else. One critic bas exemplified the sentence - 'atFetal 

atoql,dI8l1' - (isa Bha., Mantra 12) - from Isivisya 
Upanishad Bhashya. But that is not the Avidyo PrakiJra'Jll 
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(chapter devoted to the topic of A vidya) ; it is the 
PrakarClQa dealing with or deliberating upon the topic of 
Asambhiiti Upiisana. For the word 'Avidya' used there in 
that context, since it has a relationship of proximity with 
the Upapada (adjoining word) of 'AvyiJcritikhya', this is 
not the correct word connoting 'A vidya' which Shri Satikara 
has exemplified as 'Adhyma Riipavidyil in Sutra Bhashya 
and which is directly opposed to Vidya. Therefore, on the 
two C(lunts of the Prakarag.a and the proximity of another 
word in this context 'Avyakrita' is called 'Avidya' from 
the view-point of GoulJav{itti (a secondary sense). Thus 
from this sentence it can be determined but not that the 
word 'Avyakrita' itself has the predominant meaning of 
'A vidya'. If the above sentence of Isavasya Bhashya is 
compared to the sentences like 'This· is called Avidya' ; 
'Keeping in front Adhyasa called Avidya, all mundane, 
religious (Scriptural) transactions involving Pram~ (valid 
means of knowledge) and Prameya (objects of knowledge) 
are born (carried out)' - this difference becomes quite 
clear. Therefore, it is quite reasonable and proper to , 
conclude that - "Adhyasa is nothing but what Shri SaIikara 
says Mukhyiividya (the principal Avidya) which is 
Nirupapada (devoid of any proximity of another qualifying 
word) ; but what is mentioned in the above context (i.e. 
Isavasya Bhashya) is the Gou'!avidyii (ignorance of a 
secondary meaning) by name 'A vyalqita' ." 

The world's subtle state called by various names of 
'Avyakrita' 'Avyakta' 'Natnarupa' 'Bl1a' 'Prakriti' etc. ., , ' 'J'. 
being referred to as 'Avidya' is not to be found anywhere 
else in the Bhashyas. Thus Avyalqita being called 'Avidya' 
can be surmised as being used in Go~artha, is it not ? 
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But in Brahma Sutra Bhisbya there exists a sentence 

• • atfCial Cl6qij)'(' (Br. Sutra Bha. 1-4-3). On the basis of 
this, some critics believe that it "amounts to saying that 
• 'Avyakta itself is Avidyi'. This is not proper. For, this 
sentence appears in a Prakar~a which undertakes the 
discussion of the question - "In the Katbopanishad sentence 

of '~: q(qoqijj'(' (Avyaktam is greater than Mahat) -

whether the word 'Avyalcta' refers to Sitikhyans' Pradhina 
or not l' This is not a sentence which delineates the 
meaning of the word 'Avidya'. On the other hand, it is 
a sentence which states the meaning of the word 'Avyakta'. 
"Avidya means Adhyasa alone. For the word 'Avyakta' , 
found in the Sruti this alone is the meaning" • thus here 
the Siddhanta has been expounded. Therefore, this sentence 
does not provide even an iota of support for Miilividyivida. 

Which II the Gou9irtha for the Word 'Avldyl' ? 

To determine the answer to this question this Bhashya 
sentence is an excellent supporting evidence. For, the 

principal Siitra for this is 'dG%ft:tcqIGtfqc( - (Brahm a Suua 
1-4-3). The Bhashyakara has interpreted this Sutra in two 
different ways. In both the meanings, he has adduced a 
Mukhyartha to the word 'Avyakta' and has determined 
that the GOUJ)artha of that word is Sharira (body). While 
detenninjng the Mukhyartha, the essence of what Shri 
SaIikara has written is : '~SiDkbyans have used the words 
'Avyakta' and 'Mahat' to mean 'Pradhana which is 
Swatantra (independent)' and Mah«tatwa (the category . , 
of Mahat), respectively; but in the Sruti there are different 
meanings for these words. To wit, 'Mahinitmi' means 
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'the Buddhi of Hira1JYagarbha (i.e. macrocosmic Intellect). 
Or in the alternative, Jiva ; 'Avyakta' means 'Avyalqita' 
or 'Avidyi'. When for the expression - 'Mahanatma' the 
meaning of 'macrocosmic intellect' is adopted, the word 
'Avyakta' should be adopted to mean 'Avyalqita' ; when 
for 'Mahinatma' we take the meaning of 'Jiva', we 
should adopt the meaning of 'Avidya' for the word 
, A vyakta' . Thus since according to the Bhashya the 
scriptural word 'Avyakta' has been interpreted with two 
meanings of : (i) Avyalqita, (ii) Avidya, it is quite clear 
here that in the above context the A vidya, which is the 
second meaning as explained above and which is without 
any relationships whatsoever with A vyalqita, is directly 
taken with the Mukhyartha. Not only this. It is further 
established that A vyalqita being called ' A vidya' is 
invariably with Gow;tartha alone. 

Quite in consonance with this interpretation, 8hri 
Salikara has in the first commentary very clearly expressed 
that - "The Bfia Shakti (potential power of a seed) called 
'Avyalqita' (which he has referred to as 'Avyakta') is 
Avidyamaka (of the essence ignorance) as also it is that 
which can be destroyed by Vidya." In the Brahma Sutra 

Bbisbya (1-4-3) - "fctEllfl dt41 aftGt:(llb~rtHttJ a:tfeteURiiCfiI ft" 
aft"'~lrij;(csqij)~I<r~a~<utt it is not possible to interpret the 

word 'Avidyatmika' merely as 'Avidya.' For, since with 
the second meaning, for the word 'A vyakta' the explanation 
of 'Avidya' alone is given, in both the explanations the 
word 'Avyakta' amounts to being interpreted as 'Avidya' 
alone - thereby the defect of 'Punarukti' (repetition of a 
statement) attaches itself to the Bhashya. A vidyatmaka 
means Avidyo Kalpita (imagined, conjured up by A vidya) 
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alone. The fact that - "The sentence - 'Because of the 
reason alone that Bijashakti is A vidya Kalpita, it is burnt 
away by Vidyi' - is the one which adduces the motive 
behind the previous sentence" - is clarified by the word 

'Hi' (alone) in the expression 'atFctfJlRitCfil 1('. Therefore, 

because of the reason that A vyaIqita is A vidya Kalpita, 
that too can be called 'Avidyi' for name's sake; this fact 
is established from this reasoning. If this is acceptable, 
then what we had propounded as our opinion previously 

that - "In the sentence - 'atCSllICfdl(9£l1 3fFcteJl' - only 

Go~avidyi has been stated" - gets strengthened. 
But now a question like - "For tbe word 'Avidyit

maka' can we imagine (adopt) a meaning of 'Avidyi 
Kalpita' 1" - arises. For that my answer is only this , 
much : 8hri 8ankara, while explaining the meaning of his 
own sentence in Brahma Sutra Bhashya (2-1-14), viz. -

'atFC4E1I(qq;:tlQ"Qafl"lcqICfi(UIIQ,",tqlt( ti4~(qfll' - has written 

- ctf4~~JQ{~lcq'ia _qlfqElIq;~~.flq(C.\~ dtql::q(qlullqf.f4i:(;ft~ 

etll(Aq3'qcsft\il'i~ e4~~JQ({2I lIJlIT, m:, ~: - 1ftJ " 
~fij~~<fi1et<4a - This should be referred to and its 

, 
meaning discerned. Now the fact that 8hri Salikara's 
interpretation of the word 'A vyaIqita' is verily 'Avidyi 
Kalpita' becomes as clear as the Sun's brilliance. This , 
very meaning is explained by Shri Salikara by the later 
word 'A vidya Krita' also. 

Because of the reasons that : (a) This situation has 
arisen to indicate that - 'Since names and fonns as also 
the KOrya KaralJDS (body, senses) which are the effects 
of these names and forms are Avidyibnaka (Avidyo Kalpita 
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i.e. conjured up by ignorance), the distinction of Jiva and 
Iswara is verily VyiivahQrika (an empirical transaction) 
and not Piiramiithika (absolutely real)' ; (b) 'since Shri 
Satikara teaches that by means of Vidya this rJp1iJhi 
(adjunct) gets destroyed - this phenomenon of names and 
forms is A vidya Kalpita and hence it is Mithyo (unreal, 
false). Therefore, it gets destroyed· 'by Vidya.' This 
auspicious Siddhanta gets evolved by the meaning of 
, A vidya Kalpita'. Some people have raised the following 
question out of a sheer overbearing attitude : 'Why should 
we not interpret the words 'Avidya Kalpita' and 'Avidya 
!{rita' as 'Avidyatmaka' only and thereby attach the . 
meaning of - 'Avidyliswariipa' (of the essential ·nature of 
Avidya) l' But to assert that the Bhashyakara has used 
the word 'Avidya Kalpita' with that interpretation, there 
is no clinching evidence whatsoever ; in fact, even in the 
literary sphere too a usage of this kind is not to be found. 
It is in vogue to call a silver idol 'Rajatatmaka' or 
'Rajatalqita' ; but who ever calls silver itself by those 
epithets ? , 

In certain places 8hri Saftkara has given the special 
attribute of 'Avidya Laksh8Q.a' to Pralqiti. I have quoted 
above (Bra. Sutra Bha. 2-1-14) a sentence in which Shri 
Sailkara has stridently asserted that Pralqiti is verily Avidya 
Kalpita NCma-Riipa (names and fonns imagined, conjured 
up due to ignorance). It being so, the critics should 
kindly think as to how interpreting the expression 'A vidya 
Laksh~a' to mean 'Avidya Kalpita' is wrong. In Sanskrit 
the word 'Laksh8.Qa' does not have the exclusive meaning 
of 'Swariipa' (essential nature of Being) ; for example: 

u =4I~=tI(¥tris~ 'fit:" - in this laimini Sutra what meaning 
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this word 'Lakshaoa' has can be examined. Similarly in 

the usage of the expression - "E1it1ulI~l::qill" - in Gau4apida 

Kiriki, the commentary of Shri SaJikara as ~s~~fl1 

~i(1UII SlqIUI'( should be discerned. 

Another point. The Bhishyas bristle with epithets 
like ' A vidyaIakshaJ.l8 ' , 'A vidyiilqita' , 'A vidyikalpita' , 
'Avidyipratyupastbipita' [In the Brahma Siitra Bhisbya 

2-2-2 there is a sentence : "atrqan4f!1qtqlrqd::flq~qqllll~"-

ctW-t" - herein it has been very clearly mentioned that due 
to A vidyi the Maya of names and forms is imagined 
(misconceived) ; this fact the readers should discern and 
remember] ; all these are always, invariably, used as 
qualifying epithets for 'names and fonns' by Shri SaDkara. 
If names and forms are themselves A vidya, then Dot even 
at one single place the word 'A vidya' beina used as a 
special significant qualifying word for the phenomenon of 
names and forms is to be found ! Why is it ? Even a 
single epithet of the type of 'Niimariipalqitividyi' " 
'Nimariipalqimdhyisa' etc. is not found to have been 
used for Adhyasa ! Why is it ? If it were true that 
Nimariipa itself was Miiliividyi and that alone was the 
root cause for Adhyasa, and to denote this itself was so , 
important for Shri SaiJkara, then without even mentioning 
it for once would he possibly leave behind that task of 
imagining that opinion of his to the Vyakhyinakaras ? 
Quite contrary to this, could he have repeatedly proclaimed 
that names and forms themselves are 'Avidyakalpita' ? 
These facts should be ruminated over quite cautiously by 
all proponents of Miilividyi. 
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For Adhyasa the body and the senses are needed ; 
therefore, A vyilqita or Miilividyi, which is the cause 
for those body and senses, necessarily precedes, them, 
Is it not ? By means of Atminitmaviveka (deliberation 
on the phenomena of Atman or SeH and Anitman or 
not-Self) alone Adhyisa disappears (becomes extinct) ; 
but Anitmamithyitwa (the unreal, false nature of not .. 
Self) becoming fully determined, can Advaita be 
established ? Thus some people raise an objection. 

Both these objections are those which have raised 
their ugly heads because of a failure to discern the , 
essential nature of Adhyasa as described by Shri Satikara. 
For, even the deliberation about Atman and Anatman is 
itself the resultant effect or function of Adhyasa. In fact, 
to imagine Prami6(Utwa (I notion, ego-consciousness), 
Prameyatwa (objectivity) in Atman is itself Adhyasa ; it 
being so, it may amount to saying that - 'The Viveka 
(deliberation on) of Atman and Anatman is A-dhyTlYabiiihaka 
(capable of falsifying misconception) ! The whole gamut 
of Loukika (empirical, mundane) and Vaidika (scriptural) 
Yyavahara (empirical dealings) is verily the magic spell 
cast by the magician called 'Adhyasa' ! The transactions 
of cause and effect categories too is an empirical transaction 
indeed ; therefore, that is also Adhyasta (super-imposed). 
If we discern the subtle purpoI1 behind Shri Satikara's 
statement in Brahma Sutra Bhasbya 2-1-27 : "The names 
and forms which are A vidyakalpita are acquiring the 
Vyalctariipa (manifest fonn) and the Avya/ctariipa (un
manifest form) ; for Brahman, which is of their form, 
Pari1JCmaJi (transformation etc.) appear as if they have 
occurred to It" - then we never have any doubt remaining 
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in this regard. Adhyisa Is Dot an event occurring in 
time ; we should keep in mind here that time Itself 
is the offspring of Adhyisa. Then the subtle, lofty 
teaching that - 'Atman alone is Satya", (Reality) ; aU 
of Antitmtlll (not-Self) is Allrita (unreal, false) ; mixing 
up these, any understanding that we entertain II Itself 
Adhyisa' - gets rooted in our mind. 

The quintessence of this article of mine is this much : 
Because of the reason that A vyalqita Nimariipa is the 
seed (cause) for the world of duality - if anyone calls 
it 'Mulavidya' - then the opinion of such people is Dot 
unacceptable _ to me. Because of the reason that such 
A vyakrita Nimariipa is the cause for everything it can be 
called 'Miila'. But to say that - "It is not A,dhyasta 
(super-imposed) - not Avidyacalpita (imagined, misconceived 
due to ignorance)" - is opposed to Bhashyas as also to 
Yukti '; and hence I can never accept that. Even the 
VivaI"aQacharya, who has championed the cause of 'Mula-
vidyavada', has at one place accepted that : 3i~lr~fquU~U~-

t1CiC~ '41(ii;:tt~I'1qC( CfiI<t<lf~Cfi(qI~Iq;llll Cil &J4q~I(q'1: ifC;~di 

1 fC48Ri I (Vivar8l)a). Meaning : "It has been imagined 

in Atman just as black colour is imagined in empty 
space". If the full meaning (import) of this pregnant 
sentence is discerned by all the critics, I feel that my 
mission is fulfilled. 

OM TAT SAT 



S. Brabmavidya or Knowledge of The Ultimate Reality 

It unravels the secrets of both the Siddhanta;' i.e. spiritual 

science, and the Sadhana, i.e. spiritual disciplines or practices, 

pertaining to Self-Knowledge. 

6. The Quintessence of Pristine Pure Vedanta 

As the name of the book itself suggests, this contains the 

quintessence of pristine pure Vedantic teachings culled out of the 

original Bhashyas of Adi Sailkara. 

7. The Philosophical Science of Vedanta 
- , 

This gives a foretaste of Adi Sailkara's famous 'Brahma Siitra 

Bhashyas'. Two brief appendices are also adduced to compare and 

contrast the interpretations of' Brahma Siitras' by the other schools 

of philo sop by, viz. Visisbtadvaita of Ramanujachatya & Dvaita of 

Madhwachatya. 

8. Vedanta : The Only Consummate Spiritual Science 

Being the last of the series, this book projects a profound and 

comprehensive perspective to enable a genuine student of this 

spiritual science to weigh its teachings and truths against all the 

other physical and psychic sciences as also other imperfect schools 

of philosophy, both Western & Indian. 

Write to : 

Adhyatma Prakasha Karyal~ya 
Holenarsipur, Hassan Dist., Karnataka - 573 211 

or 

Adhyitma Prakasha Karyalaya 
Thyagarajanagar, Bangalore - 560 028 
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